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ELŐSZÓ
Három óra. 180 perc. Elegendő idő két futballmeccs lejátszásához, vagy a Keresztapa című klasszikus 
film első epizódjának megtekintéséhez. Pontosan ennyi időd lesz majd a középszintű érettségi vizsga 
írásbeli részére angol nyelvből. Igaz, egy negyedórás szünettel, hiszen az olvasott szöveg értése és a 
nyelvhelyesség vizsga után, és a hallott szöveg értése és az íráskészség vizsga előtt lesz majd 15 perced 
a pihenésre. Ez a gyakorlókönyv csak arra nem ad pontos útmutatást, hogy ezt a rövid pihenőidőt 
hogyan töltsd el. Minden egyéb ismerős lesz számodra, amennyiben ennek a gyakorlókönyvnek a 
feladatait lelkiismeretesen megoldod. 

88 feladat segítségével (24 olvasott szövegértés, 22 nyelvhelyesség, 22 hallott szöveg értése 
és 20 íráskészség) jutsz majd el oda, hogy a valódi írásbeli érettségi feladatait is könnyedén, és 
– reményeink szerint – jó eredménnyel oldd meg. A feladatok szövegei autentikusak, ami azt 
jelenti, hogy vagy a nyomtatott, vagy az elektronikus sajtóban jelentek meg, természetesen angol 
nyelvterületen. Az alkotók csak annyit alakítottak a szövegeken, hogy megfeleljenek a középszintű 
érettségi nyelvi szintjének. A könyv szerzői arra törekedtek, hogy a szövegek érdekesek is legyenek; 
de azt persze nehéz minden esetben eltalálni, hogy kinek mi ragadja meg a fantáziáját. A szövegek 
kiválasztásában az is szempont volt, hogy jelenjenek meg bennük mind a tíz érettségi témakörhöz 
(1. Személyes vonatkozások, család; 2. Ember és társadalom; 3. Környezetünk; 4. Az iskola; 5. A munka 
világa; 6. Életmód; 7. Szabadidő, művelődés, szórakozás; 8. Utazás, turizmus; 9. Tudomány és technika; 
10. Gazdaság) kapcsolódó feladatok valamennyi vizsgarészben. Abban pedig egészen biztos lehetsz, 
hogy pontosan azokkal a feladattípusokkal fogsz találkozni a valódi érettségin, mint amelyekkel 
ebben a könyvben. Erre az a garancia, hogy a könyv szerzőinél a magyarországi angol nyelvi érettségit 
senki sem ismeri jobban. 

A könyv felépítése követi az írásbeli érettségi szerkezetét. Tehát az első részben olvasottszöveg-
értési, a másodikban nyelvhelyességi, a harmadikban hallottszöveg-értési és a negyedikben 
íráskészség-feladatokat találsz. Az érettségin vannak olyan feladattípusok, amelyek gyakrabban 
fordulnak elő, ezért ebben a gyakorlókönyvben az ilyen feladattípusokra több példát is adunk, de 
legalább két gyakorlófeladatot készítettünk minden olyan feladattípusra, amellyel az angol nyelvi 
érettségin találkozhatsz. A könyv végén pedig két ’éles’ feladatsort is összeállítottunk. Azt javasoljuk, 
hogy ezeket akkor oldd meg – természetesen az időkorlátot szigorúan betartva –, amikor már a könyv 
első részében lévő feladatok segítségével elegendő rutint szereztél. Ehhez a rutinszerzéshez stratégiai 
tanácsokat is biztosítunk, amelyeket az egyes vizsgarészek bevezetőjében olvashatsz.  

A javítási kulcs segítségével könnyedén ellenőrizheted az olvasásértési, nyelvhelyességi és hallás-
értési feladatok megoldását. A könyvben található húsz íráskészség-feladatból még a 2016–17-es 
tanévben tízet megírattunk vállalkozó szellemű középiskolásokkal. A megírt dolgozatokból 
kiválasztottunk 20 darabot. Ezeket kijavítottuk és pontokkal értékeltük. Továbbá elemeztük is őket, 
és megindokoltuk, hogy miért vontunk le pontokat, amennyiben elkerülhetetlen volt. Ha ezeket a 
rövid elemzéseket gondosan elolvasod, és persze magad is megírod a feladatokat, akkor felkészültél 
az érettségi két íráskészség-feladatának eredményes megoldására is. 

Talán mondani sem kell, hogy e gyakorlókönyv feladatainak megoldásával nemcsak az érettségire 
készülsz fel, hanem nyelvtudásod is jelentősen fejlődik majd, valamint a feladatmegoldásban 
szerzett tapasztalatod esetleg hasznosítható lesz más nyelvvizsgák esetében is. És a világról is sok 
érdekességet megtudsz. Reméljük, hogy ez a gyakorlókönyv sokkal inkább izgalmas kalandozás lesz, 
mint verejtékes küszködés. 

Sok sikert kívánunk az angol érettségi írásbeli vizsgarészéhez! 
A szerzők
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BEVEZETŐ AZ OLVASOTT SZÖVEG ÉRTÉSE 
VIZSGAELEMHEZ

Ez a vizsgarész négy rövid (esetleg három hosszabb) szöveghez kapcsolódó feladatból áll. A vizsgázó 
maga osztja be a rendelkezésre álló 60 percet. A feladatok általában a könnyebbtől a nehezebb felé 
haladnak, de nem kell feltétlenül az adott sorrendet követned, kezdheted a második vagy harmadik 
feladattal is, ha azt könnyebbnek találod. Fontos azonban, hogy minden feladatot megoldj, minden 
kérdésre válaszolj, és maradjon időd válaszaid ellenőrzésére is! 

A szövegek minden esetben eredeti, angol anyanyelvűek által írott szövegek, és a vizsga céljaira 
szerkesztettek (ez általában rövidítést, egyszerűsítést jelent). Tartalmazhatnak a B1, alapfokú 
szintnél nehezebb kifejezéseket vagy szerkezeteket, ezek azonban vagy kikövetkeztethetők a 
szövegösszefüggésből, vagy a feladat megoldásához nincs szükség pontos értésükre.

FŐBB FELADATTÍPUSOK:

I. Feleletválasztós (megadott lehetőségek közül kell kiválasztani a helyeset):

• háromválasztós (igaz-hamis-nem eldönthető)
• négyválasztós
• sokválasztós 
• szövegből kiemelt kérdések, alcímek,  rész- vagy egész mondatok visszaillesztése a szövegbe 

(lyukas szövegek)
• összekevert bekezdések sorrendbe állítása

II. Önálló szóbeírást vagy rövid választ igénylő feladatok:

• hiányos mondatok kiegészítése a szöveg alapján
• rövid összefoglaló szöveg kiegészítése
• rövid válaszok kiegészítendő kérdésekre

ÁLTALÁNOS TANÁCSOK

A szövegeket csak az utasításban megadott mértékben kell megérteni. A megértésben a szöveg gyors 
átolvasásán kívül általában segít a cím, az esetleges alcím és kép. (Előfordulhatnak ugyanakkor olyan 
címek is, amelyeknek a jelentése csak a cikk elolvasása után válik világossá.)  

Ha ismeretlen szó szerepel, próbáljuk megérteni a szövegösszefüggésből, az előző és a rákövetkező 
mondatokból, ill. egyszerűen átugorni, hiszen a feladatok megoldásához általában nem fontos minden 
részletet pontosan megérteni. 

Az Olvasott szöveg értése vizsgarésznél szótár nem használható, tehát a gyakorlófeladatok 
megoldása során se használjuk. (Utólag, amikor válaszaink helyességét ellenőrizzük, érdemes az 
ismeretlen szavak jelentését kikeresni. Különösen az egynyelvű, és külön nyelvtanulók számára írt, a 
szavakat egyszerű angol nyelven magyarázó és példákat is fölsoroló szótárak hasznosak.)
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Ne úgy akarjuk megérteni a szöveget, hogy magyarra fordítjuk. A fordítás a pontos értést feltételező, 
bonyolult és időigényes tevékenység – ezt a készséget a vizsga nem méri. 

Az utasítások utalnak a szöveg témájára és megjelölik az elvégzendő feladatot. Az utasításokat 
mindig pontosan kell követni! 

AZ EGYES FELADATTÍPUSOKRA VONATKOZÓ TANÁCSOK

Feleletválasztós feladatok:

• A kérdés az, hogy egy állítás A) igaz, B) hamis vagy C) nem eldönthető.  Nehézséget okozhat a 
B) és a C)) válasz megkülönböztetése. Hamis (B) az állítás, ha a szövegből egyértelműen kiderül 
az ellenkezője, vagy ha részben vagy egészben tévedést tartalmaz a szöveghez képest. Nem 
eldönthető (C), ha semmilyen utalás nincs arra, amit a mondat állít, vagy ha van valamilyen 
utalás, de a szövegből mégsem derül ki, hogy az állítás igaz-e vagy téves. A kérdés  eldöntéséhez 
szükség lehet a szöveg egyes részeinek figyelmes újraolvasására! 

• Hagyományos négyválasztós feladatok. Mind a négy lehetőség tartalmaz valamilyen (látszólagos 
vagy rész-) igazságot. A feladat annak a válasznak a megtalálása, amelyik legpontosabban 
megfelel a szövegnek. Szükség lehet a szöveg megfelelő részeinek figyelmes újraolvasására!

• Sokválasztós feladatok. Félbevágott mondatok első feléhez kell a befejező részt megtalálni. 
Nem feltétlen kell az első mondatnál kezdeni, érdemes először a legbiztosabbakat bejelölni. Ezzel 
csökkentjük a választható lehetőségek számát, így megkönnyítve a feladatot. A kétségeseket 
mindenképp hagyjuk a végére, mert ha egy válasz rossz helyre kerül, az más hibákat is 
eredményezhet. Végül még ellenőrizzük, hogy a kimaradt egy-három betű valóban nem illik 
sehová.

• Lyukas szövegek kiegészítése (megadott listából). A szövegből kiemelt kérdések, alcímek, 
rész-, ill.  egész mondatok visszaillesztése a szövegbe. Az alcímek a következő bekezdés központi 
gondolatát emelik ki. Előfordulhat, hogy valamilyen nyelvi elem (pl. azonos vagy ronkonértelmű 
szó) jelenléte is utal kapcsolatukra. Kihagyott mondatok, illetve mondatrészek esetében a 
tartalmi, gondolati összefüggéseken kívül a nyelvtani és jelentésbeli kapcsolóelemek, az előre- 
és visszautalások adnak eligazítást. Fontos, hogy a visszaillesztett szövegrész az előző és a 
következő mondat(ok)hoz is jól illeszkedjék! Mint a sokválasztós feladatoknál, itt is érdemes a 
biztos válaszok bejelölésével kezdeni, így szűkítve a lehetőségeket. Végül itt is ellenőrizzük, hogy 
a kimaradt egy-három betű tényleg nem illik sehová. 

• Összekevert bekezdések sorrendbe állítása. Jellemzően olyan szövegekhez kapcsolódik ilyen 
feladat, amelyek valamilyen történetet, eseménysort mondanak el. Ilyenkor általában maga az 
időrend ad eligazítást. Jó tisztában lenni azzal, hogy az angolban egy bekezdés egy gondolatot 
fejt ki, új gondolathoz új bekezdés jár. A bekezdés  első (esetleg második) mondata megjelöli a 
témát, az utolsó pedig összefoglalja. 
Jellegzetes szerkezete van az angol újságcikkeknek, riportoknak is. Ha valamilyen hírt, eseményt 
mondanak el, ezt az első bekezdésben (vagy már az alcímben) összefoglalják. A további 
bekezdések újabb és újabb részleteket árulnak el, és esetleg példákkal, idézetekkel színesítik a 
történetet. 
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Megjegyzés: Egyes feleletválasztós feladatok betűkkel jelzett válaszlehetőségei közül – könyvünkben 
és az érettségin is –, szándékosan hiányzik a J) betű azért, hogy a dolgozatokat javító tanárok ne 
téveszthessék össze a diákok kézzel írt válaszaiban az I) betűvel.

Önálló szóbeírást vagy rövid választ igénylő feladatok: 

Az utasítás minden esetben tartalmazza a beírható szavak számát, ezt semmiképp sem szabad túllépni. 
Az összevont alakok egy szónak számítanak. 

• Hiányos mondatok kiegészítése. Előfordulhat, hogy a beírandó szó (szavak)  egy az egyben 
megtalálhatók az eredeti cikkben, de lehet, hogy a szövegben elő sem forduló szóra vagy 
szavakra van szükség. Természetesen nem pusztán az a cél, hogy értelmes mondatok jöjjenek 
létre, nem lehet bármilyen odaillő szót beírni: a kiegészítéseknek a lehető legpontosabban meg 
kell felelniük az eredeti szövegben elmondottaknak.

• Rövid összefoglaló szöveg kiegészítése. Nehéznek látszó feladat, de az összefoglaló valójában 
még segíthet is az eredeti szöveg értelmezésében. Erre a feladatra is érvényes,  hogy a beírandó szó 
előfordulhat az eredeti szövegben, de az is lehet, hogy nem. A  kiegészítéseknek természetesen 
itt is a lehető legpontosabban meg kell felelniük az eredeti szövegben elmondottaknak.

• Rövid válasz kiegészítendő kérdésre. Felnőttektől, iskolában gyakran elhangzik a felszólítás: 
„Egész mondatban válaszolj!”. Itt éppen az ellenkezőjére van szükség. A lehető legkevesebb 
(az utasításban meghatározott) szóval kell megadni a kért választ. „Mikor indult a vonatuk?” 
„Nyolckor.” „Hányan voltak?” „Öten.”

TANÁCSOK A KÖNYV HASZNÁLATÁHOZ

Akár egyénileg, akár tanár segítségével dolgozik valaki, érdemes időt szánni a kulcs alapján történő 
javítás után az esetleges hibák okának megtalálására. Ehhez a megfelelő szövegrészek alapos 
újraolvasására, elemzésére, (lehetőleg angol nyelven történő) megbeszélésére van szükség. Hasznos 
lehet ilyenkor a szótárazás és a egyes részek magyarra fordítása  a tudatosítás kedvéért. A fordítás 
azonban soha ne  előzze meg a szöveg elemzését. Ha tanár irányításával folyik a munka, a megbeszélés 
interaktív módon, tisztázó kérdések segítségével, lehetőleg angol nyelven történjék.

Fontos megjegyezni, hogy a könyv közvetlenül a vizsgafelkészülést szolgálja;  nem helyettesíti 
az olvasási készségek fokozatos fejlesztését. Olvasni csak olvasva lehet megtanulni, nyomtatott 
vagy világhálós újságok, egyszerűsített, később pedig eredeti irodalmi és más szövegek rendszeres 
olvasásával. Az olvasástanulás mennyiségi kérdés is, és a rendszeres olvasást semmilyen tankönyvi 
anyag nem pótolhatja. Az értő, gyors vagy elmélyült olvasás az információ- és élményszerzés fontos 
eszköze, olyan alapkészség, amelyre a tanulásban, a mindennapi életben és munkavégzésben is 
szükség van.
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Task 1

• Read the letter from a young woman to her sister and then read the 
sentences (1-7) following it.

• Your task is to decide whether the sentences are true or not.
• Mark a sentence A if it is true according to the article.
• Mark it B if it is not true according to the article.
• Mark it C if there is not enough information in the text to decide if the 

sentence is true or not. 
• Write your answers in the white boxes next to the numbers as in the 

example (0).
A=TRUE  B=NOT TRUE  C=CANNOT BE DECIDED

A LETTER TO MY LITTLE SISTER, WHO I AM NO LONGER JEALOUS OF 

When we were younger, we were complete opposites in everyone’s eyes. You were tall and I was 
small. You were beautiful and I was plain. I was awfully jealous of your looks. The fact that you 
always had speech problems and learning difficulties didn’t seem important to me then. We spent so 
much time together that there was no communication barrier between us.

However, when you started at secondary school, the year I began my A-levels, I began to notice 
more differences. The teachers compared you to me and that wasn’t fair. They expected you to be 
like me, they expected your brain to be like mine. I was clever. You were clever, too, but not in the 
traditional way. You had a memory like an elephant and a talent for making cool videos. 

It was then that I remembered that whenever you were speaking, our family would look at me, 
not you. Teachers, too, would come to find me when they couldn’t understand what you were saying. 
I understood you completely and often I was the only one who did. I was like an interpreter translating 
your words for others. 

I will never forget the day you were doing homework at the kitchen table. I was sitting across from 
you singing under my breath and working on some coursework. You went very quiet and whispered, 
tears running down your face, “I just want to be a normal girl.”

I looked at you and cried, too. You would have given anything to be like me. Who was I to be 
jealous of you when you faced such misery at school five days a week, 39 weeks a year?

From then on I put myself out to help you with schoolwork in every way I could. You noticed and 
you would do my hair for me. 

My little sister – we are different but we learned to accept our differences. 
(www.theguardian.com,  08.04 2017)

0) Of the two sisters, the younger one was much prettier.

1) The parents were proud of their two daughters.

2) Though they both had speech problems, the two girls understood each other well. 

3) The younger sister’s learning difficulties started at secondary school.

4) Teachers made unfair comparisons between the two girls.

5) The teachers thought the younger girl didn’t work hard enough.

6) The older girl often had “to translate” what her sister said.

7) Though she could see her sister’s problem, the writer didn’t know what to do.

0) A

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)
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Task 2

• Read this article about how some exotic animals were found and then 
read the sentences (1-7) following it.

• Your task is to decide whether the sentences are true or not.
• Mark a sentence A if it is true according to the article.
• Mark it B if it is not true according to the article.
• Mark it C if there is not enough information in the text to decide if the 

sentence is true or not.
• Write your answers in the white boxes next to the numbers as in the 

example (0).
A=TRUE  B=NOT TRUE  C=CANNOT BE DECIDED

MAN ARRESTED AFTER LIVE COBRAS  FOUND INSIDE POTATO CHIP CANS

A California man was arrested after he received a package with three live king cobras hidden 
inside potato chip cans. Rodrigo Franco, 34, was arrested in Los Angeles and charged with illegally 
importing goods. Customs officials at Los Angeles airport discovered the snakes, about two feet long, 
while inspecting a package that was sent to Mr Franco from Hong Kong in March. The shipment also 
contained three albino Chinese turtles.

Federal agents refused to deliver the snakes for safety reasons but the turtles were handed over to 
Mr Franco at his home in Monterey Park, California. During a police search on the same day, water 
tanks containing a live baby crocodile and a further six extremely rare animal species, all of which 
are protected under US law, were found inside the children’s bedroom.

It is suspected that Mr Franco had exchanged secret text messages with an individual in Asia 
about transporting the cobras and turtles between Hong Kong and the US to avoid the attention of the 
authorities. In earlier messages which police found on Mr Franco’s smartphone during the search, he 
also said that he had previously received live crocodiles and planned to sell five of them to a private 
zoo in Virginia.

Mr Franco also admitted to a US Fish and Wildlife Service agent that last year he imported five 
baby sharks in two separate shipments, but all had died in transit, which caused him great financial 
loss. It is unclear if he was also planning to sell some of those sharks to the zoo.

At the moment, two of the three cobras taken by the police in March are receiving care at the San 
Diego Animal Protection Centre, while the third died for unknown reasons. 

If convicted, Mr Franco could face up to 20 years in prison.
(http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-40733372)

0) Each potato chip can contained three king cobras when police opened them.

1) Altogether six animals were found during the inspection at the airport.

2) The turtles were all healthy when Mr Franco received them.

3) The snakes were placed in the water tank at Mr Franco’s home.

4) Mr Franco knew it was illegal to import the cobras and turtles.

5) The zoo in Virginia had already received animals from Mr Franco.

6) The baby sharks cost Mr Franco a lot of money.

7)  One of the cobras died before it arrived at the San Diego Animal Protection Centre.

0) B

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)
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Task 3

• Read this article about a famous beauty spot in North Wales and then 
read the sentences following it.

• Your task is to find the answers (A-D) that best correspond to what the 
text says.

• Write the letters in the white boxes next to the numbers (1-7) as in the 
example (0).

FARMING WITH NATURE 

It is beautiful and wild up here on the Great Orme, on the north coast of Wales, and the views are 
amazing. In the wind my eyes start watering the minute I step out of my car. The wildness comes 
as a surprise – the Great Orme is just a five-minute climb by road or tram from the seaside town of 
Llandudno, but it feels like another world.

I’ve come here to meet Dan Jones, a shepherd who rents  Parc Farm – worth £1m – for £1 a year 
from the National Trust, the organization that takes care of old buildings and beautiful countryside 
areas in Britain.  The Trust were looking for somebody who would farm the rocky land in this 
very sensitive nature conservation area in a way that works for both people and nature. Out of the 
hundreds of candidates interviewed Dan was the absolute winner.

Growing up on a farm, Dan worked for his father before studying agriculture at university. 
He understands the special needs of this area and explains to me that it makes a difference to the 
landscape whether you keep cattle or sheep. Cows are too heavy for this land and they eat different 
plants from sheep. Sheep are ideal on the Orme and Dan knows how to move them around according 
to the seasons. 

“I’m keen to prove that conservation and modern-day farming can work together successfully, 
and I want to protect this beautiful landscape for future generations,” he says.

Dan has four sheepdogs. Seven-year-old Nell and 15-month-old Tian are his main workers. The 
other two, five-month-old Floss and Bet, have just begun their training.

This is Dan’s first full day at work on the Orme. He and his wife and son will sleep tonight for the 
first time at Parc Farm. 

Shepherding here is a hard 24-hour job but Dan can’t wait to start. He thinks he’s the luckiest man 
alive. Looking at his view, with the sun setting over the Orme, it’s hard to disagree.

(National Trust,  Spring 2017)
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0) The author found the Great Orme 
A) beautiful but windy.
B) familiar in some way.
C) easy to reach despite the distance.
D) surprisingly hard to approach.

1) Parc Farm
A) is owned by the National Trust.
B) belongs to a shepherd called Dan.
C) has been rented out to Dan for a year. 
D) is visited by hundreds of people.

2) The Trust 
A) had problems finding the right man for the job.
B) found it hard to choose between the candidates.
C) wanted someone to farm the land in a nature-friendly way.
D) was looking for someone with experience in nature conservation.

3) Dan was chosen because he
A) grew up on his father’s farm.
B) knew Parc Farm well.
C) had the right university degree.
D) understood the demands of the job. 

4)  Dan’s ambition is to prove that
A) he is better than other shepherds or farmers.
B) the fields on the Orme will be right for his sheep.
C) it is possible to be good at farming and at protecting nature.
D) traditional farming methods are better for protecting nature.

5) Two of Dan’s sheepdogs are
A) being trained at a training centre.
B) of great use to him.
C) getting quite old.
D) hard-working and friendly. 

6) Dan’s wife and son
A) support him in his work.
B) have lived on a farm previously.
C) are moving to Parc Farm with him.
D) are happy about moving to Parc Farm.

7) For Dan the work on the farm 
A) will be a new experience.
B) is going to be easy. 
C) might prove rather hard.
D) will be hard but enjoyable. 

0) A

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)
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Task 4

• Read this text about how mobile phones affect family life and then 
read the unfinished sentences following it. 

• Your task is to choose the words (A-L) which best complete the 
sentences, based on what the article says.

• Write the letters (A-L) in the white boxes next to the numbers (1-7) as 
in the example (0).

• Remember that there are three more letters than you need.

PARENTS’ MOBILE USE HARMS FAMILY LIFE, SAY SECONDARY PUPILS 
Parents who continually check their mobiles can leave children feeling upset and ignored

Overuse of mobile phones by parents creates problems in the family, according to a survey of 
secondary pupils. More than a third of 2,000 eleven- to eighteen-year-olds who responded to a poll 
said they had asked their parents to stop checking their devices. And 14% said their parents were 
online at meal times, although 95% of 3,000 parents, who were asked separately, denied it. 

Among the pupils 82% felt meal times should be device free. Of pupils who had asked their 
parents to put down their phones, 46% said their parents took no notice and 44% felt upset. 

Despite this, only a minority of parents (10%) believed their mobile use worried their children – 
although almost half (43%) felt they spent too much of their own time online.

The research also showed that almost half of secondary pupils were checking their phones after 
they had gone to bed, with the result that they were arriving at school tired and unable to concentrate. 
Almost three quarters of pupils said they were online between three and four hours a day. Children’s 
greatest worry about their own online use was not sleeping enough, with 47% highlighting it as a major 
problem. But among parents, only 10% worried about children’s time online leading to lack of sleep.

The poll shows that children know the many risks that come with the overuse of technology. It also 
shows that they need the adults in their lives to make clear rules and to model sensible behaviour.

(www.bbc.com, 23.04. 2017)
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0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

0)  Children’s reactions to their parents’ use of mobile phones 
was studied in

1)  When children asked their parents to put down their phones, 
almost half got no 

2)  Most children dislike their parents using their mobile phones 
during

3)  Parents’ answers show that few understand how their use 
of mobiles affects 

4)  Over 40% of parents thought telephoning took up too  
much of their

5)  Overuse of mobile phones was linked to children’s poor 

6)  Children were more realistic about how their mobile use 
at night resulted in less

7)  Children need parents’ rules and good example to learn the 
proper use of

A) technology.

B) strategy.

C) a survey.

D) energy.

E) answer.

F) children.

G) driving.

H) time.

I) sleep.

K) meals.

L) concentration.
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Task 5 

• In this text about an ancient Iranian village the subtitles have been 
removed.

• Your task is to match the subtitles (A-H) to the paragraphs.
• Write the letters in the white boxes next to the numbers (1-5) as in the 

example (0).
• Remember that there are two more letters than you need. 

THE LAST CAVE DWELLERS OF IRAN 
Ancient underground dwellings provide shelter for villagers – and their animals –  

during biting winters.

0)       
Maymand, located around 900km south of the capital Tehran, has a number of prehistoric dwellings 
‒ underground homes carved out of soft rock that are more than 10,000 years old. Maymand has been 
inhabited continuously for more than 2,000 years. 

1)       
Maymand has extremely hot summers and severely cold winters. To adapt to these harsh conditions, 
villagers switch homes according to the time of year. In the summer and early autumn, they live in 
homes with grass thatch roofs which help protect them from the heat. When temperatures drop and 
bone-chilling winds sweep the valley, Maymand residents move underground. 

2)       
Of the 400 caves built more than 10,000 years ago, 90 remain intact. These cave homes can contain 
up to seven rooms, each about two metres high and with an area of twenty square metres, although 
size varies from cave to cave. Residents have updated the caves to suit their lifestyle: they have 
electricity, which allows for refrigeration, and even televisions. However, there is no running water, 
and ventilation is minimal. 

3)       
The village once followed Zoroastrianism, an ancient religion. A cave that used to serve as a temple 
is now a small museum. 

4)       
Today, fewer people are choosing to live in the caves, instead moving to neighbouring towns in the 
winter and returning in the summer. Only an estimated 150 people populate the village throughout 
the year. 

5)       
To ensure the survival of Maymand’s unique lifestyle, in 2001 the Iranian Cultural Heritage and 
Tourism Organization launched a campaign to raise awareness of the village. Since then, the village 
has received more visitors. Today Maymand even has caves where tourists can stay the night to 
experience a way of life that has been going on for thousands of years.

(bbc.com,  26.05. 2017 )
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A)  Modern comforts

B)  A tourist paradise

C)  An ancient cave village

D)  What cave dwellers believed in  

E)  Families now and then

F)  A disappearing lifestyle

G)  Keeping a traditional way of life alive

H)  Seasonal housing

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)
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Task 6

• In this article about changing the rules to stop people wasting food 
some parts of sentences have been left out.

• Your task is to reconstruct the text by filling in the gaps from the list.
• Write the letters (A-L) in the white boxes next to the numbers (1-8) as 

in the example (0).
• There are two extra letters you will not need.

GET RID OF ‘BEST BEFORE’ LABELS TO CUT FOOD WASTE 

Several EU countries have warned that best-before dates on 0)     such as flour, tinned goods 
and olive oil lead to the waste of millions of tons of food a year.

Ministers from the Netherlands and Sweden say 1)     and makes people throw away good 
food.

EU law on food labelling requires all items to have a best-before date, or a use-by date for those 
that would obviously be very dangerous to eat afterwards, such as 2)    .

But best-before dates are also put on groceries such as flour and tinned goods with 3)    . 
They may not taste as good after that date but may still be perfectly safe to eat.

It is unclear, though, whether best-before dates are 4)    . A UK report says ‘buy one, get one 
free’ offers in supermarkets also play a part. These special offers encourage shoppers to buy more 
than they need. Many of these items have 5)     and end up being thrown away.

The report also says that many of the fruits and vegetables sold in supermarkets are imported 
from around the globe. These will not last as long as 6)     because they have already spent days 
travelling. 

However, large amounts of locally grown fruits and vegetables are also 7)    , being either 
left in the field or rejected by supermarkets because they look imperfect. 

The 8)     wastes around £24,000 worth of good food in a lifetime.
(Daily Mail, 17.05. 2014)

A)  average British family

B)  the biggest cause of food waste

C)  kitchen cupboard items 

D)  the labelling is confusing

E)  locally produced food 

F)  record crops

G)  never eaten

H)  wasted by consumers

I)  raw meat or milk

K)  a long shelf life 

L)  a limited shelf life

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)
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Task 7

• In this article about a porcelain specialist the last sentence of each 
paragraph has been left out.

• Your task is to complete the paragraphs by choosing the right 
answers from the list.

• Write the letters (A-I) in the white boxes next to the numbers (1-6) as 
in the example (0).

• There are two more letters than you need.

‘I COULDN’T UNDERSTAND WHY ANYBODY WANTED TO COLLECT IT’ 

It wasn’t love at first sight for Angela von Wallwitz, a leading expert of early European porcelain.  
0)     

At the age of 18, after finishing school, she volunteered at Sotheby’s in Munich. 1)     
One day her boss in the Munich office said he’d like her to give some friends a tour of a collection 

of early Meissen figures. 2)     
With a week to prepare, she got busy reading. “I couldn’t understand the books,” she remembers. 

Her visit to the exhibition was not much more helpful. “The porcelain all seemed the same,” she 
confesses. 3)     

To solve her problem, she decided to learn every single label by heart. When the group arrived, 
she guided them through the collection for an hour and a half without stopping. She didn’t want to 
give anyone a chance to ask questions. 4)     

To do this, she had to remember not only the labels, but also the look of the objects they described. 
“Strangely enough,” she recalls, “I began to see the differences between one piece and another.” And 
she came to like what she saw.  So did her boss, it seems. 5)    

Even today she seems amazed at her quick progress. 6)    
(Financial Times,  04.03. 2006)

A)  She had no idea how she would do it as she knew nothing about porcelain. 

B)  “I couldn’t understand why anybody wanted to collect all that.” 

C)  Surprisingly, though, her early dislike for china soon turned to love.

D)  She is publishing exciting new research.

E)  “I couldn’t have answered a single one,” she laughs. 

F)  “I think I was the only volunteer in a branch office to get a job in an expert 
department in London,” she says.

G)  Von Wallwitz believes it is the story behind the objects that is attracting  
new collectors.

H)  She wanted to give herself time to decide whether to train as a child 
psychologist or an auctioneer.

I)  Within a year von Wallwitz was offered a job at Sotheby’s ceramics  
department in London.

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
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Task 8

• In this interview from a school magazine the questions have been 
removed.

• Your task is to match the questions to the answers.
• Write the letters (A-L) in the white boxes next to the numbers (1-7) as 

in the example (0).
• There are three more letters than you need.

TOP OF THE PROFS 
We asked our head teacher about his school memories

0)       
Playing Joseph in a nativity play. I still have a photograph of myself in costume looking very excited 
to be meeting Father Christmas.

1)       
The huge range of opportunities alongside the classroom such as sport and music. Friendships were 
also very important.

2)       
Good old Mr Baker. He taught me Maths and got me through my GCSE exams. He was wonderful, 
patient and kind. 

3)       
I loved History and English, but the lesson that stands out was an A Level Art lesson I attended by 
mistake. It awoke an interest in art which I still have today.

4)       
I dropped Latin early on for other subjects but I wish now that I had carried on with it.       

5)       
It has had a huge impact. I was fortunate to go to two amazing schools and I’ve also worked with 
some excellent people in my career and that continues to inspire me.

6)       
Yes, for five years. We won several times.

7)       
I cycle instead of driving whenever I can and I exercise regularly.

(Wealden Times, September 2015)
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A)  How has your own experience of school helped you become  
the head teacher you are today?

B)  Do you keep in touch with your old classmates?

C)  What’s your earliest memory from the classroom?

D)  What was your favourite lesson?

E)  What do you do to keep fit now? 

F)  How strict were teachers at your school?

G)  What was the worst problem you ever had at school?

H)  Is there anything you wish you’d studied at secondary school?

I)  Is it true that you played in the school rugby team?

K)  Which aspects of school life do you look back upon fondly?  

L)  Did you have a favourite teacher?

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)
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Task 9

• Read this article about things British people like.
• Some phrases have been left out from the text.
• Your task is to complete the text by filling in the gaps from the list 

below.
• Write the letters (A-M) in the white boxes next to the numbers (1-8) as 

in the example (0).
• There are three more phrases than you need.

TALKING OF THE WEATHER... 
It helps make Britain great

Talking about the weather, (0)     even when it is not our fault are what we like most about being 
British.

According to new research our love of queuing, (1)     are also among the top 50 things of 
which we are the most proud. 

The (2)     asked said they are happy about the fact that most people in the world speak 
English. And 9 out of 10 said they feel they (3)     and are proud to call themselves British.

The way we get drunk at weddings and (4)     on the dance floor plus our love of tomato 
ketchup also appear on the list of Britishness.

As a nation of tea-drinkers we seem to prefer our cuppa strong, (5)    . We also like holidays 
abroad and are proud of wearing shorts and flip-flop sandals even in cold weather. 

Women are more patriotic than men, but are (6)     big national events.
And our silly choices are also popular, including (7)    , which means they start celebrating 

in July. We also love walking in the countryside, watching TV soaps and are (8)     in the rain. 
But we must have tomato ketchup with everything.

And is there a more typically British phrase in the world than, “I’m terribly sorry, but you’re 
standing on my foot”?

(Daily Express, 17.07. 2017)

A)   our favourite British accents

B)   some people’s mania for Christmas

C)  laughing at ourselves and apologising

D)  bargains, and a good cup of tea

E) move uncertainly 

F)  helpful neighbours

G)  live in a ‘great’ Britain

H)  complaining about

I)  happy to barbecue

K)  majority of 1,000 Britons

L)  less likely to celebrate 

M)  with a little milk and no sugar

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)
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0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

Task 10

• In this article about the lucky owner of a bird, some parts of sentences 
have been left out.

•  Your task is to reconstruct the text by filling in the gaps (1-7) from the 
list (A-I) below.

• Write the letters in the white boxes next to the numbers as in the 
example (0).

• Remember that there is one extra phrase that you will not need.

BRITISH PARROT MISSING FOR FOUR YEARS  
RETURNS SPEAKING SPANISH

A pet parrot that spoke with a British accent (0)     has been reunited with its owner – and the 
bird now speaks Spanish. The reunion was organised by Teresa Micco, a Southern California vet, 
who mistook Nigel, an African grey parrot, for her own missing bird.

The vet tracked Nigel’s microchip to Darren Chick, (1)    . “I introduced myself and said, 
‘Have you lost a bird?’” Micco told our reporter. “He initially said, ‘No.’ But he thought I meant 
recently. He just looked at me like I was crazy. He said (2)    .”

Little is known about Nigel’s whereabouts the past four years, but Darren Chick says the bird’s British 
accent is gone, (3)    . Still, last week’s reunion brought tears of joy to his eyes – despite the fact 
that Nigel bit him when he first tried to pick him up. According to Micco, this behaviour from an animal  
(4)     is not unusual, and Nigel will settle back in soon enough.

This is the fifth parrot reunion assisted by Micco, who has been running ads for her own 
missing bird for nine months without any success yet. That parrot, Benjamin, got lost in February  
(5)    .

Incidentally, African grey parrots don’t only attack their owners, (6)    . Two months ago, a 
crime-fighting parrot saved his owner (7)    . The female victim was out for a walk-and-fly with 
her bird in Sunny Hill Park, north London, when she was grabbed by the shoulders and pushed to 
the ground. The parrot flapped his wings and made a terrible noise, causing the attacker to run away.

It remains to be seen whether Nigel, who has shown great language skills, will ever have a chance 
to play body-guard.

(http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/0/british-parrot-missing-four-years-returns-speaking-spanish/)

A) and it now chatters in Spanish

B) that his bird had gone missing four years earlier

C) when it disappeared from its home four years ago

D) after she was pushed to the ground in a park

E) when it’s reunited with its long-lost owner

F) a Briton who lives in Torrance

G) as happened with Chick and Nigel

H) when it darted out a door that was left open

I) when the bird learnt the new language
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Task 11

• In this story, where a woman describes her strange illness, the 
paragraphs have been mixed up.

• Your task is to reconstruct the text by putting the paragraphs in the 
right order.

• Write the letters (A-H) in the white boxes next to the numbers (1-6) as 
in the example (0).

• Remember that there is one more paragraph than you need.

I WAS TERRIFIED OF MUSIC 

Going to the shops was dangerous. Turning on the television was like playing Russian roulette. For 
years my life was extremely limited because I had epileptic fits whenever I heard music. 

0)        

1)        
My social life was rubbish. Pubs and parties were an obvious no-no and even my wedding, two 

years after I left school, was a quiet affair. No first dances for us, or evening disco; instead we had a 
meal back at our house.

2)        

3)        

4)        

5)        

6)        
(guardian weekend, 01.12.2012)
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A)		The breakthrough came when I and my husband moved from Lancashire to Kent. 
The doctor at my local hospital had heard of musicogenic epilepsy and sent me to 
King’s College hospital in London. After an MRI scan that showed a scar in my 
brain the neurologist suggested an operation.

B)		After the operation I was tested again. This time I could listen to music and had no 
complaints. The operation had been a complete success.

C)		If it was more than a few notes, a strange noise would start in my head, immediately 
followed by an epileptic fit. I didn’t fall to the ground, but my mind went blank and 
I experienced hallucinations. It was a terrifying experience and I felt exhausted for 
hours afterwards. It was obvious I needed medical help.

D)		I wasn’t frightened of the prospect of brain surgery.  I knew it was going to be a very 
complicated affair but I trusted my surgeon completely.

E)		Eleven years after the operation, my life is transformed. I can go to parties and pubs, 
buy CDs or go to a concert. It is still a joy to switch to a music channel and not 
worry about the consequences.

F)		I was sent to a neurologist, who gave me some medicines but seemed sceptical.  He 
had never heard of musicogenic epilepsy – the name of my illness – and in my notes 
described me as “neurotic”.

G)		The three specialists became very excited. They had never seen a case in person. 
“This will make my CV,” one of them told me delightedly. 

H)		My husband was endlessly supportive and tried to protect me in every way he could.  
He never listened to CDs or the radio at home. I knew it was hard for him as he 
loved music.

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)
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Task 12

• Read this article about a grandmother in Kenya, and then read the 
gapped sentences following it.

• Complete the sentences (1-7) with max. 3 words based on the 
information in the text.

• Write your answers on the dotted lines as is the example (0).

WHAT IS IT LIKE TO START READING AT 60? 

If you think about how much written information we need every day – going through emails at work 
or messages on mobile phones – it’s hard to imagine being without these ways of communicating. 

But Florence Cheptoo, who lives in a small village in Kenya, has turned her first page as a 
60-year-old. It all started when her granddaughter brought home books from primary school after the 
school had been given a small lending library by a charity. But many of the parents and grandparents 
of the schoolchildren were themselves unable to read, and teachers began reading lessons for adults.

Florence said she now felt “part of those who are in the modern world.” She added that when 
she had been younger, there had been no support for her to learn to read and write. Her parents had 
wanted her to marry and look after the animals on the farm, and there had never been a chance to 
learn. It meant that she couldn’t sign her name or read any legal documents. 

Now Florence can read the information on the medicine she takes, and she can read newspapers 
and find out about the outside world. When her grandchildren get school reports, she can see how 
well they are doing. It has made her more confident and knowledgeable and able to have an opinion 
of her own. “I am able to identify what is good and bad in society,” she said. 

Florence wasn’t the oldest member of this class. There was also a man in his 80s. His eyesight 
wasn’t very good and he didn’t really think he would become much of a reader – but he told the 
teachers that he wanted to be seen regularly at the class to send a message to the rest of the village 
that this was important.

(www.bbc.com   14/09/2017)
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0) Two things we read almost every day are    .
1) Florence Cheptoo was     when she learnt how to read.
2) It was Florence’s     who first brought books to the house.
3) The teachers at the local school realised that     needed lessons, too.
4) When she was young, Florence had to take care of     instead of going to school.
5) Florence was unable to read official papers or even    .
6) Now Florence can read newspapers and also the     that her grandchildren get.
7) The     person in Florence’s class said he went there to set a good example.  

0)  emails and messages 

1)  

2)  

3)  

4)  

5)  

6)  

7)  
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Task 13

• Read this article about Sherpas' extraordinary abilities and then read 
the gapped sentences following it.

• Your task is to fill the gaps with one or two words only, based on the 
information in the text.

• Write your answers on the dotted lines as in the example (0). 

SUPERHUMAN SHERPAS CAN MAKE MORE OF LESS OXYGEN

The Sherpa people are an ethnic group from Nepal who have lived in the Himalayas for generations. 
They have long served as guides and porters to foreigners attempting climbs in the area. 
Western climbers normally stay on the summit of Mount Everest long enough for a photograph, 
and, if they feel able to remove their oxygen mask, a phone call home. But when Babe Chiri Sherpa 
reached the top in 1999, he set up camp, spent 21 hours without an oxygen mask, and sang the 
national anthem on Radio Nepal. 

A group of researchers from the University of Southampton has now explained the biological 
reasons for this almost superhuman ability. The research team studied 180 volunteers – 116 from 
lowland locations and 64 Sherpas – during the 5,300-meter climb to Everest base camp.

Surviving a journey up Everest depends on overcoming one key problem – the atmosphere at 
high altitude. Oxygen levels at the summit are one third of those found at sea level and fewer than 
6% of humans can make the climb without supplementary oxygen. Altitude sickness can strike as 
low as a few thousand meters. If you go straight up to 3,500 meters, the next morning you’ll feel like 
you have the flu or a hangover. The same is not true of Sherpas, though. After centuries living in the 
Himalayas, they have adapted to this atmosphere. 

The research team identified differences in the parts of human cells that use oxygen to generate 
energy – known as mitochondria. The Sherpas’ mitochondria are much more efficient at using oxygen. 

The team also monitored climbers’ blood circulation. They found that micro-circulation – blood 
circulation in the smallest blood vessels – slowed down in the non-Sherpa climbers, but remained 
normal in Sherpas. The higher speed at which the blood can flow around allows blood vessels to 
deliver more oxygen to the tissues more quickly.

(CNN,  07.10. 2016) 
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0)  Sherpas are employed by climbers in the Himalayas to carry goods and serve as    .
1)     can stay on the summit for very short times only.
2) One Sherpa spent almost a day with     supplementary oxygen.
3)     have now discovered why Sherpas can do this.
4) The     was carried out on the way to the Everest base camp.
5) The symptoms of     are like having a bad cold or having drunk too much alcohol.
6)  Sherpas are not affected by high altitudes because their bodies can produce more energy with less 

   .
7) Sherpas are also at an advantage because their     is faster than that of westerners. 

0)  guides  

1)  

2)  

3)  

4)  

5)  

6)  

7)  
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Task 14

• Read this article about a kind truck driver and then read the gapped 
summary.

• Your task is to fill the gaps with one or two words only, based on the 
information in the text.

• Write your answers on the dotted lines as in the example (0). 

MYSTERY DRIVER RESCUED ME AND MY SONS ON M25 
Mother thanks ‘Argos Andy’ after social media search 

A mother rescued by a mystery truck driver after a breakdown on the M25 thanked him, saying: 
“I just wanted to let his boss know how great he was.”

Gemma Elsey-Kail, 32, wrote about the act of kindness on Facebook, as she tried to find the 
driver, who had given his name only as Andy. The story spread rapidly, with thousands of people 
sharing her post.

Andy came to Mrs Elsey-Kail’s aid after her Volkswagen Polo broke down on a four-lane section 
of the motorway. She said she had no idea how she was going to get her children − four-year-old 
Charlie and eight-month-old Harrison −  to safety as cars sped past them.

But then the delivery driver pulled up in his Argos lorry, shielding the car from traffic as Mrs 
Elsey-Kail carried her children to the grass verge at the roadside just before junction 24. He directed 
traffic around the vehicles and waited while breakdown assistance arrived, shortly after midday on 
Friday. 

Still shaken, Mrs Elsey-Kail thanked him only briefly before driving away but later decided she 
wanted to contact him to show her gratitude properly. She posted a message to Argos, the retail 
company, on Facebook asking if they would help her track down Andy.

The original Facebook post was shared almost 20,000 times and generated 137,000 likes and 
3,000 comments. 

On Twitter, the hashtag #ArgosAndy was soon trending, as users across the UK joined the hunt 
for the “hero” of the M25.

Argos last night tweeted that Andy had been found, saying he was “overwhelmed” by the response 
but was a “shy guy” and wanted to remain out of the public eye.

Mrs Elsey-Kail said: “It’s fine he doesn’t want the limelight. I’m just glad he knows how grateful 
we all are.”

(Evening Standard, 19.02.2015)
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A woman, whose car broke down on the M25 motorway, was helped by an unknown  
(0)    . It   happened on a particularly dangerous (1)     of the M25. The man (2)     to 
shield the Volkswagen Polo from traffic, and this allowed the woman to get the children out of the 
car. The lorry driver then waited and (3)     until breakdown assistance arrived. 

Later the woman decided to try and find Andy so that she could (4)     properly. She contacted 
(5)     on Facebook hoping they could help her find him. They did find him but told her that, 
though happy about the social media response, (6)     preferred to avoid publicity.

0)  lorry driver  

1)  

2)  

3)  

4)  

5)  

6)  
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Task 15

• Read this text about a British company and then read the questions 
(1-8) following it.

• Your task is to answer the questions in max. 3 words.
• Write your answers on the dotted lines as in the example (0).

THE BUSINESS OF MAP MAKING 

Ordnance Survey (OS) is a British mapping agency and one of the world’s largest producers of maps. 
It is a government-owned company, 100% in public ownership.

OS was founded over two hundred years ago, during the Napoleonic Wars. The country was 
threatened with invasion then and the war ministry wanted to map the land.

 Since then OS has become a global cartographer and has revolutionised map-making. It is a big 
data company now and has staff with world-class skills. There is no future for driverless vehicles 
without OS data to guide them, for example. The internet and 5G telecoms need OS data, and the 
emergency services couldn’t work without them. 

While much of the data is still collected on the ground, the process is more and more automated 
and maps can be reached on smartphones. Many of us still like to use the traditional folding variety, 
but younger generations prefer Google Maps. It has the advantage that walkers can print their maps 
at home and pre-check their routes in 3D on their laptops.

With new technologies for storing information in the cloud – which means no expensive hardware 
is needed – there are huge new business opportunities for companies such as telecoms, electricity or 
gas.

Should OS remain a government-owned agency? If you ask Nigel Clifford, chief executive of OS, 
the answer is a clear yes.  “Why would a private company want to provide detailed information about 
faraway places? It wouldn’t be profi table. The centre of London? No problem. It would bring them 
big money. The main street of a tiny village in the north of the country? Not necessarily”

 (The Times, 18.08. 2017)
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0) What do the letters OS stand for?
1) What do OS make?
2) Who is the owner of OS?
3) Which century was OS founded in?
4) What historical events were taking place at the time?
5) What do driverless cars, digital and emergency services all make use of?
6) What type of maps do many people still use?
7) If a company stores information in the cloud, what can they save money on?
8) According to Nigel Clifford, who would probably offer profitable services only?

0)  Ordnance Survey   .

1)   .

2)    .

3)    .

4)   .

5)   .

6)   .

7)   .

8)   .
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Task 16

• Read this article about the dangers of online communication and 
then read the questions (1-7) following it.

• Your task is to give short, max. 3-word answers.
• Write your answers on the dotted lines as in the example (0).

PARLIAMENT CYBER ATTACK
MPs advised not to use public WiFi  

Members of the British Parliament have been warned not to use public WiFi or USB sticks that are 
not theirs as there are fears they might be attacked by cyber hackers.

Handbooks given to new members last month also told MPs to lock their computers when they 
leave the office and be aware of the danger of “hoax websites”.

The advice has come after Parliament suffered a cyber attack in which hackers tried to get into 
9,000 email accounts. Officials have said the hackers were successful in 90 cases, though it is not 
known who the accounts belong to.

Advice given to MPs last month said: “Do not use public access computers in libraries, cafés or 
other public areas for clicking on social networking sites. This way you can lower the risk of your 
account being hacked.”

MPs were also warned “not to click on links in posts or tweets” as these could take them to hoax 
websites that might send them malware (a type of software that would harm their computers).  

They were also warned about what to post online. “While social and networking media such as 
Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp and LinkedIn obviously have huge benefits, their use can also bring 
risks. Posting certain information could put your personal safety at risk.”

(The Sunday Telegraph, 02.07. 2017)

0) Apart from other people’s USB sticks, what have MPs been warned not to use?
1) What might be caused by plugging in an unsafe USB stick?
2) In what form did the new MPs get the safety advice?
3) What should MPs do before leaving their offices?
4) Out of the email accounts attacked, how many were hacked? 
5) What are the examples of public places where MPs should not use the computers? 
6) Where can links in posts or tweets lead users?
7) What might be a dangerous thing to do on social media?

0)       Public WiFi  .

1)   .

2)   .

3)   .

4)   .

5)   .

6)   .

7)   .
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BEVEZETŐ A NYELVHELYESSÉG  
VIZSGAELEMHEZ

A Nyelvhelyesség feladatsor az írásbeli vizsgarész második feladatsora, az Olvasott szöveg értése után 
következik. 30 perc áll a rendelkezésedre, hogy a feladatlap három (esetleg négy) feladatát megoldd. 
Összesen 20-25 kérdésre kell a megoldást megtalálnod, három (vagy négy rövidebb) szöveg alapján. 
A feladatok mindegyike összefüggő szövegre épül.

Ebben a vizsgarészben arról kell számot adnod, meg tudod-e találni és mennyire helyesen 
tudod használni azokat a szavakat, kifejezéseket és nyelvtani szerkezeteket, amelyek egy szövegből 
hiányoznak.  

A szövegek, amelyekkel dolgozol, eredeti, angol anyanyelvűek által írt szövegek, esetenként 
rövidítve, egyszerűsítve, oly módon, hogy B1 szinten megoldhatók legyenek a feladatok. A szövegek 
tartalmazhatnak olyan szavakat és kifejezéseket, amelyeket B1 szinten nem kell ismerned, ezek 
azonban nem szükségesek a feladat megoldásához vagy a szükséges mértékben kikövetkeztethetők. 
A vizsga azért épül szövegekre, mert nem arra kíváncsi, hogy fel tudod-e sorolni, mikor kell használni a 
Present Perfectet, vagy át tudsz-e alakítani egy mondatot cselekvőből szenvedővé, hanem arra, hogy 
a szöveg által leírt szituációban mely szavak és szerkezetek szükségesek ahhoz, hogy a szöveg írója 
eljuttassa az információt a szöveg olvasójához. A vizsga tehát itt is azt értékeli, hogyan tudod a nyelvet 
gyakorlatban használni, és nem azt, hogy mit tudsz a nyelvről.

A Nyelvhelyesség feladatsor megoldásáért kevesebb pontot szerezhetsz, mint a többi feladatlapban: 
18-at, mert a helyes nyelvhasználat bizonyos elemeit az Íráskészség vizsgarészben és a szóbeli vizsgán 
is értékelik.

A VIZSGÁN AZ ALÁBBI FELADATTÍPUSOK FORDULHATNAK ELŐ:

• hiányos szövegek kiegészítése feleletválasztással (négy válaszlehetőség közül egy helyes 
 kiválasztása)

• hiányos szöveg kiegészítése önállóan
• hiányos szöveg kiegészítése előre megadott szókészletből
• megadott szavak ragozott alakjainak vagy a belőlük képzett új szavaknak a szövegbe illesztése

ÁLTALÁNOS TANÁCSOK

A feladatok legtöbbször a könnyebbtől haladnak a nehezebbek felé. Ez nem jelenti azt, hogy ebben 
a sorrendben kell megoldanod a feladatokat. Érdemes átfutni a feladatsort, megnézni a címeket, a 
feladattípust és a legszimpatikusabbal kezdeni. Előfordulhat például, hogy egy hozzád közelebb álló 
témájú szöveg feladataival sikeresen bemelegítesz, és utána könnyebben haladsz a többivel.

A feladatok megoldása során nagyon fontos az utasítások pontos követése. Az azonos feladattípusok 
utasításának szövegezése mindig egyforma. Ha erre figyelsz, nem fogsz időt veszíteni az utasítások 
értelmezésével, és nem fogod, például, a megoldásokat a szövegbe beírni az utasításban megadott 
hely helyett.

Az értékelés során csak a teljesen hibátlan megoldások fogadhatók el; a legapróbb hiba esetén 
sem jár a pont. Figyelj például arra is, ha egy feladatban a mondat első szava hiányzik, és azt kell 
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helyesen megadnod (a hiányos szöveg kiegészítése önállóan és a megadott szavak ragozott alakjainak 
vagy a belőlük képzett új szavaknak a szövegbe illesztése feladatoknál fordulhat ez elő), a megoldást 
nagy kezdőbetűvel írd, különben nem kapsz pontot. Minden esetben elfogadhatók mind a brit, mind 
az amerikai helyesírás szerint beírt megoldások. Mind a beírós, mind a feleletválasztós feladatoknál az 
esetleges javításokat egyértelműen kell jelölni.

Ne ijedj meg az ismeretlen szavaktól! Jóllehet a szövegekben, amelyekre a feladatok épülnek, 
előfordulhatnak ismeretlen szavak, a feladatok ezek ismerete nélkül is megoldhatók.

Egy feladat megoldását feltétlenül kezdd azzal, hogy elolvasod az egész szöveget. Így a hiányzó 
részek ellenére képet kapsz a szöveg tartalmáról és összefüggéseiről, ami nagyon megkönnyíti a 
konkrét feladat megoldását a második olvasás során. A szövegek első és utolsó tagmondatában nem 
találsz megoldandó feladatot, így még jobban megérted, már az első olvasásnál, miről szól a szöveg.

A sikeres felkészüléshez érdemes megnézned az érettségi követelményrendszerében a Nyelvtani 
szerkezetek és szókincs részt, amelyben megtalálod, milyen nyelvtani szerkezetek felismerését vagy 
aktív használatát kéri a vizsga B1 szinten. Ebben a tanárod segítséget tud neked adni. 

Tartsd szem előtt, hogy a készülés nem egyenlő a vizsga feladattípusainak folyamatos 
gyakorolásával, bár, különösen a vizsga előtti idő szakban erre is szükség van. Minden olyan angol 
nyelvű tevékenység, amely a nyelvhelyesség fejlesztését is célozza, valamint minden számodra érthető 
angol nyelvi foglalatosság (például olvasás, játék, filmnézés), egyben a Nyelvhelyesség vizsgarészben 
való jobb eredmény elérését is szolgálja. 

NÉHÁNY TANÁCS A VIZSGÁN ELŐFORDULÓ FELADATTÍPUSOKHOZ

• Hiányos szövegek kiegészítése feleletválasztással (négy válaszlehetőség közül egy helyes 
kiválasztása)

Olvasd el először az egész szöveget; a tartalmi összefüggések, gondolatmenetek, nyelvtani kötőelemek, 
előre és visszautalások nagyban segítenek értelmezni az egész szöveget és a szöveg részeit. Ezután 
próbáld mondatonként és kérdésekként elképzelni, milyen rész hiányzik abból mondatból, amelyikben 
a hiányzó elem van. Vizsgáld meg egyenként a 4 válaszlehetőséget; egyet-kettőt azonnal ki tudsz 
majd zárni. Például egy jelenben elmondott történetben egy Past Perfect szerkezet kevéssé valószínű, 
vagy egy konkrét személyről szóló részben nem fogunk többes számban álló névmással utalni rá. 
A „maradék” válaszlehetőségeket vizsgáld meg tüzetesebben. Döntsd el, ezek közül melyik jelentés és 
nyelvtani jellemző illik leginkább a szövegbe.

• Hiányos szöveg kiegészítése előre megadott szókészletből

A feleletválasztós feladathoz hasonló módon érdemes dolgozni a feladattal. Itt nem kérdésenként 
van 4 válaszlehetőséged, hanem egy nagyobb válaszhalmazból kell kiválasztanod minden kérdéshez 
a leginkább megfelelő szót vagy kifejezést. Az utasítás tartalmazza, hány olyan válaszlehetőséget 
találsz, amelyeket nem kell felhasználni. Ha például 8 hiányzó szó van a szövegben, elképzelhető, 
hogy 10 vagy akár 13 válaszlehetőséget fogsz találni.

Megjegyzés: Egyes feleletválasztós feladatok betűkkel jelzett válaszlehetőségei közül – könyvünkben 
és az érettségin is –, szándékosan hiányzik a J) betű azért, hogy a dolgozatokat javító tanárok ne 
téveszthessék össze a diákok kézzel írt válaszaiban az I) betűvel.
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• Hiányos szöveg kiegészítése önállóan 

Ezt a feladattípust sokan nehéznek tartják, mert itt nem választani kell, hanem önállóan kell a szöveget 
egy-egy, a szövegkörnyezetnek jelentésben és nyelvtani alakban megfelelő, szóval kiegészíteni. Figyelj 
arra, hogy egy helyre csak egy szót írhatsz. Itt is alapvető, hogy az első olvasás során megállapított 
tartalmi összefüggések, gondolatmenetek, nyelvtani kötőelemek, előre és visszautalások segítenek 
értelmezni az egész szöveget és a szöveg részeit. Ennél a feladattípusnál leginkább nyelvtani szavak: 
elöljárószók, kötőelemek, segédigék hiányoznak. 

• Megadott szavak ragozott alakjainak vagy a belőlük képzett új szavaknak a szövegbe 
illesztése

Ennél a feladatnál az első átolvasás után mondatonként próbáld megállapítani, milyen fajta 
szó hiányzik a szövegből: egy személy vagy tárgy neve (főnév?), egy rá utaló szó (névmás?), egy 
tulajdonság (melléknév?), egy cselekvés módja (határozószó?), stb. Ezután próbáld képezni a 
megfelelő szót a zárójelben megadott szó alapján, és a mondatba illő alakban beírni a megfelelő helyre.  
Például: “There was a big confusion in the street. The two (1)      (rob) managed to escape through 
the back door”. 

Mire eddig jutsz a szövegben, a nagyobb szövegkörnyezetből már világos, hogy emberekről, 
konkrétan bűnözőkről van szó. Így a jelentésnek megfelelően a “rob” igéből a “robber” szót fogod 
képezni, és mivel a szövegkörnyezet (“two”) többes számot követel, beírod a képzett és többes számba 
tett főnevet a szöveg utáni kipontozott helyre, természetesen a megfelelő helyesírással: “robbers”. 
Vigyázz, előfordulhat, hogy ebben a feladattípusban nem kell a megadott szón változtatnod!
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Task 1

• You are going to read an article about Britain’s oldest supermarket 
worker. Some words are missing from the text.

• Choose the most appropriate answer from the options (A-D) for each 
gap (1-9) in the text.

• Write the letter of the appropriate answer in the white box.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.   

BRITAIN’S OLDEST SUPERMARKET WORKER RETIRES

‘Britain’s oldest supermarket worker’ is going to retire (0)     next month at the age of 95. Reg 
Buttress (1)     at a Sainsbury’s store in South Wales for 37 years and has even seen customers 
(2)     up after first meeting them as children shopping with their parents.

Reg says he has kept going to work for such a long time because of the people he meets there. He 
has always loved helping (3)     customers and meeting new people. 

Reg’s been working since he was 13. He had done several different jobs before he  
(4)     working for Sainsbury’s in 1981 at the age of 57 and he has been there ever since. He has 
already retired once, when he was 65, but after just two months, he was happy (5)     back to work  
part-time.

He will finally finish work on his birthday, on September 22. “About a month ago, I thought 
I should finish (6)     I’m getting slower,” he said. There’re mornings, he (7)    , when he 
doesn’t feel like getting up. When he (8)     retired, Reg will keep busy gardening, looking after 
his chickens and meeting friends. But being retired won’t (9)     him coming into the store. He 
says he will come in every day to do his shopping.

(http://www.mirror.co.uk)

0) A  the  B  in the       C  –  D  for the

1) A  been working  B  is working  C  works  D  has worked 

2) A  wake  B  bring C  stand  D  grow 

3) A  to B  for   C  – D  with   

4) A  had started   B  has started  C  started  D  was starting     

5) A  to go    B  and go  C  go  D  and gone 

6) A  and           B  because  C  though  D  so     

7) A  refuses    B  agrees    C  replies        D  admits      

8) A  would be    B  has    C  will be   D  will  

9) A  finish     B  end    C  stop      D  pause    

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)
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Task 2

• You are going to read an article about a student’s new life. Some 
words are missing from the text. 

• Choose the most appropriate answer from the options (A-D) for each 
gap (1-8) in the text.

• Write the letter of the appropriate answer in the white box.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

GERMAN WOMAN STARTS LIVING ON A TRAIN

When others get off the train to finally go home, Leonie Müller stays behind. That’s (0)     she 
is already at home. The train is her apartment, and she says she likes it that way.

The German college student (1)     her apartment in spring. “It all started with a dispute 
I had with my landlord,” Müller (2)     The Washington Post. Instead, she bought an annual 
season ticket that (3)     her to board every train in the country. She says that she enjoys the 
freedom she (4)     since she left her apartment. Now, Müller’s life fits into a small backpack in  
(5)     she carries clothes, her tablet computer, college documents and a sanitary bag.

The ticket costs her about €340 a month, whereas she (6)     to pay about €400 for her 
previous apartment. (7)    , living cheaper is not the only thing she has in mind. “I want to 
inspire people to question their habits and (8)     new opportunities,” Müller said. 

Müller frequently travels late at night, although she tries to sleep at the apartments of relatives or 
her boyfriend.

(http://www.independent.co.uk)

0) A  for B  when C  because D  why

1) A  left for B  took off C  gave up D  looked after

2) A  reported B  told C  said D  explained

3) A  accepts B  lets C  offers D  allows

4) A  has experienced   B  experiences C  had experienced   D  experienced

5) A  what B  that C  one  D  which

6) A  must B  had C  need D  ought

7) A  Although B  Therefore C  Similarly D  However

8) A  look for B  put on C  care for D  turn on

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)
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Task 3 

• You are going to read an article about Wang Dishun, China’s “hottest 
grandpa”. Some words are missing from the text.

• Choose the most appropriate answer from the options (A-D) for each 
gap (1-9) in the text.

• Write the letter of the appropriate answer in the white box.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

RESHAPING VIEWS ON AGING

Old age in China begins relatively early. The legal retirement age for women is 55, and 60 for most  
men. (0)     older in China means being respected. Someone as young as 50 (1)     addressed 
as “grandpa” or “grandma” even if they don’t have grandchildren.

An actor and artist, Mr Wang (2)     the last few decades fighting stereotypical ideas of aging 
and working on keeping both his mind and body super strong and energetic. He’s taught modeling 
classes at a Beijing fashion school, and he walked the runway in a fashion show (3)     the first 
time last year, at age 79.

“One way to tell (4)     you’re old or not is to ask yourself, ‘Am I brave enough to try 
something I’ve never done before?’” he said in a recent interview. “Though (5)     nature 
determines age, you determine how you feel. Being mentally healthy means you know what  
(6)     going to do. Having a goal is important.”

Mr Wang spends his mornings reading books and news. From 3 to 6 p.m. he (7)     exercise  
in a gym near his home. Also, he goes swimming every day. He drinks less alcohol than he  
(8)    , but that is all he does for a healthy diet. He eats (9)     he wants.

As for Wang’s goals, parachuting is his next one.
(https://www.nytimes.com)

0) A  If you’re  B  While       C  Being  D  Be

1) A  mustn’t be  B  may be  C  have to  D  are  

2) A  spends  B  was spent C  is spending  D  has spent 

3) A  by            B  for C  on D  in 

4) A  if  B  why C  how D  when   

5) A  –    B  his  C  the  D  every 

6) A  you were          B  are you C  you are D  were you   

7) A  has  B  does C  needs  D  makes  

8) A  was used B  used C  use to D  used to

9) A  whatever  B  that  C  which  D  whichever 

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)
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Task 4

• You are going to read an article about the Duchess of Cambridge.  
Some words are missing from the text. 

• Choose the most appropriate answer from the options (A-D) for each 
gap (1-8) in the text.

• Write the letter of the appropriate answer in the white box.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

A  SWEET NICKNAME

Both Kate and Pippa earned themselves some interesting nicknames (0)     at school.
She may now be known by a (1)     title, but once upon a time, Kate Middleton went by a 

rather more informal name.
Childhood nicknames aren’t always kind, and, annoyingly, a particularly (2)     or rude one 

can take long years to forget. But the Duchess of Cambridge seems (3)     very lucky. Her 
only childhood nickname (4)     refer to ugly features or awkward teenage behaviour. In fact, 
it’s really quite sweet. She was named after one of the school guinea pigs. “There was one called 
Pip and one called Squeak, (5)     my sister was called Pip and I was Squeak,” she explained.  
(6)     definitely worse things to be called.

Interestingly, while the world (7)     her as Kate Middleton before she got married, she 
actually went by her full name, Catherine. It was only when she went to university that she began to 
be known as “Kate.”

Kate’s not the only Royal family member with a cute nickname – the Duke of Edinburgh reportedly 
calls his wife, the Queen “Sausage.” During a day out at the Chelsea Flower Show 2016, Prince 
William and Kate (8)     calling each other “darling” and “babe”. See, they’re just like us.

(http://www.mirror.co.uk)

0) A   before they 
attended

B   after they  
left

C   when they  
were    

D   while they  
learnt

1) A   less  
bored

B    hardly 
interesting

C   more  
impressive

D   enough  
elegant

2) A  disgusting B  offended C  harmless D  stressed

3) A  as being B  that she C  becoming   D  to be

4) A  doesn’t B  cannot C   mustn’t D  does

5) A  because B  although C  so D  but

6) A  They are B  There are C These were D  Theirs were

7) A  knew B  could know C  knows D  has known

8) A  have heard B  were heard C  heard D  would hear

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)
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Task 5

• You are going to read an anecdote about an imaginative student. 
Some words are missing from the text.

• Your task is to choose the most appropriate word from the list (A-O) 
for each gap (1-9) in the text. Write the letter of the appropriate word 
in the white box.

• Each word can be used once.
• There are four extra words that you do not need to use. 
• There is an example (0) at the beginning. 

THE DREAM STUDENT

In 1927, someone at the Georgia Institute of Technology accidentally sent student 
Ed Smith two registration forms instead of one. Smith (0)     to play a trick and 
filled out one form for himself and the (1)     for George P. Burdell, a student he 
completely made up. 

When Smith arrived (2)     school, he kept “George” alive by enrolling him in 
all of his classes. Ed even did all the written papers for “George”. “George” actually 
did (3)     well that he eventually graduated, but when other students found out 
(4)     the trick, instead of stopping it they kept him and his biography alive: 
“George Burdell flew 12 missions over Europe (5)     World War II, and served 
on MAD magazine’s Board of Directors from 1969 to 1981. In 2001, when Burdell was 
supposedly 90 years old, he nearly (6)     Time magazine’s Person of the Year after  
(7)     percent of online votes.”

Georgia Tech, of course, knows about the (8)     story and considers it their most 
celebrated joke. You can keep in (9)     with “George” on his Facebook page, which 
has more than 4,000 friends.

(http://listverse.com)

A) ABOUT E) AT I) DURING N) TOGETHER

B) ANOTHER F) BECAME K) OTHER O) WHOLE

C) DECIDED G) COLLECTED L) SO

D) AS H) COLLECTING M) TOUCH

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)
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0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

Task 6

• You are going to read an article about a clever business idea. Some 
words are missing from the text.

• Your task is to choose the most appropriate word from the list (A-N) 
for each gap (1-9) in the text. Write the letter of the appropriate word 
in the white box.

• Each word can be used once.
• There are three extra words that you do not need to use. 
• There is an example (0) at the beginning. 

SELLING IRISH DIRT

Alan Jenkins, a Belfast businessman, and Pat Burke, (0)     agricultural scientist 
from Tipperary, have (1)     delivered Irish dirt worth around $1million to the 
United States.

Their company, called Official Irish Dirt, has also received online contacts from Irish 
people all (2)     the world who are more than (3)     to get their hands on dirt 
from back home. 

It was Jenkins who (4)     up with the idea. During a visit to see friends in 
Florida he heard some Irish-Americans (5)     a meeting of the Sons of Erin, a 
community organization for people with Irish ancestry, saying they would like to have 
some Irish earth (6)     sentimental reasons. Some people also order it for their 
funeral. Soon (7)     Jenkins met Burke, who worked at the Irish Department 
of Agriculture, at a dinner party and the business grew from there. (8)     their 
website went online, Jenkins and Burke’s company has shipped nearly $1 million  
(9)     of Irish dirt to the United States, where about 40 million people claim Irish 
ancestry.

(http://www.oddee.com)

A) AFTERWARD E) CAME I) ON N) WORTH

B) ALREADY F) FOR K) OVER

C) AN G) GOT L) SINCE

D) AT H) KEEN M) TON
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Task 7 

• You are going to read an article about how much having a pet can cost in the UK. 
Some words are missing from the text.

• Your task is to choose the most appropriate word from the list (A-N) for  
each gap (1-9) in the text. Write the letter of the appropriate word in the  
white box.

• You can use each word only once.
• There are three extra words that you do not need to use.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.  

PET PRICES

The cost of having a pet can be very high, new (0)     suggests.
The first year of owning a pet can cost nearly £3,500 on average, (1)     the 

cost of buying the animal, food, bedding and equipment. For many owners, a pet is  
(2)     of the family; that’s why they are happy to spend so much (3)     their 
beloved animal.

Of course, the cost of having a pet in the first year depends on what (4)     of 
animal it is. Even a goldfish, which is one of the cheapest pets, can cost hundreds of 
pounds. By the time the owner has (5)     an aquarium and fish food for a year, the 
cost can be almost £770. Perhaps it’s (6)     surprising that the cost of a horse is the 
highest (£12,654).

Although you can predict some of the costs of keeping a pet, there are also some 
unexpected ones, such as if a pet (7)     ill or damages a piece of furniture. Most pet 
owners are (8)     to pay a lot for medical treatment if their pet (9)     it, and 
quality treatment can cost thousands of pounds.

(http://www.mirror.co.uk)

A) BOUGHT E) HAVING I) ON  N) WILLING 

B) FALLS F) INCLUDING K) PAID  

C) RESEARCH G) NEEDS L) PART 

D) FOR H) NOT M) TYPE

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)
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Task 8

• You are going to read a text about why our “ring finger” is called that. 
Some words are missing from the text.

• Your task is to choose the most appropriate word from the list (A-O) 
for each gap (1-9) in the text. Write the letter of the appropriate word 
in the white box.

• You can use each word only once.
• There are four extra words that you do not need to use.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.  

VEIN OF LOVE

Declaring one’s love by exchanging rings has (0)     a tradition since the period 
of Ancient Egyptians. They believed that the fourth finger on our left hand had a vein  
(1)     leads directly to the heart. So they used to believe that if we put a ring on this 
finger, love will be tied and (2)     escape through the finger tips. 

This symbolic belief in tying love through this vein to the heart was passed on. The 
Romans were the (3)     to call it the “Vein of Love”. (4)     in 1549, King 
Edward VI of England declared that the third finger (counting from the right, excluding 
the thumb) on the left hand would be the official ring finger. (5)     then, couples 
have symbolically declared their eternal love for (6)     other by exchanging rings. 

Of course, the Vein of Love is a myth. There is no (7)     special vein in the ring 
finger of our left hand. (8)     the fingers on our hand have a similar vein structure. 
The belief started (9)     medical science discovered how the human circulatory 
system worked, and it found its way into modern culture.

 (http://www.hoaxorfact.com)

A) ALL E) DON’T I) SINCE N) THEN 

B) BEFORE F) EACH K) SO O) WHAT

C) BEEN G) EVERY L) SUCH

D) CAN’T H) FIRST M) THAT

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)
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Task 9

• You are going to read an article about one of the first woman pilots. 
Some words are missing from the text. 

• Use the words in brackets to form the words that fit in the gaps (1-8).
• Then write the appropriate form of these words on the dotted lines 

after the text. 
• There might be cases when you do not have to change the word in 

brackets.
• Use only one word for each gap.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning. 

AMELIA EARHART IS STILL A ROLE MODEL

Amelia Earhart’s story is often overshadowed by her unexplained (0)     (disappear) on July 2, 
1937. However, she is more than just an unsolved mystery.

Not long after taking her first few (1)     (fly) as a passenger in 1920 Amelia developed a 
determined passion for flying so she started to take lessons to become a pilot the (2)     (follow) 
year.

The First World War had given women the opportunity to take on roles outside of the home and 
in 1922 the newly qualified pilot broke the women’s (3)     (record) when she flew to 14,000ft. 
Only six years (4)     (late) she became the first woman to fly across the Atlantic.

On July 2, 1937, around nine hours after setting off on a mission to be the first woman to fly 
around the earth, Earhart, (5)     (tragic),  lost contact with ground control. After a long search 
and years of (6)     (speculate) it was generally agreed that she had died.

Throughout her life Amelia didn’t see (7)     (she) as different from male pilots and worked 
(8)     (hard) to achieve her goals.

She was convinced that equality was common sense and she didn’t see the need to call herself a 
feminist to believe in such equality.

(http://metro.co.uk)

0)  disappearance 

1)  

2)  

3)  

4)  

5)  

6)  

7)  

8)  
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Task 10

• You are going to read an article about trendy dog houses. Some 
words are missing from the text. 

• Use the words in brackets to form the words that fit in the gaps (1-9).
• Then write the appropriate form of these words on the dotted lines 

after the text. 
• There might be cases when you do not have to change the word in 

brackets.
• Use only one word for each gap.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning. 

BARKINGHAM PALACE

A new UK company has launched luxurious dog houses that have (0)     (centre) heating, 
air conditioning, treat dispensers and even a conference calling system so the dog and its  
(1)     (own) can communicate with each other. And, (2)     (surprising), there is a demand 
for the extravagant palaces; people are ready to pay as much as £30-150,000 to ensure that their pets 
feel at home.

The dogs can also enjoy indoor and outdoor lighting, food and water feeding systems and televisions. 
Several windows make it easy for the dog to keep an eye on (3)     (it) surroundings, while a 
separate bedroom allows the dog to rest (4)     (quiet) and undisturbed.  The living room gives 
panoramic views of the property – (5)     (thank) to the windows positioned depending on the  
(6)     (high) of the dog.

According to the creative (7)     (direct), Alice Williams, the customers and their dogs 
typically live indoors so the elegant dog palace is an extra that offers the pet a much (8)     
(good) lifestyle – it is the dog’s own comfortable house, which makes the whole experience of 
staying outdoors even more (9)     (enjoy).

The London-based company has spent three years developing the luxurious homes, with each one 
taking up to three months to build.

(http://www.dailymail.co.uk)  

0)  central  

1)  

2)  

3)  

4)  

5)  

6)  

7)  

8)  

9)  
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Task 11

• You are going to read an article about how cats spread around the 
world and became domesticated. Some words are missing from the 
text.

• Use the words in brackets to form the words that fit in the gaps (1-9).
• Then write the appropriate form of these words on the dotted lines 

after the text.
• There might be cases when you do not have to change the word  

in brackets.
• Use only one word for each gap.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning. 

HOW CATS CONQUERED THE WORLD

Cats haven’t always been lazy (0)     (create), relaxing around the house. They spent thousands 
of years working as rat catchers on ships and farms, before (1)     (become) fully domesticated. 

DNA evidence shows that cat domestication began about 9,000 years ago in the Near East, where 
farming started. (2)     (science) think wildcats began hanging around farms to prey on mice  
(3)     (attract) to food. So, farmers were probably the first people to (4)     (success) tame 
wild cats and then take them on their travels, either accidentally or deliberately.

Then, a few thousand years later, a second wave of cat domestication happened in ancient Egypt. 
Cats spread to Europe during the Roman era and went even (5)     (far) during the Viking 
period.  (6)     (Egypt) cat DNA was even found in a Viking port, suggesting cats were carried 
on sea trading routes to (7)     (north) Europe.

After the 14th century cats spread around the world, as they became (8)     (admire) for their 
beauty rather than usefulness. In contrast with dogs, there was very little breeding and selection 
going on in cats until the 19th century. The cat was useful from the very (9)     (begin) – it didn’t 
have to be changed. Today, cats live on all continents except Antarctica.

(http://www.bbc.com/news)
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Task 12

• You are going to read an article about why school buses are yellow in 
the United States. Some words are missing from the text.

• Use the words in brackets to form the words that fit in the gaps (1-8).
• Then write the appropriate form of these words on the dotted lines 

after the text.
• There might be cases when you do not have to change the word in 

brackets.
• Use only one word for each gap.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

THE YELLOW SCHOOL BUS

It’s difficult to imagine a school bus being any color other than yellow, but more than 70 years ago 
there were no (0)     (fix) standards. Back then three million American children were transported 
to school each day in vehicles of every (1)     (make) and color, including trucks and even 
horse-drawn wheat wagons.

All that changed in 1939, when a man (2)     (name) Frank William Cyr organized the  
United States’ first national standards conference for school transportation. He invited officials  in the 
field of transportation from each of the 48 states – as well as school bus (3)     (manufacture) 
and paint companies – to participate. They agreed on 44 standards, including the color, body  
(4)     (long), ceiling height, and aisle width.

The most memorable (5)     (achieve) of the conference was a move to develop a standardized 
and a (6)     (high) visible color for buses to help identify them to motorists. It was at this 
meeting that yellow was agreed to be easiest to see in the semi-darkness of early morning and late 
afternoon.

The distinctive yellow color, now (7)     (know) as “National Glossy School Bus Yellow,” is 
on file with the National Bureau of Standards. (8)     (follow) the conference, Frank Cyr became 
widely regarded as the Father of the Yellow School Bus.

(www.transportationheroes.org)
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Task 13

• You are going to read an article about Barbie, the fashion doll. Some 
words are missing from the text.

• Your task is to write the missing words on the dotted lines (1-9) after 
the text. 

• Use only one word in each gap.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

BARBIE IS MORE MODERN THAN EVER

The toy manufacturer Mattel first introduced the teenage-fashion doll at the New York Toy Fair in 
1959. It was created (0)     Ruth Handler, who named it after her daughter after observing her 
playing with paper dolls.

Handler says she wanted a 3D model for girls to live out their dreams. And (1)     far,  the 
dream seems to be coming true. Barbie has (2)     given every imaginable career, from nurse, 
teacher and firefighter (3)     astronaut and president.

The Hello Barbie Technology Hologram shows Barbie’s recent love (4)     modern 
technology. Holo Barbie hangs out in her box, answers questions, or dances on command to the 
music of your choice. With the (5)     of a mobile app, she can remember birthdays, provides 
the weather report and even tells kids (6)     brush their teeth.

To change Barbie’s look, just say “Hello Barbie, change my Barbie,” and a different character will 
appear in the original’s place. There are several Barbies, which (7)     of different ethnicities, 
skin tones and body types. 

A (8)     years ago Mattel decided to change the classic look to win back parents  
(9)     criticised the impossible beauty standard set by the white and skinny Barbie. At the 
moment there are 10 skin tones, 4 body types and 15 hairstyles for Barbie.

(www.newstalk.com)
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Task 14

• You are going to read an article about a Chinese school that wants to make 
the use of iPads in the classroom compulsory. Some words are missing from 
the text.

• Your task is to write the missing words on the dotted lines (1-9) after the text.
• Use only one word in each gap.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

CHINESE SCHOOL MAKES IPADS COMPULSORY

A school in northern China has been criticised (0)     enforcing iPad learning as part of its 
new curriculum. According (1)     the China Economic Daily, the Danfeng High School in 
Shaanxi province recently issued a notice saying that, “as part of a teaching requirement, students  
(2)     required to bring their own iPad” when they start the new school year in September.

Staff told the newspaper that using an iPad would “improve classroom efficiency.” They said the 
school would manage an internet firewall (3)     that parents would not have to worry about 
students using the device (4)     other activities.

However, after criticism from parents, who felt that (5)     would be an “unnecessary financial 
problem”, headmaster Yao Hushan said that having an iPad was (6)     longer a requirement. 
Children (7)     don’t have a device could still attend school, but he recommended students 
bring an iPad “(8)     promote the digital classroom”. Also, parents expressed worries about the 
health implications of long-term electronic device use. They said kids “would become short-sighted 
and have to wear glasses.”

But others felt that it was a good move in line with new modern ways of teaching. “They are 
affordable for (9)     average family,” one said; “they don’t necessarily need to buy the latest 
model.” 

(www.bbc.com/news)
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Task 15

• You are going to read an article about sharing holiday photos. Some 
words are missing from the text.

• Your task is to write the missing words on the dotted lines (1-9) after 
the text. 

• Use only one word in each gap.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

HOLIDAY PHOTOS

Sorry to inform you, but you are doing everyone a massive favour (0)     you keep your 
holiday photos off Facebook this summer.

Sure, your mum will want to see them and (1)     can happily show them to your best mate, but 
they will annoy most of your Facebook friends. In fact, 73% of people have reported that they get 
irritated when they see other people’s holiday snaps online, according to insurance company Aviva, 
who carried (2)     the research.

The study also claims that the most unpopular pose (3)     all is snapping a picture of your 
legs on the beach and asking ‘hot dogs or legs?’ 

The study has also revealed a double standard – 77 per cent of those questioned post photos when  
(4)     holiday themselves. Keeping friends and family up to date (5)     the main reason 
that people give, although 21 per admit they do it (6)     show off about where they are and one 
in 10 do so to (7)     people at home jealous. 

Adam Beckett, propositions director at Aviva, said: ‘A holiday is a time to have a rest, but  
(8)     seems that social media doesn’t take a break. Now, we’re sharing our holiday memories 
as (9)     as they happen, and with a much wider circle of people.’

(http://metro.co.uk)
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Task 16  

• You are going to read an article about the possible effects of the color 
yellow. Some words are missing from the text.

• Your task is to write the missing words on the dotted lines (1-9) after 
the text.

• Use only one word in each gap.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning. 

THE COLOR YELLOW

Ever heard that if you looked at the color yellow for too long, (0)     might begin to feel anxious 
or irritated? Or that babies are more likely to cry in yellow rooms?

“That’s absolutely not true,” said Leatrice Eiseman, executive director of the Pantone Color 
Institute, which helps companies decide (1)     colors are the best for their products.  “In fact, 
yellow mostly has (2)     opposite effect on people.”

Eiseman has done several color word association studies on thousands of people in the  
(3)     30 years. The first words that come to mind when people see yellow (4)     “sunshine”, 
“warmth”, “cheer”, “happiness” and sometimes even “playfulness”. This comes from its association 
with the sun. “Give any child a box of crayons and they reach for the yellow crayon,” said Eiseman. 
“And (5)     the picture they draw, the ball of the sun will appear, often with its rays.” The sun 
wakes us (6)    , keeps us warm and feeds our crops. (7)     it is out of the clouds, children 
are told to go out and play.

There have been few studies on (8)     the color yellow affects people biologically. But 
Eiseman said the general mood (9)     accompanies the color is mostly a positive one. 

 (http://edition.cnn.com)
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BEVEZETŐ A HALLOTT SZÖVEG ÉRTÉSE 
VIZSGAELEMHEZ

A VIZSGA MENETE

Az érettségi Hallott szöveg értése vizsgarésze sorrendben harmadikként, a nyelvhelyesség vizsga után 
következik az írásbelin. A vizsga a válaszfüzet kiosztásával kezdődik, majd a felügyelőtanár elindítja a 
CD-lejátszót, és ettől a pillanattól kezdve mindent a CD-re felvett hanganyag angol nyelvű utasításai 
szerint kell végrehajtanod. A szintén angol nyelvű válaszfüzet a feladatlapokon kívül tartalmazza az 
elhangzó instrukciók nyomtatott szövegét is.

A pontosan 30 perces vizsga három, egyenként minimum másfél perctől maximum négy percig 
tartó hangzó szöveget és három hozzájuk tartozó feladatsort tartalmaz. A CD egy rövid általános 
bevezetővel indul, amelyben elhangzanak a vizsgával kapcsolatos alapvető tudnivalók, majd 
egy rövid zenei átvezetés után már következik is az első feladat. Először a bemondó elmondja a 
feladathoz tartozó (és a feladatlapon is olvasható) utasítást, amelynek első mondata az elhangzandó 
szöveg témájára utal, második mondata pedig részletesen elmagyarázza, hogy pontosan mi lesz a 
teendőd, valamint hogy mit és hova kell írnod. A további néhány mondat arról szól, hogy mit, milyen 
sorrendben fogsz hallani, valamint hogy mikor lesz időd a feladatlap tanulmányozására és a válaszok 
leírására. Ezek a technikai jellegű utasítások mindhárom feladat esetében azonosak. Először időt kapsz 
a feladatlap átolvasására, majd egészben meghallgathatod a szöveget. Ezután rögtön másodszor is 
lejátsszák az anyagot, de ekkor már több részletben, két-három kérdésenként 15 másodperctől (ha 
csak egy-egy betűt kell beírni) akár 45 másodperces (hosszabb, szöveges válaszok esetén) szünetekkel 
megszakítva. Ez elegendő időt biztosít számodra arra, hogy be tudd írni válaszaidat a feladatlapra.

Az instrukciók elhangzása után tehát (a szöveg hosszától és a feladat jellegétől függően) 45-90 
másodperces szünet következik, amely alatt elolvashatod a feladathoz tartozó kérdéseket, és 
tanulmányozhatod a feladatlapot. A szöveg második lejátszása után a bemondótól azt halljuk, hogy 
“That is the end of Task 1”, majd egy rövidke zenei betét után már következik is a második feladat. 
A harmadik feladat végén az hallható, hogy “That is the end of Task 3, and also the end of the Listening 
Exam”, majd ezután a felügyelőtanár beszedi a válaszfüzeteket, és ezzel vége is ennek a vizsgarésznek.

A vizsga nyelvi követelményszintje

A három elhangzó szöveg mind témájában, mind a feladatok típusában eltér egymástól. Bár 
mindhárom feladat az ún. Közös Európai Referenciakeret B1 nyelvi szintjének felel meg, nem szabad 
elfelejteni, hogy ez egy tartományt jelöl, amelyen belül azért lehetnek viszonylag „könnyebb” és 
„nehezebb” szövegek, valamint feladatok is. Ráadásul, egy feladat „nehézsége” számos szubjektív 
tényezőtől függ, mint például a témától vagy a beszélők angol beszédétől (kiejtés, tempó stb.), sőt 
akár a feladatok típusától is, amelyek vagy közelebb állnak hozzánk vagy sem. Az anyanyelvű beszélők 
között mindig vannak a brit angoltól eltérő (amerikai, kanadai vagy ausztrál stb.) kiejtéssel beszélők 
is, sőt a férfi és női hangok változatosságára is figyelnek a vizsga összeállításánál. A témák azonban 
mindig az érettségi előírt témakörein belül maradnak.

A vizsgán minden helyes válasz – függetlenül annak relatív „nehézségtől”, mert azért persze 
nem minden kérdés egészen egyforma „nehézségű” – egy pontot ér, azaz a válasz vagy elfogadható 
vagy sem. Jó tudni, hogy a hallott szöveg értése vizsgarészben csak a válasz tartalmi helyességét 
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vizsgálják, tehát pusztán a helyesírási vagy egyéb nyelvhelyességi hibák miatt nem veszthetsz pontot, 
amennyiben a válaszod érthető és egyértelmű.

ÁLTALÁNOS TANÁCSOK

• Alapvető jelentőségű, hogy a feladatok tanulmányozására rendelkezésre álló időt minél 
hatékonyabban használd ki. A kérdések alapos elolvasásával egyrészt már a szöveg meghallgatása 
előtt képet alkothatsz arról, hogy milyen jellegű és tartalmú szövegre számíthatsz, másrészt 
pedig megtudhatod belőlük, hogy milyen típusú információkra kell különösen figyelned a 
szöveg hallgatása során. A kérdések tehát mindig mintegy összefoglalják a szöveg tartalmát és 
figyelmünket a kulcsfontosságú információkra irányítják.

• A legtöbb feladattípus esetén igaz az, hogy az első hallgatás során még nem érdemes írni 
semmit, csak nagyon figyelni és megpróbálni megérteni a szöveg lényegét. Különösen fontos ez 
az olyan feladatoknál, amelyek szöveg (és nem „csak” betűk) beírását igénylik, mert ha az írásra 
koncentrálsz, nem fogsz tudni figyelni a továbbfutó szövegre, és – bár egy-egy választ be fogsz 
tudni írni –, néhány, ez alatt elhangzó információról le fogsz maradni, és majd csak a második 
lejátszásnál (azaz csak egyetlen egyszer) fogod hallani, ami viszont nem biztos, hogy elegendő. 
Mivel azt tudhatod, hogy a második lejátszás során két-három kérdésenként elegendő időt fogsz 
kapni a válaszok beírására, nem érdemes kockáztatni.

• Ne feledd, hogy az önmagában nem baj, ha nem értesz meg minden egyes szót vagy mondatot, 
vagy akár minden egyes bekezdést az elhangzott szövegben! Neked a kérdések megválaszolása 
a dolgod, és ehhez szinte soha nem kell mindent megérteni. Koncentrálj a kért információkra, a 
többi itt nem számít!

• Mivel az anyag első lejátszása egyvégtében zajlik, és nagyon gyorsan követik egymást a 
feladatlapon kért információk, a szöveg először legtöbbször nagyon nehéznek és ijesztően 
„sűrűnek”, akár még követhetetlennek is tűnhet a kérdések gyakoriságához képest. Ez, különösen 
vizsgahelyzetben, teljesen természetes reakció. Nem kell azonban kétségbe esni, mert a 
szünetekkel feldarabolt második lejátszás során, amikor már van valami fogalmad az anyag 
tartalmáról, a rövidebb és csak két-három kérdésre méretezett szövegrészekkel már sokkal 
könnyebben meg fogsz tudni birkózni.

• Az instrukciók első két mondata különösen fontos, mert az első mondatban utalást hallasz arra, 
hogy mit fogsz hallani, a második mondatban pedig hallani fogod azt, hogy pontosan mi lesz 
a feladatod. Az utasítások többi mondata viszont minden feladatnál ugyanaz, ezek elhangzása 
alatt akár már el is kezdheted a kérdések olvasását.

• A kérdések mindig szigorúan az elhangzás sorrendjében következnek. Ha netán a szöveg 
egészére vonatkozó, átfogó kérdés is van a feladatban, az mindig a kérdéssor végére kerül.

• Az ilyen típusú tesztekben nem szabad válasz nélkül hagyni egyetlen kérdést sem, még akkor 
sem, ha nem vagy egészen biztos a helyes válaszban. Legtöbbször ugyanis azért az embernek 
van valami sejtése, vagy ki tud zárni egy-egy teljesen valószínűtlen választ. Így, tehát mindig van 
esélyed arra, hogy eltaláld a helyes választ.
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A VIZSGA FELADATAI ÉS EGY-KÉT SPECIÁLIS TANÁCS

A hallott szöveg értése vizsgán a követező tipikus feladatokra lehet számítani:

• Rövid választ igénylő kérdések (Short answers)
 Ennek leggyakoribb változata az a feladattípus, amelynél a válasz már el van kezdve, és a 
mondatot „csak” be kell fejezned. 
 Itt különösen fontos, hogy az első hallgatás során végig az elhangzó szövegre figyelj, és ne írj  
semmit!
 A „rövid válasz“ azt jelenti, hogy már a kérdést megválaszoló minimális információ is elég, és 
nincs szükség szép kerek mondatok megfogalmazására.

• Hagyományos, három választékos feleletválasztós feladat (Standard multiple choice)
 Itt akár már az első hallgatás után is tehetsz egy-egy pontot a helyesnek tartott válasz elé, amit 
aztán a második lejátszás során véglegesíthetsz.

• „Igaz / hamis / a szöveg nem említi” típusú feleletválasztós feladat (True / False / The text 
doesn’t say type multiple choice)
 Itt is az előző feladattípusnál leírt módon járhatsz el, és már az első hallgatás során is tippelhetsz 
a helyes válaszra.
 A „hamis” és a „a szöveg nem említi” válaszok megkülönböztetése nem mindig egyszerű.  
A lényeg az, hogy amíg a „hamis” válasznál a szövegben elhangzik valamilyen, a kérdésben 
megfogalmazottakkal ellentétes vagy attól eltérő információ (pl. szöveg: Peter bought a red car 
from a car dealer last month.; állítás: Peter bought a black car., tehát B = hamis), addig  „a szöveg nem 
említi” válaszok valami olyasmit tartalmaznak, amire a szöveg egyáltalán nem utal (pl. szöveg: 
Peter bought a red car from a car dealer last month.; állítás: Peter loves red cars., tehát C = azaz a 
szöveg nem említi). Az utóbbi példából is jól látszik, hogy itt nagyon vigyáznod kell arra, hogy ne 
„gondold tovább” az elhangzó információkat, ne vonj le  „logikus” következtetéseket, hanem csak 
arra figyelj, hogy pontosan mi hangzik el.

• „A / B / Mindkettő igaz” típusú feleletválasztós feladat (A / B / Both are correct type multiple choice)
Itt is lehet már az első lejátszás során is tippelni!
 Ha biztos vagy abban, hogy az egyik állítás nem helyes, akkor azt is tudod, hogy a másik 
mindenképpen jó, hiszen legalább egy állításnak igaznak kell lennie. 

• Hiányzó szó / szavak beírása mondatokba. A mondatok tartalmi összefoglalást tartalmaznak, 
de egy-egy fontos szó hiányzik belőlük – ezeket kell pótolni. (Gap-filling)
Itt semmiképpen ne írj semmit az első hallgatás során!
 Elsőre úgy tűnhet, mintha itt „csak” egy-egy szót kellene az elhangzó szövegből elcsípned, 
azonban ennél sokkal többről van szó! A feladatlap mondatai ugyanis nem feltétlenül szó szerinti 
átiratai a szövegnek, tehát nélkülözhetetlen, hogy a hallott anyagot értelmezni is tudd.
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• „Hibás / téves” (az elhangzott szöveggel nem egyező információt tartalmazó) szavak 
azonosítása (kihúzása) és kijavítása a megadott tartalmi összefoglaló mondatokban. 
(Correct the wrong word)
 Itt se írj semmit az első lejátszás során – esetleg annyit azért tehetsz, hogy a „gyanús” szavakat 
megjelölöd. 
 Itt sem pusztán egy-egy szó kiemeléséről van szó! Mivel itt sem a szöveg egyszerű átiratáról van 
szó a megadott mondatokban, csak akkor fogod tudni a „hibás” szavakat azonosítani és a helyes 
megoldást beírni, ha az elhangzó szöveget meg is érted.

• „Melyik szövegrészre vonatkozik az állítás vagy kép?” típusú feladat, azaz párosítás, a 
szövegben elhangzó információk hozzárendelése képekhez, állításokhoz, mondatokhoz vagy 
címekhez. (Matching) 
 Itt különösen fontos, hogy a „kérdéseket” (képeket, mondatokat, címeket) még a szöveg 
meghallgatása előtt nagyon alaposan tanulmányozd át!

Fontos tudnivaló: A könyvhöz tartozó hanganyagon, terjedelmi okokból, a szövegek csak egyszer 
hangzanak el. A második meghallgatás során tartandó szünetek helyét a hanganyag szövegkönyvében 
jelöltük ().
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Task 1 

• In this section you will hear a young woman talk about her holiday.
• Your task will be to give short answers to the questions below.
• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 

play the whole recording in one piece.
• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 

text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.

ü	Where did Ann spend her holiday?

 In India.  

1. What makes India so wonderfully different according to Ann? (List at least four things.)

 

2. When did Ann start to put money aside for her trip?

 

3. What do they call the Northern India round tour that covers Delhi, Jaipur and Agra?

 

4. Ann went with a group partly because she only had two weeks. What was her other reason?

 

5. What does Ann say about the six people in her group?

 

6. When did they visit the Taj Mahal in Agra?

 

7. What does Ann consider to be the most exciting thing to do in India?

 

8. How could most visitors’ feelings about India be best described?

 

9. What did the price include besides the flight, transportation and the tour? (List at least two more 
things.)
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Task 2 

• In this section you will hear a joke about three men who are training to become 
detectives.

• Your task will be to give short answers to the questions below by continuing the 
sentences we have begun for you.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will play the 
whole recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the text in 
shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your answers.

ü	Who is the Detective Chief examining?

Three men who are        training to become detectives.  

1. Why does the Chief show the first man a picture?

To test his skills in  

2. Why does the first man think it would be easy to catch the man in the photo?

Because he thinks the man  

3. Why is the first trainee’s answer very stupid?

Because the picture showed  

4. How long did the Chief show the picture to the second man?

For  

5. Why does the second man think it would be easy to catch the man in the photo?

Because he thinks the man  

6. What state is the Chief in at this point?

He is extremely               and  

7. What does the Chief warn the third man against?

He warned him not to  

8. What does the third man say about the man in the picture?

That he is  

9. Why does the Chief go to his office?

Because he has to  

10. How does the third man say he was able to make such a keen observation?

The man can’t wear glasses because he  
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Task 3 

• In this section you will hear the story of blue  jeans, probably the most 
popular type of clothing in the world.

• Your task will be to write the letter of the correct answer into the 
boxes on the right.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece. 

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.

ü	Blue jeans have existed for more than … years.
A) 40
B) 114
C) 140 

C

1. The oldest pair of Levi’s 501’s in the world today …
A) was found in 1946.
B) was found in a mine.
C) is over 140 years old. 

2. The oldest pair of Levi’s 501’s …
A) is in San Francisco.
B) doesn’t look like a modern one at all.
C) has two back pockets. 

3. Levi Strauss was born in ...
A) 1853.
B) Germany.
C) San Francisco. 

4. The original denim cloth he used was ...
A) imported from France.
B) not strong enough.
C) dark blue. 

5. One of Levi’s radical news ideas was to …
A) use stronger material than the original denim.
B) make jeans in several different colors.
C) use metal fasteners. 

6. Levi’s jeans were so popular that …
A) they immediately became fashion items.
B) his company grew bigger and bigger.
C) he had to establish other firms, too. 

7. Today, Levi’s blue jeans are …
A) made in Asia.
B) mostly “designer” jeans.
C) still the most popular brand. 
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Task 4

• In this section you will hear about the history of English tea drinking 
traditions.

• Your task will be to write the letter of the correct answer into the 
boxes on the right.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece. 

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers. 

ü	Tea was first brought to England by …
A) a princess.
B) Charles II.
C) Portuguese merchants. 

A

1. At the very beginning, tea drinking was quite limited because …
A) it was very expensive.
B) there wasn’t enough tea for everybody.
C) it was only available in tea houses. 

2. Tea houses served …
A) both men and women.
B) only women.
C) only men. 

3. Afternoon tea ...
A) is one of the oldest British traditions.
B) has been popular in England for almost 400 years.
C) became popular 200 years after tea was brought to England. 

4. Afternoon tea ...
A) was originally a late dinner at around 8 or 9 o’clock.
B) was “invented” by a certain Mr Bedford.
C) originally consisted of some sweets and a cup of tea. 

5. Afternoon tea became really popular …
A) among the aristocratic class first.
B) among the working class first.
C) at the same time all over the country. 

6. Queen Victoria liked to drink her tea …
A) with some milk in it.
B) with some lemon in it.
C) without any sugar. 

7. Today, …
A) afternoon tea is becoming less and less popular.
B) tea means “dinner” to a lot of British people.
C) tea is still a lot more popular than coffee in Britain. 
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Task 5

• In this section you will hear an interview with a famous American 
hotel expert, Mr Stanley Turkel.

• Your task will be to circle the letter(s) of the correct answer(s) in the 
boxes on the right. Please note that in this task both answers may 
be correct. However, there is always at least one correct answer. This  
means you might have to circle one or two letters.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.

ü	Stanley Turkel is a well-known hotel …
A) consultant.
B) historian. 

A B

1. Mr Turkel …
A) recently sold 670 items to a museum.
B) has published five books on the hotel industry. 

A B

2. Mr Turkel doesn’t …
A) take sugar in his coffee.
B) eat red meat or desserts. 

A B

3. Mr Turkel …
A) is currently writing a new book.
B) does consulting work in hotel-related cases. 

A B

4. For Sunday brunch, Mr Turkel usually has some …
A) eggs.
B) potatoes. 

A B

5. Mr Turkel’s friend Mr Gottlieb …
A) is 103 years old.
B) used to be a university professor. 

A B

6. Mr Turkel says he …
A) used to work as a chef when he was younger.
B) eats either chicken or fish for dinner on Sundays. 

A B

7. Mr Turkel says he ...
A) is very interested in politics.
B) used to play basketball himself. 

A B
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Task 6 

• In this section you will hear the story of the career of pink as a typical 
girlish color.

• Your task will be to circle the letter(s) of the correct answer(s) in the 
boxes on the right. Please note that in this task both answers may 
be correct. However, there is always at least one correct answer. This 
means you might have to circle one or two letters.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.

ü	Time Magazine did a survey …
A) of some American department stores.
B) on typical colors associated with girls. 

A B

1. The 1928 survey found that the stores …
A) agreed that blue was one of the most popular colors. 
B) couldn’t agree on one single typical color. 

A B

2. Pink became popular as a girlish color …
A) only after the Second World War.
B) when Eisenhower became the President of the USA. 

A B

3. Mamie Eisenhower …
A) was President Eisenhower’s young daughter.
B) wore a pink dress during a ceremony. 

A B

4. Mamie liked pink, because she thought it went well with the color of her …
A) eyes.
B) skin. 

A B

5. Pink became popular because women …
A) considered it a classy color.
B) had had enough of black and blue. 

A B

6. Pink became popular …
A) in home decorating, too.
B) only with traditional and conservative women. 

A B

7. Hillary Clinton wore pink ...
A) as a symbol of the fight for equality between women and men.
B) for the same reason as Mamie Eisenhower did. 

A B
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Task 7

• In this section you will hear about a proposal for making smartphones 
illegal for young children.

• Your task will be to decide whether the following statements are true, 
false or we do not know because the text does not say, and write the 
appropriate letter in the boxes on the right. 

• Write A if the statement is true, write B if the statement is false, and 
write C if the text does not say.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.
A = TRUE  B = FALSE  C = THE TEXT DOES NOT SAY

ü	Dr. Farnum formed a very profitable organization. 
B

1. The interviewer thinks that adults spend too much time in front of screens. 

2. Dr. Farnum doesn’t think that smartphones make life easier for anybody. 

3. Dr. Farnum has more than two sons. 

4. After they got their phones, the boys didn’t even talk to each other. 

5. When Dr. Farnum took away their phones, the boys became very aggressive. 

6. Dr. Farnum discovered that smartphones can have an influence on brain development. 

7. The organization has already collected a surprisingly large number of signatures. 

8. If the law is passed, it’ll be a crime to sell smartphones to young children in the USA. 

9. The interviewer doesn’t think that parents should set rules about smartphones. 

10. Dr. Farnum says that things have got a lot better now that his sons don’t have phones. 
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Task 8

• In this section you will hear an interview with the popular American 
actress, Cynthia Nixon.

• Your task will be to decide whether the following statements are true, 
false or we do not know because the text does not say, and write the 
appropriate letter in the boxes on the right. 

• Write A if the statement is true, write B if the statement is false, and 
write C if the text does not say. 

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.
A = TRUE  B = FALSE  C = THE TEXT DOES NOT SAY

ü	Cynthia won a Tony Award for her role in Sex and the City. 
B

1. Her latest film, A Quiet Passion, is already a great success. 

2. She has never been happier than she is at the moment. 

3. What she is most afraid of is dying too early. 

4. Her most embarrassing moment was when Daniel Day-Lewis didn’t recognise her. 

5. She says that Saoirse Ronan and she look a bit like each other. 

6. The only thing she doesn’t like about her looks is her teeth. 

7. She says she has never lied about love. 

8. Her biggest disappointment was not getting a role when she was 15 years old. 

9. When she was 13, the taxi she was travelling in almost hit a cyclist. 

10. She says that one of her greatest achievements is that she is still quite normal. 

11. She would like to be remembered as an outstanding actress. 
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Task 9 

• In this section you will hear about a very strange hotel.
• Your task will be to decide whether the following statements are true, 

false or we do not know because the text does not say, and write the 
appropriate letter in the boxes on the right. 

• Write A if the statement is true, write B if the statement is false, and 
write C if the text does not say.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.
A = TRUE  B = FALSE  C = THE TEXT DOES NOT SAY

ü	A hamster looks like a large cat with a long tail. 
B

1. The Villa Hamster is actually for people and not for hamsters. 

2. A room for one night costs much less than in other French hotels. 

3. This Villa was designed by two Frenchmen. 

4. The creators designed the hotel with a very serious purpose in mind. 

5. The designers wanted to offer escape from the boredom of modern society. 

6. The rooms in the hotel are large and very comfortable. 

7. The Villa is decorated with authentic furniture dating back to the 1700s. 

8. Guests in the hotel can eat, drink and sleep very much like hamsters do. 

9. The large metal wheel was the most difficult part to design. 

10. Guests are not allowed to use modern equipment in the Villa. 
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Task 10 

• In this section, you will hear a joke about Sherlock Holmes and his 
friend Dr. Watson.

• Your task will be to write one word in each of the gaps below using 
the exact words that you hear in the recording.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece. 

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.

ü	Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson were on a        camping   trip.

1. After dinner they drank some  , and then they went to sleep.

2. When Holmes woke up, he shook his fellow   awake.

3. Looking up at the sky, Dr. Watson saw millions of   stars.

4. Dr. Watson was able to tell the time from the   of the stars and planets.

5. Astronomically, Dr. Watson could tell that there were millions of galaxies and billions of planets 

in the                .

6. Astrologically, he observed that the planet Jupiter was in Libra and the planet Venus was  

               the Scorpio sign.

7. Theologically, he could see that God was very   and human  

beings were just small and unimportant.

8. Meteorologically, he predicted that the next day would be a beautiful day, with only a minimal  

               of rain.

9. What Dr. Watson didn’t seem to realize was that their   had  

been stolen.
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Task 11

• In this section, you will hear about the possible health risks of using 
mobile phones.

• Your task will be to write one word in each of the gaps below using 
the exact words that you hear in the recording.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.

ü	Dr. Summers is the leading     scientist      of the Health Research Institute.

1. It is not yet clear whether mobile phones are  to our health or not.

2. According to some research,  users are in greater danger of getting 

brain cancer.

3. Other research shows that there is no  between cancer and using mobile 

phones.

4. The greatest problem with research is that mobile phones have only been   

since the 1990s.

5. This short time doesn’t allow us to arrive at definite  about the possible  

long-term effects of phone use.

6. According to doctors, many cancers take at least  years to develop.

7. One of the problems is that the money for a lot of research projects comes from companies that 

benefit  from the mobile phone industry.

8. More and more health professionals are recommending greater  until we  

learn more about this question.

9. Tobacco provides a good example to illustrate the  risks of using mobile  

phones.

10.  Some health professionals are seriously afraid that the same thing might happen with 

 such as mobile phones.
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Task 12

• In this section you will hear an advertisement for a new chat platform 
called TALK! where you can chat with people from all over the world.

• Your task will be to write one word in each of the gaps below using 
the exact words that you hear in the recording.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.

ü	If you want to meet new people but you don’t want to go out, the    Internet     is always 

there to help you.

1. If you want to use a chat platform, you normally have to go through a rather complicated 

 process.

2. On most chat platforms, you have to provide all kinds of sensitive  

information.

3. With the help of TALK! you can make friends or find the love of your life even on the other side of 

the  .

4. According to the advertisement, TALK! is a free  tool.

5. Although the application has a simple design, it is  and efficient.

6. In order to create your own profile, you will only have to provide data such as a name, your gender 

and your  .

7. In addition to the basic information, you can also include a photo, your age and a short 

 of yourself.

8. It normally takes about  seconds to create a profile in TALK!

9. The first section of the TALK! screen is a chat forum for people  .

10. In the middle section, you can see the profiles of other  .

11.  The section on the right side of the screen is mainly for starting a  chat with 

somebody you are interested in.

TALK!
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Task 13

• In this section you will hear about some strange customs and traditions in 
different countries of the world.

• Your task will be to match the countries (1-8) on the left to one of the 
pictures (A-I) on the right. Put the letters in the grid.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will play the 
recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the text 
in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your answers.

ü	Sudan  
C

1. Saudi Arabia  

2. Japan  

3. Mongolia  

4. Russia  

5. Germany  

6. Venezuela  

7. China  

8. England 

A

B

H

I

G

F

E

D

C
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Task 14

• In this section you will hear about some strange laws in different parts 
of the world that do not allow people to do certain things.

• Your task will be to match the sentences (A-H) on the right with the 
geographical names (1-7) on the left. Put the letters in the grid.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will play 
the recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.

ü	Iowa 
C

 A The law banned something it didn’t really want to.

1. Malaysia  B Make sure you listen to the right kind of music.

2. Iran  C Some men can only kiss their wives at home.

3. North Korea  D Students are not allowed to eat a certain sauce.

4. France   E Be careful about what you read.

5. Greece  F You’re not allowed to give food to certain animals.

6. San Francisco  G Something is not allowed to be sold and bought.

7. Singapore  H Be very careful about the colour you wear.
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Task 15

• In this section, you will hear a phone conversation between someone 
who wants to rent a flat and the owner of the flat.

• Your task will be to find one word in each of the following sentences 
that is not correct in the context of the recording. First, cross it out, 
and then write the correct one on the line after the sentence.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.

ü	The caller wants to speak to Mr Bell.

                 Mrs  

1. The advertisement was published in the Tuesday issue of the Daily Mail.

 

2. The rent is ₤315 a month, in addition to the bills, naturally.

 

3. The flat is only about a ten-minute walk from the bus station.

 

4. The large living room can also be used as a guest room.

 

5. All the rooms in the flat, including the kitchen and the bathroom, are partly furnished.

 

6. The flat is on the fourth floor, but there is a lift in the building.

 

7. There is quite a large balcony that overlooks a small garden.

 

8. The shopping mall is quite close to the flat, only a few minutes’ drive away.

 

9. Peter is visiting the flat at quarter past six tomorrow.

 

10. The pet policy allows people to keep cats in the flat.
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Task 16

• In this section, you will hear a report about the new mayor of Rabbit 
Hash, a small town in Kentucky, USA.

• Your task will be to find one word in each of the following sentences 
that is not correct in the context of the recording. First, cross it out, 
and then write the correct word on the line after the sentence. 

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play 
the text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down 
your answers.

ü	Rabbit Hash has a population of 3150.

                  315  

1. A vote costs $1 and visitors can vote as many times as they want.

 

2. People say that Brynneth Pawltro is friendly and has a great style.

 

3. Brynn’s rivals included a cat and a horse.

 

4. Brynn is the fi rst dog mayor in the history of Rabbit Hash.

 

5. The new mayor is now thinking about running for offi ce in the US presidential elections.

 

6. Brynn won the elections in January.

 

7. In her election campaign Brynn promised “peace, love and happiness”.

 

8. Brynn has also promised to stop running after rabbits.

 

9. The money raised by the elections will be spent on the modernization of the old store.
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BEVEZETŐ AZ ÍRÁSKÉSZSÉG  
VIZSGARÉSZHEZ

Az Íráskészség a sorban a negyedik, utolsó vizsgarész. A rendelkezésre álló idő (60 perc) alatt két 
feladatot kell megoldanod, azaz két szöveget kell létrehoznod. A feladat megoldásához használhatsz 
egy- vagy kétnyelvű szótárt.

AZ ÍRÁSFELADATOK 

Az 1. feladat alapja a feladatlap közepén található keretben elhelyezett apróhirdetés, részlet egy 
műsorfüzetből, utazási iroda katalógusából vagy egyéb programismertető. A feladat leírásából 
megtudod, hogy ezzel mi a teendőd. Rendszerint jelentkezned kell a hirdetésben szereplő állásra, 
feladatra, érdeklődnöd az eladásra kínált árucikk felől, vagy válaszolnod egy személyes üzenetre, 
amelyben egy barátod hív meg egy közös utazásra vagy egyéb programra.  

A 2. feladat alapja a feladatlap közepén található keretben elhelyezett levél (email) vagy internetes 
fórumbejegyzés. Ebben egy ismerősöd vagy egy veled hasonló korú ismeretlen egy személyes 
problémát fogalmaz meg, amelyben a tanácsodat kéri. A feladatod az, hogy levélben (emailben) 
vagy internetes hozzászólásban fejtsd ki saját véleményedet a kérdésről, és adj ötletet a probléma 
megoldására.

A FELADAT ALAPJÁUL SZOLGÁLÓ SZÖVEG 

Ennek célja az, hogy minél életszerűbbé tegye számodra a feladatot, és hogy tartalmazzon minden 
olyan tényt és adatot, amelyet a megoldáshoz ismerned kell. A szöveg mindkét feladat esetében valódi, 
anyanyelvűek számra írt forrásból (azaz nem tankönyvből) származik, ám nyelvileg az eredetinek a B1-
B1+ szintre leegyszerűsített változata.  Ennek ellenére előfordulhat, hogy találkozol benne számodra 
ismeretlen szavakkal, nyelvi fordulatokkal, ezeket azonban nem kell pontosan megértened ahhoz, hogy 
a feladatot megoldd.  Elegendő, ha a szövegkörnyezetből nagyjából kikövetkezteted a jelentésüket, 
sőt, ha a feladat megoldásához nincs rájuk szükség, akkor még ennek sincs jelentősége. Csak akkor 
keresd ki szótárból az ismeretlen szavakat, ha elkerülhetetlen, mert ez nemcsak időveszteség, hanem 
el is tereli a figyelmedet a feladat lényegéről.

Szószám 

Az 1. feladat esetében 80-100, a 2. feladat esetében 100-120 szóból álló szöveget kell írnod. Ettől nem 
térhetsz el, azaz a szöveg nem lehet számottevően hosszabb vagy rövidebb, mert azért pontlevonás 
jár. Minden szó számít, a névelők (a(n), the), névmások (I, my stb.) és a prepozíciók (in, at, by stb.) is, az 
összevont alakok azonban (isn’t) egy szónak számítanak. Az előre megadott megszólítás és az aláírás 
nem számít bele a szószámba.
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Irányító szempontok

Az 1. feladathoz 3, a 2. feladathoz 4 irányító szempontot találsz a keretes rész alatt. Ezek mindegyikéről 
írnod kell néhány mondatot; ha valamelyiket kihagyod, vagy akár csak aránytalanul röviden említed 
meg a többihez képest, az pontlevonással jár. Az irányító szempontok sorrendjét nem kell feltétlenül 
megtartanod, ha más logika szerint akarod elrendezni a szöveget. Az is elképzelhető, hogy két, 
logikailag összetartozó irányító szempontot egy bekezdésben fejtesz ki.

FONTOS TUDNIVALÓK  

• Mindkét szöveget a saját nevedben kell megírnod, azaz nem bújhatsz egy képzelt személy 
bőrébe. Ahhoz, hogy a feladatlap első bekezdésében vázolt élethelyzetbe (Pl. You are a visiting 
student at Durham University) beleképzeld magad, úgyis meg kell mozgatnod a fantáziádat. 

• Az 1. feladat esetében célszerű pozitív választ adnod, azaz jelentkezned az állásra, elfogadnod 
a meghívást, illetve érdeklődnöd a meghirdetett árucikk iránt, így egyszerűbb lesz kitérned 
valamennyi irányító szempontra, és teljesítened az elvárt terjedelmet.

• A feladat megfogalmazásából és a keretes szövegből kiderül, pontosan kinek kell írnod. Minthogy 
te mindig a saját nevedben írsz, könnyen eldöntheted, milyen hangnemet kell megütnöd: ez 
idegen felnőttekkel, hivatalos ügyben formális, közeli és/vagy hozzád hasonló korú barátok vagy 
akár internetes ismeretlenek esetében informális. Ennek azért van jelentősége, mert a hangnem 
meghatározza, hogy milyen nyelvi eszközöket alkalmazhatsz, pl. összevont alakokat (I’m, aren’t, 
I’d) csak informális hangnemben. Különösen figyelj a különböző hangnemben íródott levelek 
befejezésére! Minthogy azonban a megszólítás adott, a befejezést csak hozzá kell igazítanod (pl. 
ha Dear Mr Brown, akkor Yours sincerely, ha Hi Ben, akkor Best wishes).

• A szövegnek logikusan megszerkesztettnek kell lennie, azaz lennie kell benne bevezetésnek 
és befejezésnek, és –ha a szószám megengedi–, még a középső, fő rész is tovább tagolható. 
Fontos, hogy ez ne csak gondolati tagolást jelentsen, hanem vizuálisan is érzékelhető legyen, 
azaz használj bekezdéseket.

• Az irányító szempontok úgy vannak megfogalmazva, hogy változtatás nélkül ne lehessen 
őket bemásolni a szövegbe. Ezért ha használni akarod őket az általad írt szövegben, akkor 
valószínű, hogy meg kell változtatnod a nyelvtani struktúrájukat (pl. függő beszéd- idézet), 
valamint a szóhasználatukat is a hangnemnek megfelelően (pl. Irányító szempont: Ask your 
friend about the  accommodation. Rossz megoldás: What is the accommodation like? Jó megoldás: 
Could you tell me where we’re going to sleep?). Arra törekedj, hogy az általuk sugallt gondolatok 
szervesen illeszkedjenek a szövegbe. A stílus egységessége érdekében a keretes szövegből se 
vegyél át változtatás nélkül olyan részeket, amelyek olyan nyelvtani struktúrákat vagy szavakat 
tartalmaznak, amelyek meghaladják a te tudásszinted (azaz magadtól sose jutottak volna 
eszedbe), vagy amelyeknek a jelentésével nem vagy tisztában. 
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• Bár szótár használata ebben a vizsgarészben megengedett, ha nem vagy elég jártas benne, ez 
inkább akadályozni fog a munkában, mint segíteni.  A keretes szövegben mindjárt első olvasásra 
ki fog derülni számodra, melyek azok a kulcsszavak, amelyeket ha pontosan megértesz, a 
szöveg többi része kikövetkeztethetővé válik. Kettőnél több szót kikeresni azonban rendszerint 
felesleges.

• Ha új szavakat keresel ki magyarul, hogy az általad írt szövegben használd őket, akkor célszerű 
ezeket egy egynyelvű szótárban visszakeresned, mert ott útmutatást találsz a szó használatával 
és mondatba illeszthetőségével kapcsolatban is (pl. hogy van-e valamilyen vonzata), sőt, 
példamondatok is segítik a választást. A legbiztonságosabb mégis az, ha a már meglévő 
szókincsedre hagyatkozol, és legfeljebb egy-két olyan szót keresel ki a szótárból, amelyet ismersz 
ugyan, de a pontos helyesírására nem emlékszel.

AZ ÍRÁSFELADATOK ÉRTÉKELÉSÉNEK SZEMPONTJAI

1. feladat:
A feladat teljesítése, a szöveg hosszúsága (5 pont)
Szókincs, kifejezésmód (3 pont)
Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás (3 pont)

2. feladat:
A feladat teljesítése, a megadott szempontok követése (6 pont)
Hangnem, az olvasóban keltett benyomás (2 pont)
Szövegalkotás (4 pont)
Szókincs, kifejezésmód (5 pont)
Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás (5 pont)
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Task 1/1
You are a visiting student at the University of Antwerp for a year and you would like a part time job to top 
up your scholarship. You have found the following advertisement on the website of the university:

I need someone to look after my 3-year-old boy for some 
Saturdays or Sundays between 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. when I am 
away on a business trip. 
My child is bilingual (Dutch and English) and you are 
supposed to speak English to him. He is a vegetarian and 
I need you to feed him breakfast, lunch, and a snack, which 
I will provide. 
I would prefer you to come to my house but am open to 
seeing your home and bringing him there. No smoking, no 

pets. I want him to have fun and do learning activities and I expect text or email updates 
throughout the day while I am away. You must know basic life saving techniques. €10/ 
hour. 
If you are interested, please contact me!
email Petra: petra.campenhout@uantwerpen.be

Write an email of 80-100 words to Petra in which you apply for the job and
• tell her why you think you are the ideal applicant,
• say where you would prefer to look after the child and give your reasons,
• ask about the child’s favourite activities.

Begin your email like this:

Dear Petra,
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Task 1/2
You are spending your gap year in Vancouver, Canada. Two weeks ago you had a skiing accident and broke 
a leg. After leaving hospital you still need physiotherapy. You have found the following advertisement on 
the internet:  

Physiotherapy in your home helps you receive treatment 
at a time when you cannot leave your home. Often, 
treatment that started in your home can be followed up  
in our clinic.
Physio2go’s physiotherapists are all chartered and 
registered with the Health Professions Council.  
Our therapists have post-graduate training in their 
specialty area and the experience to help you recover 
completely.

n		We bring specialised physiotherapy services to your home until you are ready to visit our 
clinic.

n		We work with you IN YOUR HOME in the critical 2–3 weeks following surgery or injury.
n		We offer a PERSONALISED rehabilitation programme for you after leaving hospital.
For more information or booking contact: physio2go@

Write an email of 80-100 words to Physio2go in which you introduce yourself and
• say why you are interested in their service,
• ask about any equipment you may need,
• ask about the necessary frequency and length of sessions.

Begin your email like this:

Dear Sir/Madam,
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Task 1/3
You are studying in Cambridge and you are looking for a gym not far from your college. You have found 
the following advertisement on the internet: 

Welcome to Cambridge PureGym 

Experience the pure pleasure of a top-quality, great-value 
gym which suits every body and every personality. 
Whether you’re new to exercise and looking to lose some 
weight, a fitness fanatic aiming to tone up, or you have 
the London Marathon on your mind, then Cambridge 
PureGym is the place for you. 
With more than 200 cutting-edge pieces of equipment our 
friendly, enthusiastic staff will also be with you every step 

of the way, providing advice on how the kit works and tips on the best exercise to suit your 
needs. Our gyms are clean, spacious and air-conditioned – and what’s more, there is no 
contract, so you are free to leave at any time. 
We’re based above Cineworld in Cambridge Leisure Park at the junction of Hills Road 
and Cherry Hinton Road.  
If you’re looking for a superb budget gym in Cambridge why not contact us today? You 
won’t regret it.
email: info.cambridge@puregym.com

Write an email of 80-100 words to the gym in which you
• say why you would like to attend the gym,
• say if you would prefer to go solo or to join a group,
• inquire about opening hours and fees.

Begin your email like this:

Dear Sir/Madam,
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Task 1/4
You are studying at the University of Bristol and you have decided to take guitar lessons in your free time. 
You have found the following advertisement:

Y O U R  G U I T A R  A C A D E M Y

Guitar lessons in Bristol
YGA offers guitar lessons in Bristol from the most 
experienced, dedicated and enthusiastic tutors, who 
are all fully trained to teach acoustic and electric guitar 
lessons for kids, beginners, intermediate, and advanced 
players. Every student, whatever their age or ability, is 
welcome!

Our guitar lessons are designed to be fun and packed with all the information you need 
to become a strong, confident guitarist, whilst giving you an understanding of the theory 
behind classic songs. We can guarantee you the best possible progress!
You don’t have to take our word for it – we offer a no-obligation £10 trial lesson at any of 
our Bristol locations, so please get in touch to book you guitar lessons in Bristol today! We 
are more than happy to hear about your goals and aims and find the most suitable tutor for 
you.
email: yga@academy.com

Write an email of 80-100 words to the academy in which you
• tell them about your previous music studies (if any),
• say what level guitar lessons you would like to take,
• ask about the possible locations and whether instruments are provided.

Begin your email like this:

Dear Sir/ Madam, 
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Task 1/5
You are an exchange student in Redwood City, California, and you would like to earn some money. You 
have found the following advertisement:

I am looking for some help in the garden

It’s large, beautiful and fairly tropical. You must love 
nature, enjoy being and working in a garden, also must 
love dogs as I have two. No experience needed, I will 
teach you the things that are necessary. There is cutting 
the grass, composting, raking, trimming bushes and 
weeding. You must be hard working and energetic, you 
mustn’t be afraid of kneeling on the ground, getting your 
hands dirty, doing a bit of light digging. You must be 
trustworthy and do everything properly as you are told. 
The hours would mostly in the morning with some 
afternoon time. Please send me an email and tell me 
something about yourself.
$18.00 per hour
Part-time
Students welcome
email Josh: jbt@redwood.com

Write an email of 80-100 words to Josh in which you apply for the job and 
• say if you have any experience of gardening,
• say why you think you will be able to do the job properly,
• ask him about the number of days/hours you are expected to do.

Begin your email like this:

Dear Josh,
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Task 1/6
You are staying in London, and as a present from a friend, you have received a voucher for a Pizza Making 
Class:

Pizza Making Class for Two at BungaTINI, 
Covent Garden

Get together for an unforgettable evening of dough 
tossing (see picture) and Italian pizza making at the 
fabulous BungaTINI, Covent Garden.
You and your guest can learn the secrets and techniques 
that go into making the best pizza in Covent Garden. 
Start in style with fresh, authentic Italian antipasti 
(starters). Then it’s time to throw that dough. 
BungaTINI’s experienced pizzaioli or professional pizza 
makers will share their unique family pizza recipe as you 
make Italian sourdough from the beginning yourselves.
Having experienced how your tossing skills have 
improved, it’ll be time for toppings. After that, you’ll get 

that pie in the wood-fired oven and you’ll get to enjoy your freshly prepared and no doubt 
delicious homemade pizza. Come away not only feeling satisfied but with a world-class 
pizza recipe to boot.
Contact us to book well in advance: bungatini@pizza.com

Write an email of 80-100 words to BungaTini Pizza in which you introduce yourself and ask about
• the expiry date of the voucher,
• the dates when the class is available,
• the length of a class.

Begin your email like this:

Dear Sir/Madam,
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Task 1/7
You are studying in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.  Your friend Brian, who is crazy about toy trains, invited you 
to accompany him to the Teens Club of the National Toy Train Museum in Strasburg, a small town nearby. 
He sent you a link to this website:

For Teens, Toy Trains Are More than Toys!
No matter how you look at it, the toy train hobby provides 
opportunities to learn about how things work, pick up 
technical skills, and have fun with others. Modern toy 
trains involve both traditional electrical and new computer 
methodologies, with lots of other skills thrown in! Your 
imagination is the limit!
In the Teens Club you can take part in the following activities:
Computers and Toy Train Games
 You can use modern computer technology to do simulations, 
practice driving a train and play games.

Model building 
It takes skill and a steady hand to actually create models of real trains. Our experts in the club 
will tell you all about it. The best models will be on display in our showroom with your name and 
photo. In the club you can use computer programs to design model trains on-screen and/or you 
can assemble them using parts that click together. You can take the design home with you – either 
electronically or on paper- and order the necessary parts too. And much more! Come and see!

Write an email of 80-100 words to Brian in which you thank him for the invitation and
• tell him how much you are  interested in toy trains,
• choose one of the activities offered which could be interesting for you too and give your reasons,
• ask him about the date and how to get there.

Begin your email like this:

Hi Brian,
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Task 1/8
Your dream is to tour Iceland in the summer with three of your friends IF you can afford it. You have found 
the following advertisement:

Backpacking holiday in Iceland

Go to see the Northern Lights, try snowmobiling, four-wheel-
drive tours and trips to the geothermal pools at the Blue 
Lagoon. Travel to Iceland to experience this and much more.
Iceland is certainly a land of great contrasts. It has hot 
springs and glaciers, large lava areas, high mountainous 
areas, black beaches, fabulous waterfalls, and spectacular 
geysers. 
Iceland offers excellent settings for river rafting, iceberg 
climbing and glacial hiking. Rafting levels from 2-4 are 

offered, suitable for both experienced and first-time rafters. If you want a unique experience 
you should try the vertical sport of iceberg climbing which can be practiced all year round in 
Iceland. Glacial hiking is a great way to discover the wonders of ice sculptures, ridges and deep 
crevasses.
We can arrange for your flight as well as guide you to the cheapest and best hostels and hotels 
in Iceland.
Email: iceland@travel.com

Write an email of 80-100 words to the travel agency in which you
• say how many of you would like to stay in Iceland, and for how long,
• which –at least– two sights and activities seem to be the most fascinating for you and your friends, 
• ask about flight and accommodation details/costs and possible student discounts.

Begin your email like this:

Dear Sir/ Madam,
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Task 2/1
You have received the following email from your American friend, Kevin:

I’m thinking about dropping out of school when I turn 16 (in June this year). I find school 
pointless, boring and a complete waste of my time. I feel absolutely unmotivated to go to 
school or to do homework since it isn’t useful for me at all. It just makes me depressed and 
I’d honestly rather do nearly anything else in the world than school. I already know what 
career I want – a dog trainer’s, as you know, which has been my dream since childhood – and 
I don’t need a high school diploma or a college degree for that, which makes school even more 
pointless for me. Whoever I told about my idea called me dumb and stupid, but I haven’t heard 
a single convincing argument against it so far. I’d like to know what you think!

Write an email of 100-120 words to Kevin in which you tell him
• what you think of having qualifications,
• how you like the idea of becoming a dog trainer,
• how Kevin’s parents might feel about his decision,
• how you personally feel about school.

Begin your reply like this:

Dear Kevin: 
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Task 2/2
You have found the following post on the internet forum Family Matters:

 Lynne 17
GRRRRR!!, my sister, who is 13, almost 14, is unfortunately the same size as me  and keeps wearing 
my clothes and won’t stop. Everything she wore today to school was mine, even the socks. And it’s 
not just the principle, but the condition my things get back to me in is indescribable. Chocolate 
(of course!) ice-cream stains on my favourite jeans and something yellow (you don’t want to know 
what) on the BACK of my brand new, silver top, which cost me £30!  Mom won’t do anything, she 
says we have to work it out! What is there to work out? They’re my clothes, so why should I have to 
make a deal with her? My sister says I can wear hers, but who would want to wear her all-pink Hello 
Kitty and Fairy Queen stuff, which she has just grown out of?  The thing is that she just wants to 
pretend that she is more mature to impress older boys. Last week she told some boys at the water 
park that we were twins, and that she was 17 too. Mom just thought it was funny and said we look 
like twins sometimes. If anyone wants a 14-year-old sister, you can come and get her anytime!!! 

Write a comment of 100-120 words to Lynne’s post in which you give your opinion about:
• borrowing other people’s possession in general,
• family members wearing each other’s clothes,
• the limits of generosity,
• what Lynne should do.

Begin your comment like this:

Lynne: 
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Task 2/3 
You found the following post on an internet forum called Health and Body:

 
My parents divorced when I was 16 and 3 months ago my mom got a new job and temporarily 
moved to Sweden while I have stayed here with my dad to finish school. Although we Skype nearly 
every day, I miss her terribly. So when my best friend, Alan and I started talking about getting a 
tattoo the idea came naturally to me that I should get something that reminds me of my mom and 
that she may also like. She’s fond of yellow roses and the song “Country Roads” is her favourite so 
I decided to get this tattooed on my chest for her. I told my dad about it and asked him if I could get 
this as a present for my 18th birthday next month. You should have seen his reaction! Not only did 
he refuse to pay for it but he called me an idiot to have such a sickening idea. And he added that my 
mom will be horrified to see me tattooed. When I’m 18, I’m legal to get as many tats on my body as 
I wish, so I won’t need his permission, but I’m not sure. What do you think?
Seth (nearly) 18, Toronto, Canada

Write a comment of 100-120 words to Seth including the following:
• what you think of tattoos in general,
• how you like Seth’s idea to get one for his mom,
• if you think he should take his dad’s opinion into consideration,
• how your parents would react to the idea of you getting tattooed.

Begin your comment like this:

Seth:
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Task 2/4
You have received the following email from your Swedish friend, Bjorn:

I’m really worried about my little sister, Signe. She’s only 14 but I suspect she is on a crazy diet: 
she never eats breakfast at home (she’s always ’in a rush’) and she also skips family meals in 
the evening, saying that she has already had a snack or something with other girls in town. Mom 
is too tired to argue or even notice; she just pops something into the microwave after work as 
late as 7 p.m., and accepts the same excuse day after day. When we visit Dad at the weekend, 
he usually takes us to a fancy restaurant (Signe’s favourites, not mine), where now she pretends 
to be sick – either with a headache or an upset stomach so she can get away with no solid food, 
just several glasses of water. I don’t know much about diets girls tend to do but apparently she 
has cut out ALL sorts of food, not only bread and sweets but also meat, milk and vegetables. It 
hasn’t always been like that! Even a year ago she was the one who didn’t feel safe without three 
tubs of ice-cream in the freezer, and made sure they got emptied in no time at all. Recently I’ve 
noticed that she has lost – a lot of – weight, she’s getting pale and fragile, although not long ago 
she used to look absolutely normal and never used to have a weight problem.
As nobody seems to be worried about her, I feel I have to do something, but what? Pls help!

Write an email of 100-120 words to Bjorn in which you tell him
• what you suspect the problem with Signe is,
• what you think of young girls’ dieting,
• whether Bjorn should talk to his sister, 
• whether Bjorn should ask someone for help.

Begin your email like this:

Hi Bjorn,
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Task 2/5
You have found the following post on the internet forum called A Friend in Need:  

 
A boy in our class was diagnosed with cancer about a year ago. It was hard for all of us to know 
how to respond. Some of us were frightened, others confused, and some of his closest friends even 
pulled back from their friendship to avoid these uncomfortable feelings. He had chemotherapy, lost 
his hair and everything and, although it may sound awful, it was a relief when he stopped coming 
to school due to the side-effects of the treatment.
But when after 3 months the news came that at the last check-up he was found clear and he will be 
back at school next week, we were all very happy for him and kept on talking about his return, how 
we can make it easier for him to settle back. My idea was that we should throw a surprise party, a 
Welcome Back party if you like, to celebrate, where we could perhaps perform something that will 
make it memorable for him.  Some of the kids, however, argue that a party is the last thing that he 
will need in his condition and that it would be very insensitive to force him into a situation like that 
without his consent. 
I wonder what you think. Whether you like my idea or you also think that there could be other ways 
to show him that we care. 
Leigh-Anne 17

Write a comment of 100-120 words to Leigh-Anne’s post in which you say
• what you think about the class’ attitude when someone got seriously ill,
• how you like Leigh-Anne’s idea of a surprise party,
• what other/better ways of helping this boy you can think of,
• if you or any of your friends have ever had to cope with a similar situation.

Begin your comment like this:

Leigh-Anne:
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Task 2/6
You have found this post on an internet forum called Careers and Jobs:

 
Hi, just wondering if anyone is planning to be a police officer when they finish education. Or if 
anyone knows someone who is. Or anyone who doesn’t think it’s a stupid idea. 
I’ve wanted to be a cop ever since I was a kid (ok, it’s partly the excitement, I admit,  
I could never sit behind a desk), but now that the time to choose a career is approaching I have to 
take a responsible decision. It doesn’t help that whoever I’ve told about my plan to become a cop, 
including my family and even my closest friends, either refuse to take it seriously and laugh at 
me (and call me Charlie’s Angel) or try to convince me that this job is far too tough for a woman 
and that I’m misled by action films which show a romantic image of female cops, which is utterly 
unrealistic. They seem to forget that I’m no fool and not a kid any longer and I’m completely able 
to take all the pros and cons of such a choice into consideration. Or do you agree that it’s just a 
childish dream and I would only do myself a favour if I gave it up?
Samantha 18

Write a comment of 100-120 words to Samantha in which you
• ask her what she actually likes about police work and why,
• tell her if you agree with any of the arguments her family and friends came up with,
• tell her what physical, mental and personal qualities you think someone needs to do this job properly,
• tell her what you would do in her place.

Begin your comment like this:

Samantha:
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Task 2/7  
You have received the following email from your 17-year-old Dutch friend, Max:

I asked my parents to get me a credit card and they are not convinced. Lots of people in my 
school are using credit cards. I don’t have any bad intentions. I have started a small-scale 
business and having a card would be of great help.
Last summer I made some wooden sculptures in our shed and everyone said they were great. 
This summer, I needed some money so I sold the sculptures. I managed to sell them all and it 
looks like it is a good business. I thought that if I had a credit card then I could buy wood for 
the sculptures cheaper online. My dad refused, saying that I would use it to buy stuff for my 
girlfriend. I thought my mother would support me but she’s kind of neutral, doesn’t want to 
get involved. I found a blog on the internet which I think might convince my father to change 
his mind: northwoodmortgage.com/teenager-credit-card/ It says that it will teach us to manage 
spending and budgeting responsibly. I need your suggestions and help. Are you using a card? 
If so, how did you convince your parents?

Write a reply of 100-120 words to Max in which you
• give reasons why you think Max should/shouldn’t get a credit card,
• say if you have/haven’t got one and how you personally feel about having/not having one,
• say if you think a showing his father a blog would help to convince him,
• say what else he could do to convince his father.

Begin your reply like this:

Hi Max,
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Task 2/8
You received the following email from your Irish friend Brigid:

I’ve recently read a book about astrology and I’m not saying I was totally convinced, but now 
I would advise anyone to get more information about it before dismissing it as complete 
rubbish. 
I expressed this opinion in a chat room about horoscopes on the internet and you can’t imagine 
what comments I got in response! Hiding behind nicknames, these trolls called me an idiot and 
even worse, some of them threatening to find me and teach me a lesson if I dare to turn up in 
the chat room again. 
I was really shocked! If they can’t handle other people’s opinions, then THEY should really get 
off the internet, shouldn’t they? Especially in a chat room, where people come to exchange 
ideas, you would expect more constructive, even encouraging posts, wouldn’t you? The most 
frightening thing about it is that some of the normal, civilised commenters have gradually 
disappeared. But I don’t want to give in like this! At least, I thought I could post something 
ironically over-polite like “Your unpleasant comment will be ignored. Could you try to be less 
offensive, please?” What do you think? Have you ever experienced anything like this?

Write a reply of 100-120 words to Brigid in which you tell her
• your opinion about chatting with strangers on the internet,
• if you have any experience with offensive commenters,
• if you think it is a good idea to post a final comment as Brigid intends to,
• what you would do in her place.

Begin your reply like this:

Hi Brigid,
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MINTALEVELEK ÉRTÉKELÉSSEL
A dolgozatok javításához használt jelölések:

      whole structure inappropriate WSI
      serious grammatical error SG
      grammar mistake G
      vocabulary problem V

[  ] word order WO

√− something missing M

(  ) not necessary NN

huose spelling/punctuation mistake Sp or P
      style St
      meaning not clear MNC
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Task 1/1 (1. mintalevél)

Dear Petra,
I have read your advertisement on the university website, and I am 

writing to you, because I would like to apply for the job.
I think I would be a suitable applicant, as I know how to look after 

kids, because I have 3 younger brothers, and I spend a lot of time with 
them. I study medicin  at the university, so I am familiar with all basic 
life saving techniques.

I would prefer to look after him at your house, as I live with 
a friend.

Could you please tell me a little about his favourite activities?
Looking forward to your reply!
Best regards,
xx

A dolgozat mind a feladatteljesítés (valamennyi irányító szempontról – a szószámot figyelembe véve 
– megfelelő terjedelemben ír), mind a szöveg megszerkesztettsége (logikailag és vizuálisan is, azaz 
alkalmaz bekezdéseket) szempontjából megfelel a szinten elvárhatónak.

Hacsak egy utalás erejéig is, a dolgozat írója, aki érettségiző, középiskolai tanuló, a válaszlevélben 
orvostanhallgatónak vallja magát. Tény, hogy így egyszerűbb megfelelni az életmentő technikák 
ismeretére vonatkozó igénynek, ám ez a megoldás ellentmond annak az elvárásnak, hogy a 
vizsgázónak a saját nevében kell írnia.

A levél se szóhasználati, se nyelvhelyességi hibát nem tartalmaz. Van azonban néhány félmondat, 
amelyet írója változtatás nélkül átvesz az irányító szempontból (I would prefer to look after him at 
your home…; … tell me about his favourite activities?). Minthogy a feladat kijelölését és az irányító 
szempontokat semleges, de inkább formális szóhasználat jellemzi, egy fél-formális levélben (amit a 
Dear Petra megszólítás sugall, még ha figyelembe vesszük is, hogy az illető számunkra ismeretlen) 
ez nem illeszkedik tökéletesen a levél többi, kevésbé formális stílusban megírt részéhez. Némi 
változtatással ez elkerülhető lett volna: Unfortunately I won’t be able to look after him in my house as 
I have a flatmate és I’d like to know if he has any favourite toys and what he enjoys doing. 

A befejezés (Best regards) már tökéletesen megfelel a megszólításnak.

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 5 5

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 3 3

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 3 3

Összesen 11 11

St, St
St
St

Sp, St
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Task 1/1 (2. mintalevél)

Dear Petra,
I’ve seen your advertisment on the internet, and I would like to 

apply for the job.
In my opinion I’m an ideal applicant to take care of your child, 

because I am tolerant and I have experience in childcare as I have 
3 little brothers. In addition, I speak English fluently and I also 
understand Dutch.

I would prefer to look after your son at your house, because at the 
moment I am living in a college.

Also I would like to ask that, [what are your child’s favourite 
activities],

WO
 [what does he enjoy doing]

WO
?

I look forward to hear from you.
Best wishes,
xx

A dolgozat mind a feladatteljesítés (valamennyi irányító szempontról –a szószámot figyelembe véve– 
megfelelő terjedelemben ír), mind a szöveg megszerkesztettsége (logikailag és vizuálisan is, azaz 
alkalmaz bekezdéseket) szempontjából megfelel a szinten elvárhatónak.

Nem biztos, hogy a dolgozat írójának valóban van három öccse és emiatt jártas a gyermek-fel-
ügyeletben, de ez nem számít a más bőrébe bújásnak. Nem kell minden részletben feltétlenül 
ragaszkodnia az igazsághoz, a lényeg az, hogy magyar diáknak vallja magát.

A dolgozat tartalmaz két hosszabb, szó szerinti átemelést az irányító szempontból, amelyek közül a 
másodikban a túl formálisnak tűnő mondat bemásolása fölösleges, hiszen utána megismétli kevésbé 
formális szavakkal is (…what are your child’s favourite activities/ what does he enjoy doing).

Van egy magyar anyanyelvűek körében nagyon gyakori szótévesztés: a college (*I’m living in a 
college) szót nagy valószínűséggel „kollégiumnak” szánja (helyesen student hostel), hiszen lakóhelyről 
van szó.  

A dolgozatban egy ismétlődő hiba található: a függő kérdés szórendje. A kérdőszó elé illesztett that 
tipikus magyar hiba, tükörfordítása a „hogy mikor” szókapcsolatnak (*…to ask that what are your child’s 
favourite activities and what does he enjoy doing  helyesen:  to ask what your child’ favourite  activities 
are and what he enjoys doing). Szintén gyakori hiba az idiomatikus levélbefejezés eltévesztése (*I look 
forwad to hear from you helyesen I look forward to hearing from you).

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 5 5

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 3 3

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 3 2

Összesen 11 10

Sp, St

V
St, G, G, WO
WO
G
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Task 1/2 (1. mintalevél)

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing because I am interested in your physiotherapy 

program.
I had a skiing accident two weeks ago and I broke my leg.
The doctors in the hospital said I still need physiotherapy. I was 

really happy to find your advertisement because you offer home-
treatment and personalised rehabilitation, which I need.

First of all, I would like to ask if you can provide equipment or 
I have to make sure I have everything I might need.

Secondly, I hope to get some information about the frequency of the 
sessions and also their length. Waiting for your answer,

Yours faithfully,
xx

A dolgozat mind a feladatteljesítés (valamennyi irányító szempontot megfelelő terjedelemben 
kidolgozza), mind a szószám szempontjából megfelel az ezen a szinten elvártnak.

A gondolati egységek logikailag és vizuálisan is elkülönülnek, a dolgozat írója alkalmaz 
bekezdéseket. Szövegkohéziós eszközöket (a mondatok, szövegrészek közötti kapcsolatokat kifejező 
nyelvi eszközöket) is használ (First of all, Secondly). 

A megszólítás alapján elvárható formális hangnem mindvégig következetes, nem alkalmaz 
összevont alakokat.

Egy hosszabb szövegrészt szó szerint átvesz az irányító szempontból. Ez, noha a formális 
hangnemben íródott levél többi részétől nem üt el annyira, egyszerűbben is megfogalmazható lett 
volna a saját szavaival (I hope to get some information about the frequency of the sessions and their length 
helyesen: I would like to know how frequently I will need a treatment and how long the sessions are). A 
levél végén a Waiting for your answer mondat sürgető jellegénél fogva nem szerencsés, jobb lett volna 
az udvariasabb Looking forward to your answer megfogalmazás.

Egyetlen nyelvhelyességi hiba van a levélben, ez pedig a jelzői mellékmondat előtti vessző hiánya. 
Igaz ugyan, hogy ez itt nem okozhat félreértést, de minthogy a mellékmondat nem szűkítő értelmű 
 (Non-defining  relative clause), hiszen már pontosan tudjuk, miről van szó, és minden egyéb információ 
csak kiegészítés, ezt formailag is ki kell fejezni (helyesen: … you offer home-treatment and  personalised 
rehabilitation, which I need).

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 5 5

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 3 3

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 3 3

Összesen 11 11

P

St
St
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Task 1/2 (2. mintalevél)

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am intr ested in the Physio therapy. I spent my gap year in 

Vancouver, Canada and I had a skiing accident, and my leg was 
broken. Because of it, I√− intr ested in the service. I would like to ask√− 
the necessary frequency and the length of the session. I am sorry, but 
I can not visit your clinic, because of it you have to come to my home 
if you would like to accept me as a patient.

Sincereli ,
xx

A dolgozat egyetlen értékelési szempontnak sem felel meg tökéletesen. A gyógyászati segéd- 
eszközökre vonatkozó irányító szempontot figyelmen kívül hagyja, és bár gondolati tagolás 
felfedezhető benne, nem alkalmaz bekezdéseket. 

Hosszú részeket emel át szó szerint a feladatkijelölésből és az irányító szempontból, amelyek 
vagy teljesen indokolatlanok és fölöslegesek (I spent my gap year in Vancouver, Canada… stb.), vagy 
eltúlzottan formálisnak tűnnek még ebben a szövegkörnyezetben is (*I would like to ask the necessary 
frequency and length of the session). Ez utóbbit ráadásul hibásan használja (helyesen: I would like to ask 
you about…). Ezek az átemelések nem állnak össze szerves egésszé, a szöveg mind tartalmában, mind 
stílusában töredezett marad. Az egyetlen önálló gondolat (*…you have to come to my home if you 
would like to accept me as a patient) megfogalmazása kissé gyermeteg, hangnemében teljesen elüt az 
előzményektől.

Minthogy alig tartalmaz önálló szövegrészeket, ezért szóhasználat és nyelvhelyesség szempontjából 
tökéletesnek kellene lennie, ám még így is számos hibát tartalmaz (*my leg was broken helyesen: I broke 
my leg, *because of it helyesen: therefore; *sincereli helyesen Yours faithfully).

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 5 3

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 3 2

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 3 2

Összesen 11 7

Sp, G
V
V, M, Sp, M

V, G
St
Sp, St
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Task 1/3 (1. mintalevél) 

Dear Sir/Madam,
I am a university student in Cambridge, and I am looking for a 

gym not far from my college. I saw your advertisement on the internet 
yesterday, so I would like to attend there.

It is not far from my college, and I would like to be fit, and do some 
gymnastics every day, so it would be perfect for me. I would prefer to 
join a group in case I cannot use an equipment, so I may need some 
help and tips.

Please send me a brochure for more information, for example√− the 
opening hours and fees.

I am looking forward to your answer,
xx

Mind tartalmában, mind formájában szinte hibátlan dolgozat. Valamennyi irányító szempontot 
megfelelően kidolgozza, bekezdéseket alkalmaz az új gondolatok elkülönítésére. Egy apró 
nyelvhelyességi hibától eltekintve tökéletesen megfelel az elvárható szintnek. Tartalmaz egy szó szerinti 
idézetet az irányító szempontból, amely azonban, formális stílusról lévén szó, nem üt el lényegesen a 
szövegkörnyezet hangnemétől. Saját szavaival átfogalmazva mégis jobban igazodott volna a szöveg 
(azaz a dolgozatíró saját) szókincséhez: Please send me your brochure for more information, for example 
about opening hours and fees helyett Please tell me what time the Gym is open and how much I have to 
pay for a daily/monthly ticket.

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 5 5

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 3 3

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 3 3

Összesen 11 11

V

M
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Task 1/3 (2. mintalevél)

Dear Sir/Madam,
I saw your adverisement on the internet, I’m very interested about 

a close gym.I would like to attend the gym, because I need to cut off 
some weight and be more healthy.I would like to go solo

I’m very determinded and I have already planed out some workout 
routines. May I ask you about the opening and closing hours, and some 
detailed information about payment and fees please?

Thank you very kindly in advance! I remain respectfully!
√−

A dolgozat a feladatteljesítés szempontjából megfelel az ezen a szinten elvárhatónak, jóllehet a 
megadott minimális terjedelemnél is kicsit rövidebb, ez azonban még nem jár pontlevonással.  
Alkalmaz bekezdéseket, a rövidség miatt azonban csak egy-egy mondat jut mindegyik irányító 
szempontra, ami a szöveget töredezetté teszi. 

Az irányító szempontból változtatás nélkül átemelt I would like to go solo nem tekinthető  
a gondolat kifejtésének, sőt, még az sem egyértelmű, hogy a dolgozat írója értette-e, mit jelent 
pontosan, hiszen több szó nem esik róla.

Egy kivétellel (*I’m very determinded helyesen: I am determined) következetes a formális hangnem 
alkalmazása. A dolgozat tartalmaz néhány pontatlan kifejezést (*a close gym helyesen: a gym 
nearby; *to cut off some weight helyesen: to lose some weight, *I planned out some workout routines 
helyesen: I have made plans for a workout routine), valamint két olyan zárómondatot, amelyek annyira 
régiesnek hatnak, hogy emiatt nem illeszkednek ebbe a szövegkörnyezetbe (Thank you very kindly, 
I  remain  respectfully). Ráadásul az előbbi az in advance kifejezéssel nem is kombinálható, az utóbbi 
pedig hiányos (helyesen: Thank you in advance, I remain respectfully yours). A felkiáltójel indokolatlan 
használata szintén idegen az angol nyelvtől.

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 5 4

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 3 1

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 3 2

Összesen 11 7

Sp, G
V, V
St
St, V, V, Sp

St
M
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Task 1/4 (1. mintalevél)

Dear Sir/Madam,
I have seen your advertisement and I would like to learn to play the 

guitar. Unfortunately I do not have any experience in music as it is not 
my main field of interest.

As I have no basis on which to build my knowledge, I would like 
to take the (very) beginner lessons. I would like to study the basics of 
music as well, for example how to understand and write musical notes.

I have a few technical questions, too. What is (are) the location(s) of 
the lessons? Will I be provided with an instrument or it is my duty to 
get (buy or borrow) one?
Your faithfully
xx

A dolgozat valamennyi értékelési szempont alapján tökéletesen megfelel az ezen a szinten 
elvárhatónak. Valamennyi irányító szempontot megfelelően kidolgozza, a gondolatok nemcsak 
logikailag, hanem vizuálisan (bekezdések alkalmazásával) is elkülönülnek.

A megszólítás sugallta formális hangnemet mindvégig következetesen megtartja. Az irányító 
szempontból változtatás nélkül átemelt What is (are) the location(s) of the lessons? (egyszerűbben: 
Where will the lessons take place?) mégis kissé elüt a szövegkörnyezettől a hétköznapi (akár formális) 
angol nyelvben szokatlan névszói stílus miatt. Saját szavaival átfogalmazva természetesebbnek hatna 
és jobban illeszkedne a szöveg (és a dolgozat írója saját) szókincséhez.

A dolgozat néhány kevésbé szerencsés szófordulatot is tartalmaz (very beginner lessons helyesen: 
complete beginners’ lessons; technical questions helyesen: practical questions), valamint egy nehézkes 
zenei szakkifejezést (how to understand and write musical notes egyszerűbben: how to read and write 
music ), nyelvhelyességi hiba azonban nem található benne.

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 5 5

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 3 3

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 3 3

Összesen 11 11

NN
V
V, St
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Task 1/4 (2. mintalevél)

Dear Sir/Madam,
I would like to take guitar lessons in your Academy and get 

informed by the details.
My name is XX and I am 22 years old. I have never played the 

guitar, but I can play the piano and know chords. So I am a beginner, 
but I can read the sheet.

I have always wanted to play√− electric guitar, but now I want to get 
known with acoustic guitar first.

I have plenty of freeItime, because I study at√− U. of B., and I would 
like to have an appointment in weekdays, because I am away in√− 
weekend. The location does not matter, it can be in my flat, or even in 
your school.

I am waiting for your response.
Your sincerely
xx

A dolgozat hossza jelentősen meghaladja a megadott szószám felső határát, bár a Javítási 
és értékelési útmutató szerint ezért még nem kell a feladatteljesítés pontszámból levonni.  
A harmadik irányító szempontot azonban csak félig dolgozta ki, azt is tévesen. Az „Ask about the 
possible locations and whether instruments are provided” szempont első feléhez nem kérdést ír, hanem 
maga áll elő ötletekkel az órák helyét illetően, a második felét pedig teljesen figyelmen kívül hagyja. 

A formális hangnemet következetesen alkalmazza, kivéve a befejezésnél, ahol az ismeretlen 
címzettnek szóló Yours faithfully helyett Yours sincerely-t ír. Az ezt megelőző I am waiting for your 
response erősen sürgető jellegénél fogva nem illik a formális szövegkörnyezetbe, helyesebb lett volna 
az I am looking forward to your response kifejezést alkalmazni.

A levél írója néhány idiomatikus szókapcsolatot eltéveszt (*get informed by helyesen: find out about;  
*play electric guitar helyesen: play the electric guitar; * get known with acoustic guitar helyesen: get to 
know/ get acquainted with the acoustic guitar; *in weekend helyesen: at the weekend), és használ két 
nehézkes zenei szakkifejezést (I know chords helyesen: I can play a few chords on the piano; I can read 
the sheet helyesen: I can read music). Elkövet pár nyelvhelyességi hibát is, főként az elöljárószók és a 
névelők használatában.

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 5 4

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 3 2

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 3 2

Összesen 11 8
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Task 1/5 (1. mintalevél)

Dear Josh,
I would like to apply for the job of gardener as I’ve seen your 

advertisement.
I’m 17 years old and I’m an exchange student from Hungary. 
I think I’m suitable for this job because I have some experience in 

gardening. Every summer, my family and me work in our big garden. 
I usually mow the lawn and plant flowers or vegetable seeds. So I’m not 
afraid of soil on my hand. I love animals as we’ve got a dog and a cat.

I think I’m quite energetic. I exercise every day at least 30-40 
minutes. I’m also reliable so you can trust me and I will do everything 
as you want.

The best time for me would be Monday and Wednesday from 7-11  
and from 14-16.

I’m looking forward to hearing from you.
Best wishes
xx

A dolgozat mind tartalmában, mind formájában tökéletesen megfelel a szinten elvárhatónak. Igaz, 
hogy a magadott 80-100 szónál lényegesen többet, 134 szót tartalmaz, a Javítási és értékelési útmutató 
szerint pontlevonás ennél a feladatnál csak 150 szó felett jár, így a feladatteljesítésre is maximális 
pontszámot kaphat.

Két apró hiba, amelyekért nem jár pontlevonás, de tanulságosak: az egyik a *would like alak 
teljes használata, holott informális hangnemben (amit a megszólítás sugall, és amit a dolgozat 
írója a továbbiakban következetesen alkalmaz is) I’d like lett volna a helyes. Lévén, hogy a levél 
egy keresztnéven szólított, ám ismeretlen címzettnek szól, az ún. fél-formális hangnem is helyes 
lett volna (teljes alakokkal, ám nem kifejezetten formális szókinccsel), a lényeg azonban bármelyik 
hangnem mindvégig következetes alkalmazása. A másik a soil szó használata a dirt szó helyett ebben 
a mondatban: *So I’m not afraid of soil on my hand, aminek nyilván a szó szerinti bemásolás elkerülése 
volt a célja, ehhez azonban ennyi változtatás is elég lett volna: So I’m not afraid of dirt on my hands. 
Apróság, de figyelemre méltó, hogy a páros testrészeket az angolban mindig többes számban említjük, 
ellentétben a magyar szóhasználattal.

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 5 5

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 3 3

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 3 3

Összesen 11 11
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Task 1/5 (2. mintalevél)

Dear Josh,
I am interested in applying for a job of gardener.
I am 17 year old, and I am at my last year in Fazekas Mihály 

secondary school in Budapest. In the summer I’m travelling in the US 
and I would like to earn some money. I’ve seen your advertisement and 
I think I am comfortable for this job.

I live in a house with garden, so I must to help my parents at 
the garden work. I really like it. I love the fresh air in the morning, 
cutting the grass, raking, trimming the bushes and weding. I prefer the 
morning hours work, but sometimes afternoon time work doesn’t mean 
problem. I stay in Redwood in the all summer season.

I hope you will be like my email.
Best wishes:
√−

A dolgozat egyik értékelési szempontnak sem felel meg maradéktalanul. Nem a feladat kijelölésében 
felvázolt élethelyzetet (You are an exchange student in Redwood City) tekinti kiindulópontnak, holott ez 
is szükséges a tökéletes feladatteljesítéshez. Hiányzik az egyik irányító szempont kifejtése (“…why you 
think you will be able to do the job properly”), ezenkívül tartalmaz egy szükségtelenül hosszú átemelést 
a keretes szövegből: I love… cutting the grass, raking, trimming the bushes and *weding (helyesen: 
 weeding). A levél írójának a munkavégzés időpontjáról az irányító szempont szerint kérdést kellett volna 
feltennie, nem pedig arról írnia, hogy neki mikor lenne alkalmas.

A megszólítás sugallta informális hangnembe nem illik a teljes alakok használata (I am helyesen: 
I’m). A dolgozat tartalmaz egy pontatlan szóhasználatot (*I am comfortable for this job helyesen: I’m 
 suitable for the job) és jó néhány nyelvhelyességi hibát, többek közt az igeidő megválasztásában 
(*I stay helyesen: I’m staying), illetve alakjában (*I hope you will be like my email helyesen: I hope you will 
like my email).

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 5 3

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 3 1

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 3 1

Összesen 11 5
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Task 2/1 (1. mintalevél)

Dear Kevin,
I’ve just read your e-mail and I’d like to express my feelings about 

your ideas.
I don’t think that you should drop out of school. While having a 

qualification doesn’t seem important to you, it would give you a solid 
base in your future life if you had one.

Being a dog trainer is certainly a rewarding job and I know that 
you’re really determined to do that. However, I’m not sure if it is well 
paid or not and it might be boring sometimes.

Have you talked to your parents about your plans? Maybe you 
could figure out an alternative solution – changing school, for example, 
where you feel yourself better.

If you ask me, school is not necessarily bad. You can always learn 
new things which might come√− handy in the future.

I’m looking forward to your reply.
Best wishes,
xx

A dolgozat mind a feladatteljesítés, mind a hangnem és szövegalkotás, illetve a szöveg tagolása 
szempontjából tökéletesen megfelel az elvárt szintnek, sőt némiképp meg is haladja azt.

Néhány szokatlan hangzású formától, valamint apró szóhasználati és nyelvhelyességi hibától 
eltekintve (base helyett inkább basis; changing school helyett inkább changing schools; *come handy 
helyesen: come in handy, illetve a magyar anyanyelvűek körében tipikus (*feel yourself better, helyesen: 
feel better) tökéletesnek mondható.

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 6 6

Hangnem, az olvasóban keltett benyomás 2 2

Szövegalkotás 4 4

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 5 5

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 5 5

Összesen 22 22
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Task 2/1 (2. mintalevél)

Dear Kevin,
in my opinion high school studies are an important part of life 

experiences, even if you feel it’s useless, it can show you another view.
I tota ly support your idea, if that’s the job you really want to do in 

your life, but think through weather it gives you finantial safety and 
[what will you do]

WO
 without any serious qualification, if you lose your 

interest in dog trainering.
In spite of this job is your dream, your parents might feel dog  

trainering isn’t the job which they imagined for you. I suggest you to 
take [into concideration they opinion.]

WO

If I were you ,I would think through one more time, and take that 
opportunity which is fit the best of my conceptions.

Hope, I helped you.
Best wishes,
xx

A feladatteljesítés akkor maradéktalan, ha valamennyi irányító szempontról szó esik, itt azonban a 
4. szempont teljesen hiányzik. Szövegalkotás szempontjából az új gondolatok elválasztása mind 
logikailag, mind vizuálisan (bekezdésekben) megtörténik. A hangnem következetesen informális, 
ennek nyelvi jellemzői is jelen vannak.

Ami a dolgozat értékéből sokat levon, az a több helyen előforduló helytelen szóhasználat  
(* trainering helyesen: training), olykor egészen az érthetetlenségig (*… take that opportunity which is fit 
the best of my conceptions, talán …take the option that fits best into my plans). Ezenkívül nyelvhelyességi 
hiba is található benne bőségesen (* In spite of this job is your dream helyesen: Although this job is your 
dream esetleg In spite of this job being your dream; *I suggest you to take into consideration they opinion 
helyesen: I suggest that you (should) take their opinion into consideration), a helyesírási hibákról nem is 
beszélve.

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 6 5

Hangnem, az olvasóban keltett benyomás 2 2

Szövegalkotás 4 4

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 5 3

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 5 3

Összesen 22 17
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Task 2/2 (1. mintalevél)

Lynne:
It is such a pity that your sister wears your clothes but don’t worry 

about it too much. My brother also wore some of my clothes when I 
was young.

In general I don’t think that borrowing things would be something 
bad but in your sister’s case … the right way would be to ask√− 
permission.

Wearing each other’s clothes nowadays is a usual thing to do 
between family members but only after they grew them out.

Lending your clothes is a generous thing to do√− you should also 
have in mind that you need clothes. 

I think you should just get your clothes back.
Best wishes,
XX

A feladatteljesítés akkor valósul meg, ha a dolgozatban valamennyi irányító szempontban felvetett 
gondolat nagyjából azonos súllyal szerepel.  A 4. szempontra odavetett I think you should just get 
your clothes back nem illeszkedik az előzmények stílusához, ráadásul terjedelmében sem kielégítő. 
Az, hogy minden mondat új sorba/bekezdésbe kerül, a szöveget töredezetté teszi. Ezt a benyomást 
fokozza a szövegkohéziós eszközök (a mondatok közötti kapcsolatokra utaló nyelvi eszközök: and, but, 
therefore, however, although, for this reason, still stb.) teljes hiánya. Az informális stílusban írt szövegbe 
nem illeszkedik a teljes alak (It is helyesen: It’s).

Ettől eltekintve a dolgozat a többi szempontból megfelel az ezen a szinten elvárhatónak, egy nem 
létező (magyarból lefordított) idiómán kívül (*they grew them out helyesen: they have grown out of them) 
csak néhány, jelentéktelen szóhasználati (*have in mind helyesen: bear in mind) és nyelvhelyességi 
hibát tartalmaz.

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 6 5

Hangnem, az olvasóban keltett benyomás 2 2

Szövegalkotás 4 3

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 5 5

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 5 5

Összesen 22 20
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Task 2/2 (2. mintalevél)

Lynne:
First, I think you should calm down. Writing like that you can 

come and get her anytime’ is not good. You should love your family. 
Every little girl wants to be like her older sister. You wrote that she 
doesn’t have any clothes she wants to wear. So I think that’s normal 
that she borrowing your clothes. I understand that you don’t like it but 
you should accept it or you won’t be a happy person. I have an older 
brother and our sizes are equal. He often wears my clothes, that I don’t 
like but I accept it because I don’t want to have an argument with him. 
You should speak with your parents that they have to buy some clothes 
for your sister. After that happened you can wear her clothes.
Update me, √−

XX 

Feladatteljesítés szempontjából a dolgozat megfelel az ezen a szinten elvárhatónak, gondolati tagolás 
is felfedezhető, ám bekezdéseket nem alkalmaz. Még ha az első mondatot elfogadjuk is bevezetésnek, 
a befejezés (Update me,) túlságosan rövid és akár bántóan is hangozhat, hiszen valójában egy 
idegennek szól a bejegyzés.

Tartalmaz néhány pontatlan szóhasználatot (*Speak with your parents that helyesen: Tell your 
 parents, *… our sizes are equal helyesen: …our sizes are the same), egy súlyos, az igeidők alakjával 
kapcsolatos (*…she borrowing helyesen: she is borrowing vagy she borrows) és néhány apróbb 
nyelvhelyességi hibát. Magyar anyanyelvűeknél gyakori hiba a jelzői mellékmondat szűkítő/nem 
szűkítő értelmű (Definining/Non-defining relative clause) fajtájának összekeverése, ami néhány esetben, 
mint itt is, félreértést eredményezhet. A *He often wears my clothes that I don’t like mondatban ugyanis 
a mellékmondat így, vesszők nélkül, csak a clothes szóra vonatkozik, azaz a mondat azt jelenti, hogy 
„Gyakran felveszi azokat a ruháimat, amelyek nem tetszenek nekem”. Valószínűbb, hogy a dolgozat 
írója azt akarta kifejezni, hogy „Gyakran felveszi a ruháimat, és ez nem tetszik nekem”, ez azonban így 
lett volna helyes: He often wears my clothes, which I don’t like.

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 6 6

Hangnem, az olvasóban keltett benyomás 2 2

Szövegalkotás 4 3

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 5 4

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 5 4

Összesen 22 19
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Task 2/3 (1. mintalevél)

Seth:
Getting a tattoo is a big step, you should really think this over. Tattoos 

are going to stick with you till the end of your life, which means its a serious 
commitment. Personally I think getting a tattoo is a terrible idea because it 
doesn’t look nice, it’s a waste of money and you might like the tattoo now 
but you might regret your decision later in your life.

It’s a nice idea to have something that reminds you of your mom but you 
should express your love in a different way.

I absolutely agree with your dad and I think this tattoo isn’t more 
important than a good relationship with your family. 

In my case my family would be really angry with me. My father told me 
that he would not let me have a tattoo because he has the same views as I do. 

I hope I was helpful  
√−XX

A dolgozat mind a feladatteljesítés, mind a szövegalkotás szempontjából megfelel az ezen a szinten 
elvárhatónak. Megfelelő terjedelemben ír valamennyi irányító szempontról, és bár az első bekezdést 
követően a szöveg némiképp töredezetté válik azáltal, hogy a többi irányító szempontról egy-egy 
mondatot ír, ráadásul külön bekezdésben, a személyes vélekedésre utaló nyelvi elemek némileg 
összekapcsolják ezeket a mondatokat is (Personally I think, I absolutely agree, In my case). Így, bár egyéb 
szövegkohéziós nyelvi elemeket nem alkalmaz, a szöveg egységes benyomást kelt. Az első mondat 
első fele bevezetésnek, az utolsó mondat befejezésnek tekinthető, ennél részletesebb tagolást a 
szövegtípus (válasz egy internetes bejegyzésre) nem is kíván meg.

Szóhasználat és nyelvhelyesség szempontjából a szöveg szinte kifogástalan, néhány apró hibát 
tartalmaz mindössze. Ezek közül az egyik (az its alak a helyes it’s helyett a 2. mondatban) azért érdemel 
különös figyelmet, mert az its is létező alak, mégpedig az egyes szám 3. személyű birtokos névmás 
semleges nemű alakja, és ez akár félreértést is okozhat. Ebben a kontextusban azonban nem kétséges, 
hogy puszta elírásról van szó. 

Magyar anyanyelvűeknél gyakori hiba a tagadás nem megfelelő elhelyezése a mondatban, azaz  
amikor az első ige nem tagadó alakban szerepel, a második viszont igen (*I think this tattoo isn’t 
more important than... helyesen: I don’t think a tattoo is more important than...). Ez főként a magyarul 
„Szerintem.../Azt hiszem...” kezdetű, angolul “I think...” főmondattal kezdődő, összetett mondatokban 
fordul elő.

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 6 6

Hangnem, az olvasóban keltett benyomás 2 2

Szövegalkotás 4 4

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 5 5

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 5 5

Összesen 22 22
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Task 2/3 (2. mintalevél)

Seth:
In my opinion a person who gets tattoos isn’t a clever person. 

He doesn’t think about his future. He [also will be wearing]
WO
 his tattoos 

when he will be 75 years old and he will have lines on his body. 
So I think a lots of people who get tattoos don’t think about he is going 
to wear it forever. 

I think it’s a nice idea from Seth but he is as idiot as other peoples 
who make this decision as a young man. However, he need something 
which remind him to her mother but listening to her favourite song is a 
better idea.

I think his father make a perfect decision if he refuse the idea and 
he’s true. If his son is 18 he can make√− decision. 

I know my parents would say I am made and what was I think. It’s 
the worst idea which they have ever heard.

I wanted to help. √−

XX

A dolgozat feladatteljesítés és szövegalkotás szempontjából látszólag megfelel a szinten elvárhatónak, 
ám az első, általánosságban megfogalmazott bekezdés után ahelyett, hogy az internetes 
fórumbejegyzés írójához fordulna közvetlenül, két bekezdésen keresztül róla ír, harmadik személyben. 
Az utolsó bekezdés személyes közléseket tartalmaz első személyben, így ott ez a hiba már nem jelenik 
meg. Nem tudni pontosan, hogy ez a feladat félreértéséből vagy az ilyen jellegű kommunikáció 
nem ismeréséből fakad, ám mivel emiatt a dolgozat hangneme több helyen nem felel meg a közlési 
szándéknak (nem tanácsot ad, hanem véleményt mond), ezért a következetlenségért pontlevonás jár. 

A dolgozat tartalmaz néhány szóhasználati hibát (*lines on his body helyesen: wrinkles on his body?; 
*he’s true helyesen: he’s right) és sok nyelvhelyességi hibát, köztük több súlyosat is (*what was I think 
helyesen: what is going on my mind). Különösen feltűnő a jelen idő egyes szám harmadik személy -s 
végződésének gyakori hiánya (*he need helyesen: he needs). 

A megértést nehezítő hiba is előfordul benne (*people…don’t think about he’s going to wear it 
 forever helyesen: people forget/don’t consider that they are going to wear them/these tattoos forever).

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 6 5

Hangnem, az olvasóban keltett benyomás 2 1

Szövegalkotás 4 4

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 5 3

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 5 1

Összesen 22 14
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Task 2/4 (1. mintalevél)

Hi Bjorn,
I’m glad that you wrote to me about the problem. From your letter it is quite 

clear, that this is a serious problem. You have to be very thoughtful and careful.
This might be more than a strict diet. Maybe it is some eating disorder, like 

anorexia. If you see her always looking at the mirror, that would prove my 
theory.

I do no think that dieting in a young age is a good thing. Her biological 
system needs the most energy in the teeanage years. Young girls can get a false 
picture from TV and the internet and that is very dangerous.  You have to talk 
to her, but be very careful, because she might take it as an attack.You can also 
speak to her friends, maybe they do the same diet, or they can watch out for 
Signe. Share your thoughts with your parents and they might get to their minds.

I wish the best for you two.
I am waiting for your answer. √−

xx

A dolgozat mind a feladatteljesítés, mind a szöveg megszerkesztettsége szempontjából tökéletesen 
megfelel az elvárt szintnek.

Tartalmaz ugyanakkor két, hangnemmel kapcsolatos hibát: informális levélben a teljes *I do not 
think illetve  *that is alak helyett az összevont I don’t think ill. that’s alak lett volna helyes. Pontlevonással 
jár néhány szóhasználati hiba pl. a *biological system szókapcsolat (helyesen body) használata, vagy a 
szinte értelmezhetetlen  *They might get to their minds szófordulat (talán They might have/come up 
with an idea). A befejezés (I am waiting for your answer) túlságosan sürgető, ráadásul nem is pótolja a 
hiányzó elköszönést (pl. Best regards).

Nyelvhelyességi hibát csak keveset tartalmaz, többnyire elöljárószók helytelen használatát, 
amelyek közül egyik sem értelemzavaró.

Érdemes odafigyelnünk azonban egy aprónak tűnő, ám magyar anyanyelvűek körében gyakori 
hibára, a helytelen vesszőhasználatra: *it is quite clear, that… helyesen: it is quite clear that…. Az 
angolban általában kevesebb vesszőt használunk, mint a magyarban; az If-fel kezdődő feltételes 
összetett mondatok kivételével összetett mondatokban (azaz a that, because, when stb. kötőszók előtt, 
vagy a mondat közepén álló if kötőszó előtt) sem.

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 6 6

Hangnem, az olvasóban keltett benyomás 2 2

Szövegalkotás 4 4

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 5 4

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 5 5

Összesen 22 21

G
G

G

St, G, V

St

V
V

St, M
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Task 2/4 (2. mintalevél)

Hi Bjorn,
It sounds to be a really serious problem. These crazy diets are very 

dangerous, because the lack of the eating can be end in a very bad 
way. In the most cases, the girls start√− diet, because somebody tells 
them they’re too fat just for fun. I think that can be the problem with 
Signe too. You should talk [about this with her]

WO
 at home, and you need 

to find the problem.When you talk with her, try to tell√− that this diet is 
very dangerous, and the food is necessary for the human. If she doesn’t 
stop the diet, you should ask your parents for help, because they√− know 
what to do.

I hope that I could help you. √−

A dolgozat több értékelési szempont alapján is elmarad az elvárt szinttől, noha a feladatteljesítés 
hiánytalan és kitért valamennyi irányító szempontra.

A szöveg megszerkesztettsége, azaz a gondolatok elrendezése csak logikailag érzékelhető, 
bekezdéseket nem alkalmaz. A befejezés azonban megtalálható, méghozzá jól elkülönítve a szöveg 
többi részétől.

Tartalmaz jó néhány pontatlan szóhasználatot (pl. *…he’s true, helyesen: …he’s right), szókapcsolatot 
(*to find the problem, ami inkább to find the reason for the problem lehetett volna), illetve pontatlanul 
használt idiómát (*to start diet, helyesen: to start a diet).

Van néhány olyan nyelvhelyességi hiba, amely ezen a szinten is súlyosnak számít. Ilyenek a tell ige 
után hiányzó tárgy (*…try to tell this diet is very dangerous helyesen: tell her this diet is very dangerous) 
és a food  anyagnév előtt tévesen alkalmazott határozott névelő (*the food is necessary helyesen: food 
is necessary). 

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 6 6

Hangnem, az olvasóban keltett benyomás 2 2

Szövegalkotás 4 3

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 5 3

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 5 3

Összesen 22 17

G
G, G
G, G, M, G

WO
MNC, M
G, V
M

M
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Task 2/5 (1. mintalevél)

Leigh-Anne:
I really feel  sorry for your class but of cours mostly for your 

classmate. Yes, indeed, this is a very hard situation for all of you, 
because it’s really difficult to handle how to act with a distinguished 
person. I think the best a class can do, is act naturally with him but a 
bit more gently. I don’t think it’s a good idea to overreact the situation 
and set him in the focus.

Consequently, in my opinion the party is not the best idea, because 
although he will feel  the care, he won’t feel  like he is really part of 
the class.

As for other alternative solutions, I could think of a class where you 
discuss this situation with your class teacher, and then you’ll found out 
what is the best you can do for each other.

 √−

A dolgozat több értékelési szempont alapján sem felel meg maradéktalanul az ezen a szinten 
elvárhatónak. 

A feladatteljesítés akkor hiánytalan, ha valamennyi irányító szempontról szó esik, itt azonban a 
4. pont teljes egészében hiányzik.

Szövegszerkesztési szempontból javára írható, hogy nemcsak logikailag, hanem bekezdésekben 
is elkülöníti a különböző gondolati egységeket, ugyanakkor hiányossága, hogy még ha elfogadjuk is 
bevezetésnek a első mondatot, a befejezés teljesen elmaradt. 

A többi szempont alapján azonban a dolgozat kiemelkedően jónak mondható, mindössze  egyetlen 
nehezen értelmezhető szóhasználatot (*a distinguished person, ami talán inkább a person with  special 
needs lehetett volna) és mindössze egy súlyos (bár valószínűleg figyelmetlenségből származó), 
valamint két, elhanyagolható nyelvhelyességi hibát tartalmaz.

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 6 5

Hangnem, az olvasóban keltett benyomás 2 2

Szövegalkotás 4 3

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 5 5

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 5 5

Összesen 22 20

Sp

V
G

SG

M
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Task 2/5 (2. mintalevél) 

Leigh-Anne:
I think the party is a great idea if he used to like going to parties. 
If not, then it might be difficult for him to enjoy the party and 

something √− would be better. I received a gift once when everyone in 
the class wrote what they liked about me on a piece of paper. I was very 
happy and I think if the party is risky, it would be the best present. J 
Or I have another idea. Give gim a photo album with photoes of him 
and you, his classmates. When I turned 18 I got an album from my 
friends and in my opinion it is a perfect gift as well. 

√−

A dolgozat több értékelési szempont alapján sem felel meg az elvárt szintnek.
A feladatteljesítés akkor valósul meg, ha a dolgozat írója valamennyi irányító szempontban 

megfogalmazott kérdésről ír néhány (2-3) mondatot. Ebben az esetben az 1. és a 4. pontról szó sem 
esik, kizárólag a 2. és a 3. szempontról ír, meglehetősen részletesen.

A szöveg megszerkesztettsége is hiányosságokat mutat: bár érezhető a gondolati tagolás  
(Or I have another idea), ennek vizuálisan nincs nyoma, azaz nem tartalmaz bekezdéseket. Bevezetés 
és befejezés pedig egyáltalán nem fedezhető fel benne, holott a levél vagy hozzászólás akkor teljes, 
ha ezeknek is szentelünk egy-két mondatot.

Szóhasználat és nyelvhelyesség szempontjából azonban, néhány apró hiba ellenére, tökéletesen 
megfelel az elvárásnak.

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 6 3

Hangnem, az olvasóban keltett benyomás 2 2

Szövegalkotás 4 2

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 5 5

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 5 5

Összesen 22 17

M

Sp

M
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O LVA S O T T  S Z Ö V E G  É R T É S E

1. TESZTSOR
Task 1

• In this article about a brave boy and his brother, some parts of 
sentences have been left out.

• Your task is to reconstruct the text by filling in the gaps (1-8) from 
the list (A-K) below.

• Write the letters in the white boxes next to the numbers as in the 
example (0).  

• Remember that there is one extra phrase that you will not need.

BOY COPIES SCENE FROM FAVOURITE MOVIE TO SAVE BROTHER

Hollywood star Dwayne Johnson, “The Rock”, has called a 10-year-old boy a “real-life hero” 
(0)        from one of his films and saved his little brother’s life.

When Jacob O’Connor found two-year-old Dylan floating face-down in the swimming pool, he 
didn’t run off (1)       ; instead he remembered what he had seen in one of his favourite 
films, San Andreas. He managed to pull his brother out of the pool and started giving him first aid – 
just as he’d seen The Rock doing in the film. The specific scene (2)        was one where 
Johnson’s character tries to save his on-screen daughter.

When Jacob noticed (3)       , he started looking for him. He found that Dylan had 
managed to unlock two back doors to get into the garden (4)        to the swimming pool. 
After Jacob’s life-saving actions, Dylan coughed up some water but (5)       , so Jacob ran 
to tell his grandmother. She called an ambulance and Dylan was taken to hospital.

In the meantime, his mother drove from work to meet them there. “He was unconscious  
(6)       ,” she said, “and he was kept in for two days. But he’s well now  
(7)        that in a couple of months he won’t even remember the whole thing.”

When journalists asked him how he knew what he had to do, Jacob said, “In most movies, that’s 
what they do. They try to save the person first, (8)       , they go get someone.”

(http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-41044679)
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A  that Jacob was copying

B  and his doctors say

C  after the youngster copied a scene

D  and then walk around the corner

E  that he had no time

F  and find a grown-up to help

G  when I got to the hospital

H  and if it’s not working

I  that his brother was gone

K  he gave no other sign of life

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

8 pont
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Task 2

• Read this article about the dangers of using your mobile in the street 
and then read the sentences (9-15) following it.

• Mark a sentence A if it is true according to the article.
• Mark it B if it is not true according to the article.
• Mark it C if there is not enough information in the text to decide if the 

sentence is true or not.
• Write your answers in the white boxes next to the numbers as in the 

example (0).
A=TRUE  B=NOT TRUE  C=CANNOT BE DECIDED

HONOLULU FORBIDS TEXTING WHILE CROSSING STREETS  
TO PREVENT INJURIES

Honolulu has become the first major US city which doesn’t allow pedestrians to look at mobile 
phones, text or use digital devices while crossing the road.

The new regulation, which will take effect in Hawaii’s largest city in October, is intended to 
reduce injuries and deaths from “distracted walking”. The person who breaks this regulation for the 
first time and looks at a device such as a laptop or a digital camera will have to pay a fine of $15-$35. 
However, when an urgent call needs to be made to emergency services, you don’t have to pay the 
fine.

The regulation, also known as the Distracted Walking Law, was signed off by the mayor of 
Honolulu, Kirk Caldwell, on Thursday after the city council approved the law by a vote of 7-2. The 
new regulation, which will come into effect on 25 October, states that “no pedestrian shall cross a 
street or highway while viewing a mobile electronic device.” People who have broken this law more 
than once face fines of up to $99.

The new law has met opposition from some members of the public, who accuse the government of 
over-regulation. But Mayor Caldwell told Reuters news agency: “We are in the unfortunate situation 
of being a major city with more pedestrians being hit at crossings, particularly elderly people, than 
almost any other city in the county.” He added: “Sometimes I wish there were laws we did not have 
to pass, that perhaps people had more common sense, but sometimes we lack it altogether.”

Accidents involving careless people with mobile phones caused more than 11,100 injuries in 
the US between 2000 and 2011, according to the US National Safety Council. The figures for more 
recent years, which are not provided in the council’s latest report, are likely to be higher.

(http://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-40765087)
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 0)   Some big American cities already have regulations against texting while 
walking in the road.

 9)  Introducing the new regulation cost Honolulu a lot of money.

10)  You will have to pay more for looking at a laptop than for looking at 
a camera.

11)  From October, you must not call anyone under any circumstances while 
crossing the street. 

12)  Not everyone in the local council agreed with the new regulation.

13)  Young people have more accidents crossing the street than old people.

14)  The mayor is sorry that the new law is necessary.

15)  The number of accidents that careless people cause has probably 
grown since 2011.

 0) B

 9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

7 pont
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Task 3

• Read this article about an ancient Greek athlete.
• In the sentences (16-21) that follow the text there are some gaps.
• Your task is to fill each gap with one word so that the sentences correspond to 

what the text says.
• Write the words on the dotted lines next to the numbers. 
• An example (0) has been given for you.

WHO WAS LEONIDAS OF RHODES?
Michael Phelps has broken a 2,000-year-old Olympic record, originally held  

by Leonidas of Rhodes. Who was this athlete whose record has taken two millennia to beat?

Leonidas of Rhodes competed in four Olympiads in a row around 160BC, and in each of these he 
won three different foot races. An athlete who won three events at a single Olympics was known 
as a triastes, or tripler. There were only seven triastes and Leonidas is the only one known to have 
achieved this title more than once. Remarkably, he was 36 when he did it on the fourth occasion – 
five years older than Phelps is today.

The three events at which he triumphed were the stadion, a sprint of roughly 200m; the diaulos, 
which was twice the distance of the stadion; and the longer hoplitodromos, or race in armour. Unlike 
most races, which were run naked, the race in armour required competitors to wear heavy battle 
equipment, possibly including a helmet, a breastplate, and a shield made of bronze and wood.

“To run all these events one after the other was quite an act,” says Judith Swaddling, art historian 
at The British Museum. “He broke through the distinction between sprinters and strength athletes.” 
The race in armour had previously been thought unsuitable for sprinters in the Olympiads, which had 
already been going for a few centuries.

“They were running in armour, and the temperature would be 40C. The conditions were fantastically 
unpleasant, requiring completely different muscles and gymnastic skills,” the art historian adds.

We don’t have much biographical information about Leonidas, and no images of him survive. But 
his name – originating from the Greek word for lion – suggests he was a man of strength and also 
money. He was probably an aristocrat, and probably from an athletic family.

A statue of him in Rhodes displayed the legend: “He had the speed of a God.” 
http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-37033910
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 0)  For 2,000 years, Leonidas was the        successful Olympic athlete in the world.
16) Leonidas won        Olympic races in total.
17)   Altogether        athletes ever won three races at the same ancient Olympic Games.
18)  An athlete who participated in the diaulos had to run about  

       metres.
19)  Leonidas was the first to be both a(n)        and a strength athlete.
20)  We don’t know much about Leonidas’ life or what he        like.
21)  Leonidas’ name suggests that he wasn’t only strong, but also       .

 0)                  most  

16)  

17)    

18)  

19)   

20)   

21)   

6 pont

16)

17)

18)

19)

20)

21)
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Task 4

• Read the following article about air travel and then read the half 
sentences that follow the text.

• Your task is to match the half sentences based on the information in 
the text.

• Write the letters (A-I) in the white boxes next to the numbers (22-27) 
as in the example (0).

• Remember that there are two extra letters that you will not need. 

WHEN IS IT OK TO SWITCH PLANE SEATS?

Drunken passengers and overhead bins that are far too full might be some of the most annoying 
things that flight attendants have to deal with. But what can be even worse are the two S’s: stealing 
and switching seats, and the second one is quite common. While it’s not always a problem, it can 
definitely cause headaches for cabin crew.

“Most flight attendants don’t mind if passengers change seats in their own class,” says Michael, a 
flight attendant. Even then, there are some seats that are not allowed to be taken. This all depends on 
the airline – companies like easyJet allow passengers to pick their seat once they start boarding. But 
in all other situations, passengers looking to pick a different seat can quickly cause chaos.

“It becomes a problem when a passenger wants to move to the exit row on the plane,” Michael 
says, referring to those seats that have extra legroom. “Most airlines make people pay over 50 extra 
dollars to sit in those seats and charge them when they book the ticket. It’s not fair to let people move 
to these seats when other people paid extra to sit there.”

Extra legroom aside, wishing to sit next to friends, family or co-workers is understandable. But 
it’s not always about wanting to sit next to your loved one. What about wanting to upgrade from 
tourist to something more luxurious? 

The very best time to switch seats is online before getting to the airport. Once on the plane, the 
flight attendant is your last hope – and we recommend you go the polite way. In other words, request 
nicely, and you might just be offered the seat of your dreams. At least in tourist class.

(http://www.bbc.com/autos/story/20170202-when-is-it-okay-to-switch-plane-seats)
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 0) Flight attendants don’t like…

22)  It might be a headache for flight 
attendants…

23)  Some airline companies have a 
policy…

24)  Passengers usually have to pay 
in advance…

25)  Switching seats is reasonable…

26)  The best way to switch seats 
is…

27)  Not being rude with the crew 
may help you…

A)  if you want to sit with a colleague.

B) to get the seat you want.

C) to deal with lots of baggage.

D) to use a frequent flier coupon.

E)  if the passenger wants to sit 
somewhere else.

F)  to use the website of the airline 
before travelling.

G) if the passenger has a credit card.

H)  to allow passengers to choose 
where they sit.

I)  if they want more comfortable 
seats.

This is the end of this part of the exam.

Pontszám

maximális elért

I. Olvasott szöveg értése

Task 1 8

Task 2 7

Task 3 6

Task 4 6

Feladatpont összesen 27

Vizsgapont összesen 33

Átszámítási táblázat:

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

27 33

26 32

25 31

24 29

23 28

22 27

21 26

20 24

19 23

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

18 22

17 21

16 20

15 18

14 17

13 16

12 15

11 13

10 12

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

9 11

8 10

7 9

6 7

5 6

4 5

3 4

2 2

1 1

 0) C

22)

23)

24)

25)

26)

27)

6 pont
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Task 1

• You are going to read an article about a café where men can choose 
to pay more for their food and drink than women. Some words are 
missing from the text. 

• Choose the most appropriate answer from the options (A-D) for each 
gap (1-9) in the text.

• Write the letter of the appropriate answer in the white box.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

CAFÉ FOR WOMEN 

Alexandra O’Brien, who (0)     Handsome Her, a café in Melbourne, charges men more than 
women because she wants to draw people’s attention (1)     the difference between men’s and 
women’s salary.

“One of my friends (2)     about the pay difference and we decided that for one week  
(3)     every month we would ask men to pay 18 per cent more than the price given on the menu,” says 
Alexandra. “They don’t have to pay it (4)     they don’t want to, and we’re not going to send them away. 
It’s just an opportunity to do some good.” She says that so far, (5)     male customers have agreed to pay 
the extra charge, and that the extra money goes to women’s charities.

Alexandra chose the 18 per cent extra charge as – (6)     last year’s statistics – the pay difference 
for full-time jobs was 18 per cent in Australia in 2016. This difference means that women would  
(7)     work an extra 65 days per year to make as much money as men. 

(8)     customers and locals support Alexandra’s idea, there are, as always, people who aren’t so 
(9)     on it and call it “discrimination”. She says her restaurant is “for women, by women,” but men 
are very welcome as well. (http://www.mirror.co.uk)

0) A  has B  makes C  owns D  gets

1) A  for B  to  C  on  D  from 

2) A  will talk  B  was talking C  have talked  D  is talking 

3) A  at B  during C  – D  from 

4) A  whether   B  unless  C  but  D  if

5) A  all    B  every  C  all of  D  each of 

6) A  according to B  because of C  due to D  in spite of

7) A  rather    B  have to  C  like to    D  be better

8) A  However,  B  Since  C  If  D  Although

9) A  happy   B  fond  C  keen    D  interested   

 

N Y E LV H E LY E S S É G

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

9)

9 pont
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Task 2

• You are going to read an article about the iPhone application Find My Friends. Some 
words are missing from the text.

• Your task is to choose the most appropriate word from the list (A-M) for each gap  
(10-17) in the text. Write the letter of the appropriate word in the white box.

• You can use each word only once.
• There are three extra words that you do not need to use.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

IPHONE APP SAVES MAN

Find My Friends is an iPhone app with the (0)     of which you can see where 
your friends are. If that sounds too Big Brother, don’t worry, obviously you must 
agree before anyone can see your location. 

It might be useful, for example, (10)     you want to know where 
exactly in the park your friends are (11)    . What’s more, it can even save 
your life.

Recently a climber got into difficulty in thick fog in the Lake District. He 
was (12)     for a cave when he slipped and fell into a 60-foot-deep hole. 
He had his phone (13)     him and called the emergency services, but 
the (14)     team were unable to work out where exactly he was, so they 
couldn’t find him. However, the Find My Friends app uses GPS, so he could 
(15)     them his exact location. They nearly didn’t find him though, (16) 
    the climber then decided to use Facebook to tell his friends all (17) 
    the adventure, so the battery ran out. Luckily, he was finally saved and 
taken to hospital by helicopter.

(http://www.independent.co.uk) 

A) ABOUT D) IF G) SHOW K) WAITING 
B) BECAUSE E) LOOKING H) SO L) WHY
C) HELP F) RESCUE I) UNLESS M) WITH

 0) C

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

16)

17)

8 pont
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Task 3

• You are going to read a story about Luciano Pavarotti (1935-2007), 
the famous Italian tenor, told by composer Lalo Schifrin during a 
National Public Radio interview. Some words are missing from the 
text.

• Your task is to write the missing words on the dotted lines (18-25) 
after the text.

• Use only one word in each gap.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

THE AUDITION

Once I had a meeting with Pavarotti in his penthouse, in New York City. In the (0)     of the 
meeting, a young German soprano showed up with a gentleman.  Pavarotti said to me, “I’m sorry but  
I have to interrupt our meeting (18)     I promised to audition her for the Luciano 
Pavarotti International Competition.” Pointing to the young man Pavarotti asked her:  
“(19)     he your pianist?” 

“No,” she said. “He’s my boyfriend.” 
“Okay. And (20)     you brought any music?” he asked. 
She didn’t bring any music or a pianist but she wanted to sing some arias, so I offered to 

accompany her. She was terrible. She sang out of tune and she couldn’t maintain the voice.  
A (21)     minutes later, Pavarotti asked her to come over to his desk. (22)     was a beautiful 
statue of a horse on it. Pointing to the statue, he asked the young lady: 

“Do you see all the details (23)     the horse’s muscles?”
“Yes,” she said.
“Do you think that the one (24)     made this statue was a good sculptor?”
“Absolutely,” she said.
“Well, you know, he had something (25)     start with. He had the marble. I’m sorry to tell 

you this but you don’t have the marble.”
(http://pawprints.kashalinka.com)
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 0)                 middle 

18)  

19)  

20)  

21)  

22)  

23)  

24)  

25)  

This is the end of this part of the exam.

Pontszám

maximális elért

II. Nyelvhelyesség

Task 1 9

Task 2 8

Task 3 8

Feladatpont összesen 25

Vizsgapont összesen 18

Átszámítási táblázat:

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

25 18

24 17

23 17

22 16

21 15

20 14

19 14

18 13

17 12

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

16 12

15 11

14 10

13 9

12 9

11 8

10 7

9 6

8 6

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

7 5

6 4

5 4

4 3

3 2

2 1

1 1

18)

19)

20)

21)

22)

23)

24)

25)

8 pont
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Task 1

• In this section you will hear an interview with a Turkish tourist guide.
• Your task will be to write the letter of the correct answer into the 

boxes on the right.
• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 

play the whole recording in one piece. 
• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 

text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers. 

ü	Deniz Kilic is …
A) a professional tour guide.
B) a university student.
C) an English teacher. 

B

1. Wildland Adventures specializes in …
A) organizing small group trips.
B) foreign tourism.
C) offering English language guiding. 

2. What Deniz enjoys about his work with Wildland Adventures is that he can …
A) improve his own knowledge about Turkey.
B) get to know his clients personally.
C) be with his family after work. 

3. The most remarkable feature of the Cappadocian region is …
A) its fantastic landscape.
B) its history.
C) both of the above. 

4. One thing that Deniz enjoys about his summer job as a guide is that he ...
A) doesn’t have to sit in an office.
B) doesn’t have to work every day.
C) has a chance to meet the local people. 

5. Deniz’s favourite Turkish dish is ...
A) a vegetable dish.
B) made from beans and meat.
C) kebab. 

6. Deniz usually takes his travellers to a small restaurant …
A) where they can eat Turkish pizza.
B) where they can meet other tourists.
C) which is not cheap, but is very good. 

7. Last year, Deniz …
A) sold his car.
B) bought a motorbike.
C) travelled abroad by motorbike. 

That is the end of Task 1.

H A L LO T T  S Z Ö V E G  É R T É S E

7 pont
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Task 2 

• In this section you will hear a story about two men and a packet of biscuits.
• Your task will be to decide whether the following statements are true, 

false or we do not know because the text does not say, and write the 
appropriate letter in the boxes on the right. 

• Write A if the statement is true, write B if the statement is false, and write 
C if the text does not say.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will play 
the whole recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the text 
in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your answers.
A = TRUE  B = FALSE  C = THE TEXT DOES NOT SAY

ü	This story happened to a real person, but we don’t know exactly who. 
B

8. Our man had to wait a long time because he had missed his train. 

9. The guy sitting opposite him looked a bit strange. 

10. The guy opposite him opened the packet and offered him a biscuit. 

11. The British are not very good at dealing with embarrassing situations. 

12. A similar incident in Los Angeles ended in gunfire. 

13. Our man responded to the situation in a typically English way. 

14. He decided to do exactly the same as the man opposite him had done. 

15. Both of them found the biscuits absolutely delicious. 

16. When the guy eventually left, our man felt extremely nervous. 

17. When our man stood up, he realized that he’d been eating the other guy’s biscuits. 

That is the end of Task 2.
10 pont
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Task 3

• In this section you will hear about the findings and conclusions of 
a national online survey in the U.S.

• Your task will be to give short answers to the questions below by 
continuing the sentences we have begun for you.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.

	ü		Where do 7% of Americans think chocolate milk comes from?

From              brown cows. 

18. What is the population of Pennsylvania?

It is  

19. What is the most surprising thing about the large number of wrong answers?

That it is not  

20. What is it that one in five adult Americans don’t know about hamburgers?

That they are  

21. What is it that kids didn’t know about onions and lettuce?

That they were  

22. What was it that most people knew about simple foods besides their names?

That they were  

23. The origins of what two simple foods were problematic for a lot of Americans?

The origins of  

24. What is it that some people can’t believe about the survey?

That people can be  

25. What do people who are sceptical about the results think the survey really shows?

That 7% of those surveyed  

That is the end of Task 3, and also the end of the Listening exam.

8 pont
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Pontszám

maximális elért

III. Hallott szöveg értése

Task 1 7

Task 2 10

Task 3 8

Feladatpont összesen 25

Vizsgapont összesen 33

Átszámítási táblázat:

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

25 33

24 32

23 30

22 29

21 28

20 26

19 25

18 24

17 22

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

16 21

15 20

14 18

13 17

12 16

11 15

10 13

9 12

8 11

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

7 9

6 8

5 7

4 5

3 4

2 3

1 1
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1 .  T E S Z T S O R  Í R Á S K É S Z S É G

Task 1
You are a visiting student in Stafford sharing a flat with 3 other students. You have decided to buy a 
second hand treadmill jointly so that you can all do some exercise at home. You have found the following 
ad on the internet:

Stafford £75.00 
I have for sale a NEW, unboxed, but un-used, i-run treadmill 
machine. 
The machine is very compact and can be stored horizontally 
and vertically – which can sometimes be a concern with other 
treadmills. It has several built-in programs to suit your goals 
and has the incline feature for more strenuous exercise. 
It also comes complete with user manual for the treadmill 
and its programs. Check it out on youtube here. 
The buyer should collect it from Stafford, but it may be 
possible for me to deliver it locally. 

This treadmill is currently for sale at Argos for £149.00 – my price is nearly 50% less for 
a quick sale.
Make me a quick and reasonable offer and I will consider dropping the price. 
Contact Edgar 
Email the seller here

Write an email of 80-100 words to Edgar in which you introduce yourself and
• ask about the number of programs,
• ask about the possibility and cost of delivery,
• try to bargain to reduce the price.

Begin your email like this:

Hello Edgar,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Í R Á S K É S Z S É G
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A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 5

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 3

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 3

Összesen 11
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Task 2
You have received the following email from your British friend, Ryan, who you met in America when you 
spent a year there:

My Dad finished work in Philadelphia and now we’re moving back home to Britain. Yesterday my 
parents showed me the brochure of the school they have chosen for me to attend for 2 years, 
Leighton Park School in Reading, and, to my horror, I discovered that the students wear a uniform 
there. It’s not just because it’s ugly (it IS ugly btw), you know I don’t really care what I’m wearing, 
it’s simply that I don’t think that it’s okay to tell somebody what to wear at school. I believe that 
a decent dress code is enough to prevent too sexy outfits for girls or too shabby ones for boys. In 
my school in Philadelphia, as you know, we didn’t have to wear uniforms and in my 9 and a half 
years of schooling so far I can’t remember a single incident where clothing was a problem. 
So I told my parents that I would try and find another school for myself where there is no 
uniform, no matter how far it is. My parents don’t want to stop me at the moment but I know 
they hope I’ll eventually give up. 
I wonder what you think. Shall I hold on or let it go and hope that my personality will shine 
through the most horrible grey jacket, ha-ha?

Write a reply of 100-120 words to Ryan in which you
• give your opinion about school uniforms,
• say whether you think clothes have an influence on how students behave at school,
• say if there is a dress code in your school,
• give Ryan some advice.

Begin your reply like this:

Hi Ryan,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the end of this part of the exam.
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A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 6

Hangnem, az olvasóban keltett benyomás 2

Szövegalkotás 4

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 5

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 5

Összesen 22

Pontszám

maximális elért

IV. Íráskészség
Task 1 11

Task 2 22

Vizsgapont összesen 33
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O LVA S O T T  S Z Ö V E G  É R T É S E

2. TESZTSOR
Task 1

• Read through this article about magazines for children and then look 
at the sentences following it.

• Your task is for each number (1-5) to choose the letter (A-D) that best 
completes the sentence.

• Write the letters in the white boxes next to the numbers.
• There is an example (0) for you.

AN INSPIRING GIFT FOR BOYS AND GIRLS 
Discover AQUILA: a fun-packed informative magazine for bright 8-12-year-olds

As my friends know, I am passionate about my children’s ability to read and write. I want my children 
to read well – but also to love reading. I think it is important that children enjoy reading from many 
different sources, so I like them to have a magazine as well as books. The problem is how to find  
a really good one for boys and girls.

After some research I found AQUILA – originally developed for “gifted and talented children”.  
My son and I settled down with a sample copy. With only 24 pages we at first thought it a bit thin, but 
then we realized there were no adverts – no page after page of fluffy animals and ‘must have’ games 
and toys. We calculated together that one single page in AQUILA had more text than his regular 
animal magazine.

There is a good balance here; enough pictures to keep a younger child interested, but still plenty of 
in-depth information in the text. Just think, the philosophy page was my favourite. This was brilliantly 
written to encourage young children to think philosophically as well as scientifically. There was also 
an interesting article explaining the history of counting. And, although my son is very picky with 
fiction, I was pleasantly surprised when he really enjoyed the two-page story.

AQUILA is recommended for ages 8-12. I would say the lower age limit is fair enough, my son 
is 7. Although he could read it, we chose to read this together, and I feel he got more out of the 
magazine with all of our discussions as a shared activity. 

Needless to say, I did subscribe, and I can’t wait for the next issue!
(18.11.2012, The Observer)
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0) The author of the article 
A) is a writer of children’s books.
B) likes to read children’s magazines.
C) wants his children to enjoy reading.
D) says he is a rather passionate man.

1) The author thinks 
A) children’s magazines are enjoyable.
B) magazines are less useful than books.
C) children should read books and magazines.
D) magazines for boys and girls are easy to find.

2) AQUILA 
A) is a children’s magazine.
B) was recommended by friends.
C) is a good source of research.
D) was developed after some research.

3) At first the author and his son were not really impressed by AQUILA because
A) it looked rather short.
B) there were no adverts in it.
C) there was so much to read in it.
D) there were no posters of animals.

4) The author did not expect his son to like
A) the page on philosophy.
B) the article on counting.
C) the history page.
D) the short work of fiction.

5) The author 
A) says his son wouldn’t have understood AQUILA without his help.
B) believes it was a good idea to talk AQUILA over with his son. 
C) admits he enjoyed reading the magazine more than his son.
D) thinks AQUILA is more suitable for older children.

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

5 pont
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Task 2

• In this text about cutting costs while travelling in the UK the subtitles 
have been removed.

• Your task is to match the subtitles to the paragraphs.
• Write the letters (A-H) in the white boxes next to the numbers (6-10) as 

in the example (0).
• Remember that there are two more letters than you need.

TOP MONEY-SAVING TIPS FOR YOUR TRIP TO BRITAIN 

0)             
Invest in a heritage pass offered by the National Trust. Visitors with a pass are able to save money 
when visiting sites such as the historic Stonehenge compared to paying for individual entry prices.

6)             
If you’re looking for discounts on travel, tours, attractions and more, it’s well worth checking out 
visitbritainshop.com and taking advantage of its special offers before your travels even begin. You’ll 
save yourself some pennies and you can start to fill your itinerary full of adventure –  a visit to Cardiff 
Castle or a Harry Potter studio tour. 

7)             
Every September thousands of historic monuments and buildings, especially those usually closed to 
the public, open their doors to visitors free of charge. Open House London focuses exclusively on the 
capital, while Heritage Open Days runs across England.

8)             
Travelling by train is a fast, convenient and relaxing way to discover Britain. You can leave London 
and be in Scotland in as little as 4 hours. A BritRail GB Pass gives you the freedom to travel anywhere 
in the country in the most cost-effective way.

9)             
Looking for a good play? If you’re after cheap tickets in London, head for the official TKTS booth 
in Leicester Square where you’ll find great seats at half the normal price.  Another way to get some 
bargains is at The Royal Court in Sloane Square, offering standing tickets each night for 10p. You 
have to be quick, as these are first-come-first-served and there are only eight of them available each 
night.

10)              
Citymapper helps you get from A to Z with a variety of transport methods on offer.  If you’re looking 
for accommodation on a budget, download Hostelworld, which has 33,000 listings of hostels, bed & 
breakfasts and budget hotels with more than 3.5 million user reviews. 

(https://visitbritain.com, 09 January 2017)
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A) Great sights for free

B) Go by rail 

C) Go sightseeing for less

D) Go celeb spotting

E) Helpful travel apps

F) A taste of luxury

G)Theatre-going for less

H)Book before you leave

 0) C

 6)

 7)

 8)

 9)

10)

5 pont
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Task 3

• Read this article about a Finnish musician and then read the gapped 
summary following it.

• Your task is to fill the gaps (11-19) with one or two words only.
• Write the words on the dotted lines next to the numbers.
• An example (0) has been given for you.

MY EARLY CAREER 
Finnish violinist Pekka Kuusisto talks about the musical influences in his life

Born in 1976, Pekka Kuusisto learned the violin from an early age and studied in Helsinki and the 
US. In 1995 he won the International Sibelius Violin Competition. Since then – besides performing 
in Finland – he has played at major concert halls and festivals across the globe. Kuusisto also writes 
music and appears in the film 4 as the soloist playing Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons. 

This is how he remembers his early life:
“My grandfather was a composer, and my father is a jazz musician who has also composed operas. 

My mum is a music teacher and she used to sing in a choir that my father conducted – that’s how they 
met. My big brother is a violinist too, so I was by no means the first musician in the family. I started 
learning the violin when I was three. Both my brother and I were taught by two Hungarian brothers 
who based their teaching on the Kodály-method. They called their school Colourstrings. When you 
look at the number of leading players in Finland who started with Colourstrings, it’s quite amazing. 

In 1983, at the age of 7, I went to study at the Sibelius Academy in Helsinki and in 1992 I continued 
my studies at the Indiana University School of Music.

I came across a Finnish folk group soon after I returned from the US in the mid-1990s. Up until 
that my music education had included jazz, pop and rock, but not folk. A friend took me to a Finnish 
traditional music festival and after that, I started playing folk music myself and tried to learn more 
about the folk music tradition of my country.” 

(BBC Music, August 2017) 
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Pekka Kuusisto is a Finnish (0)    . At the age of 19, he became the (11)     of the Sibelius 
Violin Competition. That’s when he became well-known outside Finland, too, and his successful 
(12)     solo career started. He is very many-sided: he is a first-class violinist, he (13)    , 
and he has also played in a film.

Pekka Kuusisto says all his (14)     are very musical. He was (15)     when he had his 
first music lessons. His teachers, two brothers, were (16)     and they followed the Kodály-
method. Pekka Kuusisto says there is a surprisingly large number of (17)     Finnish musicians 
who started with them.

Pekka Kuusisto became interested in (18)     after his stay in the US. Now he both  
(19)     and studies it.

 0)                violinist  

11)  

12)  

13)  

14)  

15)  

16)  

17)  

18)  

19)  

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

16)

17)

18)

19)

9 pont
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Task 4

• In this story about a forgetful young man the paragraphs have been 
removed and mixed up.

• Your task is to reconstruct the text by putting the paragraphs back  
in the right order.

• Write the letters (A-H)  in the white boxes next to the numbers (20-25) 
as in the example (0).

• Remember that there is one more paragraph than you need.

CONFUSED DRIVER GETS ONLINE HELP AFTER LOSING HIS CAR 

Forgetting where you have parked your car is not an uncommon problem, but one man searched for 
his vehicle for three days before turning to the internet to find it.

 0)  

20)  

21)  

His father, Eric, said: “It was a stupid thing to do, going into a big city not knowing what to do.”

22)  

23)  

The only landmarks Mr Strickland could remember were a building site and a bank.

24)  

25)  
(The Sunday Telegraph, 23 July 2017)
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A) The family reported the missing vehicle to Toronto police, and then decided 
to post an ad on the internet.

B) Ms Riddols was given a $100 reward by Mr Strickland and another $100 
towards a charity of her choice.

C)  Gavin Strickland, 19, drove from Syracuse, New York State, to Toronto for 
a concert, but after the show ended he realised he had no idea where he had 
parked his car. 

D)  Madison Riddols, a local, took pity on him, and set out to look for the car, 
finding it a little after midnight on Thursday morning.

E) “At first I thought: ‘I just forgot where I parked. It’s not a big deal.’ But then 
I started thinking I may never see my car again,” he told a TV reporter. 

F) He stopped and hesitated as he had no idea how to turn left when there were 
so many cars coming from the opposite direction.

G)The post read: “Our foolish son parked the car in an indoor parking garage, 
on the first floor, but he cannot find it. Please respond with photos of the car 
and specific location instructions.”

H)Mr Strickland went to see Metallica play in Toronto on Sunday night last 
week, but when he wanted to go back to his car, he just could not remember 
in which car park he had left his green Nissan.

This is the end of this part of the exam. 

Pontszám

maximális elért

I. Olvasott szöveg értése

Task 1 5

Task 2 5

Task 3 9

Task 4 6

Feladatpont összesen 25

Vizsgapont összesen 33

Átszámítási táblázat:

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

25 33

24 32

23 30

22 29

21 28

20 26

19 25

18 24

17 22

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

16 21

15 20

14 18

13 17

12 16

11 15

10 13

9 12

8 11

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

7 9

6 8

5 7

4 5

3 4

2 3

1 1

 0) C

20)

21)

22)

23)

24)

25)

6 pont
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Task 1 

• You are going to read an article about an interesting career. Some 
words are missing from the text. 

• Choose the most appropriate answer from the options (A-D) for each 
gap (1-8) in the text.

• Write the letter of the appropriate answer in the white box.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

ON A FAST TRACK

When Anya Lehrner was 12 years old, she fell in love (0)     the Beast. The Beast is the world’s 
longest wooden roller coaster, (1)     at Kings Island amusement park in Mason, Ohio. She was 
scared but worked up the courage to take the ride. And (2)     coasters ever since. 

And now coasters are her job. (3)     a design engineer for Skyline Attractions in Orlando, 
Florida, she builds roller coasters around the world – and, of course, rides them.

“I love the Incredible Hulk ride at Universal Studios in Florida. It’s not a slow climb. You blast 
up like a rocket. It (4)     me of being a little kid and forgetting about everything. It’s all about 
laughing and having fun,” she says.

Roller coaster design, though, is more (5)     just fun and games. To be a good designer, 
Lehrner has to use her knowledge of science, technology, engineering and math to create rides  
(6)     both entertaining and safe. 

(7)     as a kid she knew that it was more challenging than just hopping on board. She took 
advanced classes in science, math and physics in middle school and high school. (8)     she went 
to the Colorado School of Mines and got a bachelor’s degree in mechanical engineering.

(https://www.sciencenewsforstudents.org)

0) A  of B  for C  with D  at

1) A  founded B  being C  works D  located

2) A  she’s riding B   she was 
riding

C   she’s been 
riding 

D  she could ride

3) A  Like B  Although C  As D  Because

4) A relaxes B  reminds C  returns   D  remembers

5) A  that B  then C   over D  than

6) A  that are B  which is C  what are D  whichever is

7) A  Ever B  Even C  When D  Either

8) A  After B  Later C  Before D  Despite

0) C

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

8)

8 pont

N Y E LV H E LY E S S É G
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Task 2

• You are going to read an article about a funny experiment. Some 
words are missing from the text. 

• Use the words in brackets to form the words that fit in the gaps (9-16).
• Then write the appropriate form of these words on the dotted lines 

after the text. 
• There might be cases when you do not have to change the word in 

brackets.
• Use only one word for each gap.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning. 

TRAVELLING LIGHT

An Australian man has taken the advice ‘Travel light’ to a new level after (0)     (check) in  
his luggage at Melbourne airport on Saturday, which consisted of a single can of beer. The  
(9)     (travel) was flying to Perth on Qantas flight QF777 and decided to take his Emu Export 
lager with him.

   The beer was labelled and sent off to be loaded onto the plane with the (10)     (rest) of 
the baggage. The Melbourne ground staff happily snapped a few pictures of the (11)     (usual) 
check-in item.

   Dean, the man behind the (12)     (create) idea, was delighted to see his can arrive on the 
conveyor belt at baggage claim and told the Daily Mail he wasn’t (13)     (convince) his luggage 
would make it to Perth and was (14)     (pleasant) surprised to find that it had arrived safely.

   He said: “My mate works at the airport and we invented the plan for a laugh. I half expected to 
find it empty, but, if it hadn’t turned up, I’d have filed a (15)     (lose) luggage report.”

   Dean’s plan was clearly (16)     (success). It has set a new precedent for any beer-loving 
travellers wishing to ‘travel light’.

(news.com.au)

 0)              checking  

 9)  

10)  

11)  

12)  

13)  

14)  

15)  

16)  

 9)

10)

11)

12)

13)

14)

15)

16)

8 pont
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Task 3

• You are going to read an article about a singing voice synthesizer. Some words 
are missing from the text.

• Your task is to write the missing words on the dotted lines (17-25) after the text. 
• Use only one word in each gap.
• There is an example (0) at the beginning.

HATSUNE MIKU

Hatsune Miku is a Vocaloid, but (0)     is a Vocaloid, you may ask? The Vocaloid software  
(17)     it possible for users to synthesize singing, by typing in lyrics and melody. It uses 
synthesizing technology with specially recorded vocals (18)     actors or singers. 

The word “Vocaloid” comes (19)     “Vocal”, as in singing or talking, and “Android” to 
represent the computer or robotic side. To create a song, the user must input the melody and lyrics. 

Hatsune Miku is not human; she is a computer. An extremely popular computer. Since she’s 
(20)     real, her concerts are 100% holographic. There are 16 projectors (21)     are aimed 
at a special see-through screen. They add a 3D effect without the need for 3D glasses. 

Hatsune Miku was released in Japan (22)     music company Crypton. The initial sales of 
Miku were so high (23)     Crypton could not keep up with the demand. In the first 12 days 
of sale, nearly 3,000 sales reservations (24)     made. Later reports showed that she had sold 
(25)     than 60,000 copies of her software – normally selling 1,000 copies of synthesizing 
software is considered good business.

(www.newstalk.com)

 0)              what  

17)  

18)  

19)  

20)  

21)  

22)  

23)  

24)  

25)  

This is the end of this part of the exam.

17)

18)

19)

20)

21)

22)

23)

24)

25)

9 pont
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Pontszám

maximális elért

II. Nyelvhelyesség

Task 1 8

Task 2 8

Task 3 9

Feladatpont összesen 25

Vizsgapont összesen 18

Átszámítási táblázat:

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

25 18

24 17

23 17

22 16

21 15

20 14

19 14

18 13

17 12

16 12

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

15 11

14 10

13 9

12 9

11 8

10 7

9 6

8 6

7 5

6 4

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

5 4

4 3

3 2

2 1

1 1
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Task 1

• In this section you will hear an interview with the late Liz Taylor, the 
famous British-American actress.

• Your task will be to circle the letter(s) of the correct answer(s) in the 
boxes on the right. Please note that in this task both answers may 
be correct. However, there is always at least one correct answer. 
This means you might have to circle one or two letters.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers. 

ü	Liz Taylor, the famous actress, was also a …
A) businesswoman.
B) humanitarian. 

A B

1. Liz Taylor …
A) was only 9 years old when she played in her first movie.
B) had her first big success in 1944. 

A B

2. Liz Taylor’s mother … 
A) was also an actress.
B) wanted her to become an actress. 

A B

3. Liz got one of her Oscars for a …
A) film she didn’t really like.
B) role she really liked. 

A B

4. Although Liz Taylor had eight marriages, she had only ...
A) seven husbands.
B) three children. 

A B

5. Liz Taylor made a big profit on her own brands of …
A) perfume.
B) jewelry. 

A B

6. At 63, Liz sometimes still ...
A) acted in films.
B) appeared in TV shows. 

A B

7. Liz thought that beauty was ...
A) something inside us.
B) less important than having a good heart. 

A B

That is the end of Task 1.

H A L LO T T  S Z Ö V E G  É R T É S E

7 pont
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Task 2 

• In this section, you will hear a true story about a straight-A student 
whose father took legal action against the school because she got a C 
in a subject.

• Your task will be to find one word in each of the following sentences 
that is not correct in the context of the recording. First, cross it out, 
and then write the correct one on the line after the sentence. 

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the whole recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.

ü	Virginia Brown got a C in music class.

                  cooking  

8. Virginia’s father wants a better teacher and also some money as compensation.

 

9. Virginia is in her last year at an elementary school in North Carolina.

 

10. Virginia’s heart was so broken that she cried the whole night.

 

11. When Virginia was a young kid, her dog got run over by a car.

 

12. Virginia is on the swim team and the volleyball team, and she is a member of the chess club.

 

13. The teacher, a 28-year-old woman, has been teaching for five years.

 

14. Jessica Smith agreed that this was in fact a “black and white” problem.

 

15. The school principal said that he fully supported the student.

 

16. The principal said Virginia would not have any difficulty finding a great husband.

 

That is the end of Task 2.

9 pont
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Task 3 

• In this section you will hear about some regions of the world where 
people live a very long life.

• Your task will be to match the sentences (17-24) on the left with 
the names of the regions (A-C) on the right. Please note that some 
sentences might be matched with more than one of the regions – 
maybe all three of them. Write the letter(s) of the region or regions on 
the dotted line next to each sentence.

• First, you will have some time to look at the task, and then we will 
play the recording in one piece.

• Then, you will hear the recording again, but this time we will play the 
text in shorter sections to give you enough time to write down your 
answers.

The people in this place …

ü	live in mountain villages.  A  B  C  

17. eat very little meat.         

18. regularly drink alcohol.        

19. are addicted to tobacco.        

20. can see clearly even in old age.        

21. live mostly on fruits and vegetables.        

22. regularly do hard physical work.        

23. are the world champions of longevity.        

24. have milk and cheese as part of their diet.        

That is the end of Task 3, and also the end of the Listening exam.

A
HUNZA VALLEY

B
CAUCASUS 

MOUNTAINS

C
VILCABAMBA

8 pont
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Pontszám

maximális elért

III. Hallott szöveg értése

Task 1 7

Task 2 9

Task 3 8

Feladatpont összesen 24

Vizsgapont összesen 33

Átszámítási táblázat:

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

24 33

23 32

22 30

21 29

20 28

19 26

18 25

17 23

16 22

15 21

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

14 19

13 18

12 17

11 15

10 14

9 12

8 11

7 10

6 8

5 7

Feladatpont Vizsgapont

4 6

3 4

2 3

1 1
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Task 1
You would like to do a summer job and you have found the following advertisement:

We’re looking for young, dynamic, flexible people with excellent social 
skills and a good command of English.  

Whether you have experience or not, Palmera Club invites you 
to discover a new way of life.

Temporary positions available for the upcoming summer season 
in Cyprus, Greece, France, Italy, Malta, Spain and Tunisia as

Sports Animators, Kids’ Animators, All-Round Animators

You will be provided with medical insurance, full accommodation and board, a secure contract, flight 
ticket repayment, training and an attractive monthly salary; all while enjoying the sun in a beautiful 
Mediterranean country of your choice. 
The sports or fitness animator organizes sports activities and games during the day and is in friendly 
contact with the guests. The kids’ animator organizes programs and games for the children in the 
mini club, the all-round animator takes part in all the daily activities plus boat trips and barbecues on 
the beach. 

Apply for the job in an email of 80-100 words in which you introduce yourself and
• say which position you think would suit you best and why,
• say which two countries you would be interested to work in, when and for how long,
• ask about working hours and days off.

Begin your email like this:

Dear Sir/Madam,

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 5

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 3

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 3

Összesen 11

Í R Á S K É S Z S É G
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Task 2
You have found the following post on an internet forum called Access Denied:

 Survival Kit 

I think we may have become too dependent on technology in some domains (such as 
communications). We should all know the basics of survival skills because we have become so 
alarmingly dependent on technology that if there ever was a disaster, at least we’d have a small 
chance. If Earth suffered a solar storm from the sun, for example, we’d lose our satellites. And with 
that, communications, computers and phones would pack up and our internet and electricity would 
be useless. So how would we cope? 
Everyone should learn at least basic survival skills. From camping to lighting fires, to conserving 
water, how to use a trap to kill animals to eat, how to skin them. How to erect a tent using basic 
materials.
Just think: how would YOU cope if your cell phone was useless? 

Write a comment of 100-120 words to Survival Kit in which you
• give your opinion about depending too much on technology,
• give a personal example of depending on it,
• comment on the survival techniques mentioned,
• give some (at least two) more examples of survival techniques you would like to learn.

Begin your comment like this:

Survival Kit:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the end of this part of the exam.
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A feladat teljesítése és a szöveg hosszúsága 6

Hangnem, az olvasóban keltett benyomás 2

Szövegalkotás 4

Szókincs, kifejezésmód 5

Nyelvhelyesség, helyesírás 5

Összesen 22

Pontszám

maximális elért

IV. Íráskészség
Task 1 11

Task 2 22

Vizsgapont összesen 33
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MEGOLDÓKULCS 

OLVASOTT SZÖVEG ÉRTÉSE • GYAKORLÓ FELADATOK

Task 1 A letter to my little sister: 1C, 2B, 3B, 4A, 5C, 6A, 7B
Task 2 Man arrested: 1A, 2C, 3B, 4C, 5C, 6A, 7C
Task 3 Farming with nature: 1A, 2C, 3D, 4C, 5B, 6C, 7D
Task 4 Parents’ mobile use harms…: 1E, 2K, 3F, 4H, 5L, 6I, 7A
Task 5 The last cave dwellers: 1H, 2A, 3D, 4F, 5G
Task 6 Get rid of best before labels: 1D, 2I, 3K, 4B, 5L, 6E, 7G, 8A
Task 7 I couldn’t understand why anybody…: 1H, 2A, 3B, 4E, 5I, 6F
Task 8 Top of the profs: 1K, 2L, 3D, 4H, 5A, 6I, 7E
Task 9 Talking of the weather: 1D, 2K, 3G, 4E, 5M, 6L, 7B, 8I
Task 10 British parrot missing: 1F, 2B, 3A, 4E, 5H, 6G, 7D
Task 11 I was terrified of music: 1F, 2H, 3A, 4D, 5B, 6E
Task 12 What is it like to start reading…: 1 60/sixty, 2 granddaughter, 3 adults / parents and 
grandparents, 4 (the) animals / (the farm) animals, 5 sign her name, 6 school reports, 7 oldest
Task 13 Superhuman sherpas: 1 Western/Non-Sherpa/Other climbers, 2 no, 3 Researchers/
Scientists/ Biologists, 4 research, 5 altitude sickness, 6 oxygen, 7 micro-circulation 
Task 14 Mystery driver…: 1 section/part/stretch, 2 stopped, 3 directed traffic, 4 thank him, 5 Argos/
his company, 6 Andy/’Argos Andy’/ the driver/the man /he
Task 15 The business of map-making: 1 Maps., 2 The government./The public., 3 The 19th.,  
4 The Napoleonic Wars., 5 OS data., 6 (Traditional) Folding/Paper maps/ones. // Traditional ones.,  
7 Hardware., 8 A private company./Private companies.
Task 16 Parliament cyber attack: 1 A cyber attack, 2 In a handbook, 3 Lock their computers,  
4 90/Ninety, 5 Libraries and cafés, 6 Hoax websites, 7 Posting certain information 

NYELVHELYESSÉG • GYAKORLÓ FELADATOK

Task 1 Britain’s oldest supermarket worker retires: 1D, 2D, 3C, 4C, 5A, 6B, 7D, 8B, 9C
Task 2 German woman starts living on a train: 1C, 2B, 3D, 4A, 5D, 6B, 7D, 8A
Task 3 Reshaping views on aging: 1B, 2D, 3B, 4A, 5A, 6C, 7B, 8D, 9A
Task 4 A sweet nickname: 1C, 2A, 3D, 4A, 5C, 6B, 7A, 8B
Task 5 The dream student: 1K, 2E, 3L, 4A, 5I, 6F, 7H, 8O, 9M
Task 6 Selling Irish dirt: 1B, 2K, 3H, 4E, 5D, 6F, 7A, 8L, 9N
Task 7 Pet prices: 1F,  2L, 3I, 4M, 5A, 6H, 7B, 8N, 9G 
Task 8 Vein of love: 1M, 2D, 3H, 4N, 5I, 6F, 7L, 8A, 9B
Task 9 Amelia Earhart: 1 flights, 2 following, 3 record, 4 later, 5 tragically, 6 speculation, 7 herself,  
8 hard
Task 10 Barkingham Palace: 1 owner/owners, 2 surprisingly/unsurprisingly, 3 its, 4 quietly, 5 thanks, 
6 height, 7 director, 8 better, 9 enjoyable
Task 11 How cats conquered the world: 1 becoming, 2 Scientists, 3 attracted, 4 successfully,  
5 further / farther, 6 Egyptian, 7 northern, 8 admired, 9 beginning
Task 12 The yellow schoolbus: 1 make, 2 named, 3 manufacturers, 4 length, 5achievement,  
6 highly, 7 known, 8 Following
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Task 13 Barbie is more modern than ever: 1 so/thus, 2 been, 3 to, 4 of/for, 5 help/aid/assistance,  
6 to, 7 are,  8 few (also acceptable: dozen), 9 who/that
Task 14 Chinese school: 1 to, 2 are, 3 so, 4 for/during, 5 it/this, 6 no, 7 who/that, 8 to/and, 9 the/an
Task 15 No one…: 1 you/she, 2 out, 3 of, 4 on, 5 is, 6 to, 7 make, 8 it, 9.soon/fast/quick/quickly
Task 16 The color yellow: 1 which/what, 2 the, 3 last/past, 4 are/include, 5 in, 6 up, 7 When/If/
Whenever,  8 how/whether, 9 that/which

 HALLOTT SZÖVEG ÉRTÉSE • GYAKORLÓ FELADATOK

Task 1 A holiday in India: 1 The smells, the culture, the people, the colours, the history, the sights 
and the chaos. (Ezek közül négy elég.) 2 Two years ago. 3 (The) Golden Triangle. 4 She was (a bit) 
afraid to travel/go alone. 5 That she was (very) lucky with them. // That they (quickly) became 
(good) friends. (Mindkettő jó válasz.),  6 At sunrise/dawn.  7 Watching people (live their lives). 8 (As a) 
 love-hate relationship. 9 Meals, accommodation/hotels, entrance fees. (Ezek közül kettő elég.)
Task 2 Detectives: 1 recognizing/identifying a criminal/suspect. 2 (only) has (only) one eye. 3 the 
man’s/criminal’s/suspect’s profile // (just/only) a profile. 4 fifteen/15 seconds. 5 (only) has (only) one 
ear. 6 angry (and) frustrated. 7 give a stupid answer // be stupid. 8 wearing contact lenses. 9 check 
the suspect’s/man’s file // check a file. 10 (only) has (only) one eye and one ear.
Task 3 The story of blue jeans: 1B, 2A, 3B, 4A, 5C, 6B, 7C
Task 4 English tea traditions: 1A, 2A, 3C, 4C, 5A, 6B, 7B
Task 5 A day in the life of…: 1B, 2A, 3AB, 4A, 5A, 6B, 7AB
Task 6 Pink, the girlie color: 1B, 2AB, 3B, 4AB, 5AB, 6A, 7A
Task 7 No smartphones for kids: 1A, 2B, 3A, 4C, 5B, 6A, 7C, 8B, 9B, 10A
Task 8 Cynthia Nixon: 1C, 2A, 3B, 4B, 5A, 6C, 7B, 8A, 9B, 10A, 11B
Task 9 Hamster Hotel: 1A, 2C, 3A, 4B, 5A, 6B, 7B, 8A, 9C, 10B
Task 10 Sherlock and Watson: 1 wine, 2 detective, 3 bright, 4 position, 5 universe, 6 entering,  
7 powerful, 8 chance, 9 tent
Task 11 Mobile phones: 1 dangerous, 2 heavy, 3 link, 4 popular, 5 conclusions, 6 ten, 7 financially, 
8 care, 9 potential, 10 devices
Task 12 Talk: 1 registration, 2 personal, 3 planet, 4 dating, 5 fast, 6 country, 7 description, 8 thirty/30, 
9 online, 10 users, 11 private
Task 13 Strange customs: 1G, 2E, 3D, 4F, 5A, 6H, 7I, 8B
Task 14 Forbidden: 1H, 2E, 3B, 4D, 5A, 6F, 7G
Task 15 Phoning a landlady: 1 Tuesday Thursday, 2 month week, 3 bus tube, 4 sitting dining, 5 partly 
fully, 6 fourth third, 7 garden park, 8 drive walk, 9 quarter half, 10 cats fish
Task 16 Dog mayor: 1 visitors residents, 2 style smile, 3 horse donkey, 4 first fourth/4th, 5 new old/
previous/last/former, 6 January November, 7 happiness understanding, 8 rabbits cats,  
9 modernization rebuilding/restoration

1. TESZT 

Olvasott szöveg értése:
Task 1 Boy copies scene…: 1F, 2A, 3I, 4D, 5K, 6G, 7B, 8H
Task 2 Honolulu forbids texting: 9C, 10C, 11B, 12A, 13B, 14A, 15A
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Task 3 Who was Leonida of Rhodes?: 16 twelve/12, 17 seven/7, 18 400/four hundred, 19 sprinter, 
20 looked, 21 rich/wealthy/well-off/well-to-do
Task 4 When is it OK to switch plane seats?: 22E, 23H, 24I, 25A, 26F, 27B

Nyelvhelyesség:
Task 1 Café for women: 1B, 2B, 3C, 4D, 5A, 6A, 7B, 8D, 9C
Task 2 iPhone app saves man: 10D, 11K, 12E, 13M, 14F, 15G, 16B, 17A  
Task 3 The audition: 18 because/as/since, 19 Is, 20 have, 21 few, 22 There, 23 of, 24 who/that 25 to

Hallott szöveg értése:
Task 1 A tourist guide: 1A, 2B, 3C, 4A, 5B, 6A, 7C
Task 2 A packet of biscuits: 8B, 9B, 10B, 11A, 12C, 13A, 14A, 15C, 16B, 17A
Task 3 Brown cows: 18 16.4 million, 19 (much) higher, 20 made from beef/cows, 21 plants, 22grown 
on farms, 23 cereals (and) hot dogs, 24 that/so stupid, 25 didn’t take it/the survey seriously // were 
(just) joking.

2. TESZT 

Olvasott szöveg értése:
Task 1 An inspiring gift…: 1C, 2A, 3A, 4D, 5B
Task 2 Top money-saving tips: 6H, 7A, 8B, 9G, 10E
Task 3 My early career: 11 winner, 12 international, 13 composes/writes music, 14 family, 15 three, 
16 Hungarian, 17 leading/ outstanding/first-class, 18 folk music, 19 plays
Task 4 Confused driver: 20H, 21E, 22A, 23G, 24D, 25B

Nyelvhelyesség:
Task 1 On a fast track: 1D, 2C, 3C, 4B, 5D, 6A, 7B, 8B
Task 2 Travelling light: 9 traveller/traveler, 10 rest, 11 unusual, 12 creative, 13 convinced, 14 
pleasantly, 15 lost, 16 successful
Task 3 Hatsune Miku: 17 makes, 18 of/by, 19 from, 20 not, 21 that/which, 22 by, 23 that, 24 were,  
25 more 

Hallott szöveg értése:
Task 1 Liz Taylor: 1AB, 2A, 3AB, 4AB, 5AB, 6B, 7A
Task 2 A bad cook: 8 teacher grade, 9 elementary high, 10 night weekend, 11 dog cat, 12 volleyball 
basketball, 13 five two, 14 agreed denied, 15 student teacher, 16 husband university
Task 3 Longevity: 17AC, 18BC, 19C, 20B, 21ABC, 22AC, 23A, 24B
(Ennél a feladatnál csak azokra a megoldásokra lehet pontot adni, amelyekben kizárólag a jó 
megoldások szerepelnek az egyes számok mellett.)
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A HANGANYAG SZÖVEGKÖNYVE

HALLOTT SZÖVEG ÉRTÉSE • GYAKORLÓ FELADATOK

Task 1 (A holiday in India)   
Interviewer: Ann, you’ve just come back from a fantastic holiday, isn’t that right?
Ann: Yeah, I’ve just come back from India.
Interviewer: Would you like to tell us a bit about it? Did you enjoy it as much as you’d thought you 
would?
Ann: Oh, I did! It was amazing, the ultimate travel experience! It’s so wonderfully different: the smells, 
the culture, the people, the colours, the history, the sights and the chaos … Absolutely unforgettable! *
Interviewer: What inspired you to travel to India?
Ann: I’d always wanted to go to India for as long as I can remember. So I started to save up for it two 
years ago, and now my dream has come true.
Interviewer: Where did you go on your tour and how long was it?
Ann: I went on a two-week tour around Northern India called the Golden Triangle that took me from 
Delhi to Jaipur, Agra and also to Varanasi as an extra. 
Interviewer: You went on a package tour, didn’t you? Why did you choose a tour instead of travelling 
independently?
Ann: I only had two weeks to take off work and there was a lot I wanted to see, and, quite honestly, I was 
a bit afraid to travel alone, too. But I can tell you, it was a very good idea: it was so easy, I didn’t need to 
worry about a thing. I also liked the fact that it didn’t feel like a package tour. I was very lucky, my group 
of six quickly became good friends and our guide was more like a friend, too. 
Interviewer: What was the most memorable part of your trip?
Ann: Well, it’s not easy to choose just one, but probably it was visiting the Taj Mahal in Agra. We visited 
at sunrise and it looks magical as the sun shines off the white marble. And then there’s Varanasi, you know 
the holy place for Indians. This is where Hindus come to bathe in the holy water of the Ganges River to 
get rid of their sins and wash away the wrong things that they have done. Some of them are also taken 
here when they die and their bodies are burnt on the banks of the Ganges, and their ashes are thrown into 
the holy river following a long ritual. But the most exciting thing in India by far is watching people live 
their lives. 
Interviewer: Was there anything you didn’t like about the tour?
Ann: Well, perhaps the accommodation was a bit more basic than I would have liked. And, OK, so we 
have to be honest, India isn’t all great food, clean rooms, happy people and glorious experiences. If you 
go to India, you’ll see garbage and dirt everywhere and there are also lots of cows and other animals 
freely wandering the streets, which can lead to some pretty disgusting conditions. But these things are 
actually part of what make it so incredible. Almost all visitors’ feelings about this place could be best 
described as a love-hate relationship.
Interviewer: Do you mind if I ask you how much the whole tour came to?
Ann: Not at all. Altogether, it came to about £1700, including the return flight from London to Delhi and 
the cost of all transportation in India, the guided tour, meals, accommodation and entrance fees. It wasn’t 
cheap, but it was worth every penny – I’d certainly recommend a tour like this to anyone. Believe me, it’s 
the experience of a lifetime. 

* A szövegekben látható  jelek a második meghallgatás során tartandó szüneteket jelölik. Ha válaszként csak betűket kell 
beírni, a szünet terjedelme kb. 20 másodperc. Ha teljes mondatok leírása a feladat, a szünet akár 45 másodperc is lehet.
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Task 2 (Detectives)
A Detective Chief is examining three men who are training to become detectives. To test their skills in 
recognizing a criminal, he shows the first man a picture for five seconds and then hides it. “This is your 
suspect, how would you recognize him?” The first man answers, “That’s easy, we’ll catch him very fast 
because he only has one eye.”  The Chief says, “Well...uh, that’s because the picture shows his profile.” 

Slightly shocked by this ridiculous answer, he calls in the second man, shows him the picture for 
fifteen seconds and asks him, “This is your suspect, how would you recognize him?”  The second man 
smiles happily and says, “Ha! He’d be very easy to catch because he only has one ear!” The Chief shouts, 
“What’s the matter with you two? Of course only one eye and ear are showing because it’s a picture of his 
profile! Is that the best answer you can come up with?”

Extremely angry and frustrated at this point, he calls in the third man.  He shows the picture to him 
and in a sharp voice he asks, “This is your suspect, how would you recognize him?” He adds quickly, 
“Think hard before giving a stupid answer.” The man studies the picture very carefully for thirty seconds, 
then says “Hmmm... the suspect is wearing contact lenses.” The Chief is speechless with surprise because 
he really doesn’t know himself if the suspect wears contact lenses or not.  “Well, that is an interesting 
answer... wait here for a few minutes while I check the suspect’s file, and I’ll get back to you on that.”

He leaves the room and goes to his office, checks the file on his computer and comes back with a broad 
smile on his face. “Wow! I can’t believe it...it’s true! The suspect does in fact wear contact lenses. Good 
work! How were you able to make such a keen observation?” “That’s easy”, the man replies. “He can’t 
possibly wear glasses because he only has one eye and one ear!” 

Task 3 (The story of blue jeans)   
Blue jeans are the most popular type of clothing in the world; but they are not modern! In fact, jeans have 
existed for over 140 years.

In 1996, someone found some very old clothes in an old mine in Nevada, USA and they included a pair 
of dirty old jeans. Today, those jeans, which are over 120 years old, are the oldest pair of Levi’s 501 jeans 
in the world. They are very valuable, and now they are in the Levi Strauss Museum in San Francisco. They 
actually look almost the same as a modern pair of 501’s, but there are some small differences in the detail. 
For instance, today’s 501’s have two back pockets, the old pair just has one. 

Jeans were the classic clothes of the American West. In 1853, a young tailor from Germany, called 
Levi Strauss, began working in San Francisco. One day, a miner told Levi that he could not find trousers 
that were strong enough for work in the gold mines. Levi decided to make some trousers out of a strong 
textile called denim, which was imported from France. Denim was relatively light, but it was very strong 
and it was ideal for miners, it was just what they wanted. However, original denim was almost white, 
and miners did not like the color! Their denim trousers got dirty as soon as they began working!  Levi 
Strauss therefore decided to use colored denim, and he chose dark blue. In 1873, he began to make denim 
trousers with metal rivets, metal fasteners to hold two pieces of material together, to make them stronger. 
This was a radical new idea: “Blue jeans” had arrived! 

Very soon, Strauss had sold all the denim trousers he had made! Levi’s jeans were so popular, that his 
company got bigger and bigger. Soon, other firms were making blue jeans too. Miners liked them, but 
so did cowboys and other working men. Blue jeans became classic American working trousers. After the 
Second World War, they became popular all over the world. Today, there are hundreds of different brands 
of jeans, and blue jeans are made almost anywhere – most of them in Asia. Many top fashion brands, like 
Armani or Benetton, make their own “designer” blue jeans. But for real authentic jeans, “Levi’s” are still 
the most popular brand.
Jeans have become the international uniform worn by both the young and the not-so-young and both by 
men and women all over the world. Everyone wears jeans as leisure wear, but a lot of people wear them 
all the time, even for work. 
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Task 4 (English tea traditions) 
English tea drinking traditions have a long history. Tea was brought to England in the seventeenth century 
by a Portuguese princess who married King Charles II of England, and has been popular in the country 
ever since. When it was first introduced in the mid 1600’s, tea drinking was limited by its high price and 
also because it was only available in coffee houses, which served only men but no women at that time. 
Once tea became popular enough in the coffee houses, more specific tea houses began to be opened in 
London and elsewhere in the country. Here, both men and women could enjoy a cup of tea or even buy 
some for home. 

It is interesting that afternoon tea, a tradition that is considered to be almost synonymous with the 
word “British,” did not become popular until almost 200 years later. In those days, most people only ate 
two meals: a large breakfast late in the morning and a late dinner around 8 or 9 o’clock in the evening. 
Anna, Duchess of Bedford, was responsible for starting the tradition of afternoon tea. She would become 
hungry during the afternoon, in the long hours between breakfast and dinner, so she began asking her 
servants to bring her some sweets and a cup of tea.  Eventually, she began sharing this custom with her 
friends, and afternoon tea soon became popular among the aristocratic class. The working class also got 
into the habit quickly, especially as the afternoon meal was a good opportunity to take a much needed 
break and spend time with friends. Later on, in the 19th century, Queen Victoria’s love for afternoon tea 
was well known, as were her particular tastes for having a slice of lemon with her tea and her preference 
for certain cakes and strawberry jam. 

In England today, the tradition of afternoon tea continues on in the home, in luxury hotels, in department 
stores and even in the small neighbourhood cafes. Whether it is a short break for a cup of tea and a small 
cookie, or sandwiches and other food, afternoon tea will continue to be a true English tradition. Tea itself 
will have a lasting place in English culture, but not necessarily only as “afternoon tea”. In fact, most 
working class people, particularly in the north of the country (actually half of the British population!) call 
the main meal of the day “tea”, and not “dinner”! They eat it around 6:30 pm., and it’s a hot meal which 
does not necessarily come with any tea at all! However, although coffee has become just as popular as 
tea, the English still drink large quantities of tea throughout the day, from breakfast to dinner and the last 
cup of the night. 

Task 5 (A day in the life of a 90-year-old) 
Reporter: Stanley Turkel, the well known hotel consultant and historian is becoming 90 years old this 
year. Mr. Turkel, who grew up in New York, was the general manager of the famous Drake Hotel on Park 
Avenue. An enthusiastic collector and writer, Mr. Turkel recently donated 670 items to the new National 
Museum of African-American History and Culture, and has published five books on the hotel industry. We 
asked Mr Turkel how he spends his Sundays. 
Reporter: How do you spend your mornings on a Sunday, Mr Turkel?
Mr Turkel: I wake up every day at 6:30 a.m., including Sunday. The first thing I do after washing up is 
to eat my breakfast. I pour cereal with sliced banana and nonfat milk. I also have a cup of coffee and I 
sweeten it with honey – not sugar or saccharine – and a little bit of milk. I have been eating carefully for 
the last 50 years, with very little red meat, very few desserts and limiting my sugar intake.
Reporter: And what do you usually do after breakfast?
Mr Turkel: I go upstairs to my office to do some work. It consists of researching my current book, which 
means being on the Internet most of the time. I also do consulting work, helping hotels with court cases, 
such as guests slipping and falling when they are getting out of the shower and bath. So I read volumes 
of material – reports and descriptions of hotel facilities.
Reporter: And what happens after that? 
Mr Turkel: After working I go for Sunday brunch. There is a vegetarian restaurant that is a five-minute 
drive from my house, where I usually have a three-egg omelet with a small salad, no French fries or 
potatoes, and a cup of coffee with nonfat milk.
Reporter: And after brunch?
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Mr Turkel: Then I walk about a mile to visit my friend Leo Gottlieb. Leo is 103 years old. He is self-
taught, he didn’t graduate from high school. He was raised on a farm by immigrant Russian parents 
and worked in the fashion industry his whole life, but he is better educated than a university professor. 
When I visit him, I bring articles that I think would interest him, usually about evolution, anthropology, 
astronomy and politics. 
Reporter: And then?
Mr Turkel: Then I walk home and I make my dinner. You wouldn’t hire me to be your chef, but I’ve 
learned enough to make a decent meal. I make either chicken or fish with a green salad and maybe some 
rice or spaghetti.
Reporter: And how do you spend the time in the evening?
Mr Turkel: I watch television on a nice flat-screen that my kids got for me. I care a lot about politics and 
I’m also interested in professional basketball. Would you believe I used to play basketball? I also like 
professional baseball. Of course, my favorites are the New York Yankees. Then, around 10:30 p.m. I go 
to bed. 

Task 6 (Pink, the girlie color) 
In 1918, an American trade catalogue for baby clothes manufacturers suggested that little girls should 
wear blue because it’s a nice and girlish color. Ten years later, in 1928, Time Magazine did a survey of 
all the major department stores across America. They wanted to know which colors the stores typically 
associated with girls. The survey found that the stores had completely different answers to the question. 


It was only much later, only after the Second World War, in the early 1950s that pink got the symbolic 
association and popularity that it has today. The year 1953, when Dwight Eisenhower became president, 
was a pretty important moment in the history of pink. At Eisenhower’s presidential inauguration ceremony, 
the new First Lady, Mamie Eisenhower showed up wearing an elegant pink dress.  Mamie loved pink, 
and she was known for it. She thought that it really went well with the color of her eye and skin, so she 
wore it frequently. People decided that pink was the color that ladylike women should wear instead of 
black and blue. Women didn’t like black and blue because they had been wearing them far too much 
during the war years. 

Pink became a popular color, not only in just women’s clothing, but also in home decorating. It was 
also at this point that pink started representing women who were anything but traditional or conservative. 
The champion race car driver, Donna Mae Mims is a really good example of this, she had a pink uniform, 
a pink helmet, and a pink race car.

There’s a great photo of Hillary Clinton on the cover of People magazine wearing a bright pink jacket, 
and in the interview she says it’s time women have started to stand up for equality between women and 
men. So she’s pretty much doing the opposite of what Mamie Eisenhower wanted to do. By wearing pink, 
Hillary wants to communicate the message to women “I’m just a girl, just like you”. 

Task 7 (No smartphones for kids) 
Presenter: In February, Tim Farnum, a family doctor from Denver, formed a nonprofit organization 
called PAUS (Parents Against Underage Smartphones) and began to organize a petition for making it 
illegal for smartphone companies to sell smartphones to children under the age of 13. We’ve invited Mr. 
Farnum to the studio to ask him a few questions about the reasons for their action and the aims of the 
organization.
Presenter: Good evening, Dr. Farnum. Quite honestly, your proposal doesn’t sound very realistic or 
practical to me. I’m sure that too much technology should be avoided for those so young, and in fact, I 
would even say that adults spend far too much time staring at screens. But banning children from one of 
the most important technological innovations in human history? Isn’t that going a bit too far?
Dr. Farnum: Good evening. Believe me, I fully understand the advantages of modern technology. It’s 
clear that smartphones and the Internet connect us to faraway corners of the world and make life a lot 
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easier for adults.  But, as a father of five I’m not sure that these devices are very healthy for children. 
I came to this conclusion after my two youngest sons, aged 11 and 13, got their smartphones last year.
Presenter: Why? What exactly happened?
Dr. Farnum: Well, there were some very serious problems; my once energetic and outgoing boys became 
moody, quiet and introverted.  They never left their bedroom, and when I tried to take away the phones, 
one of them became so angry and aggressive that he began to shout and throw things around. It came as 
a terrible shock to us, and it was then that I started researching the side effects of using smartphones at a 
young age.
Presenter: And what did you find?
Dr. Farnum: Well, I found that using too much technology at a young age can affect brain development, 
damage social skills and cause an addiction similar to what drug and alcohol addicts feel. I thought to 
myself: “Someone has got to do something.” 
Presenter: So that was when you decided to start your organization, I guess.
Dr. Farnum: Yes, yes. First I talked to some other medical professionals and then we formed PAUS. The 
organization will need to collect about 100,000 signatures over the next year and a half to get the proposal 
before the state government. If it gets passed, the law will make Colorado the first state in the nation to 
ban selling smartphones to children. 
Presenter: Don’t misunderstand me, Dr. Farnum, I do not question that you are sincerely trying to help, 
and I agree that parents should set strict rules for how their children use their phones, do their schoolwork, 
keep in good shape and, let’s hope, spend time in the real world, too. That’s what parents are for. I do 
think, however, that it should remain a family matter.
Dr. Farnum: Well, I don’t know, you may be right, but the ban seems to be working in our family. My 
two young sons no longer have smartphones – at least for now. They spent a lot of their second semester 
of the school year nearly technology free, and I saw a considerable difference. They laughed again and 
wanted to be outdoors. One of them even said: “Hey dad, I really like reading now.”
Presenter: Thank you very much for joining us, Dr. Farnum.
Dr. Farnum: My pleasure. 

Task 8 (Cynthia Nixon) 
Born in New York, 50-year-old Cynthia Nixon began to act aged 11. From 1998 to 2004, she played 
Miranda in the HBO series Sex and the City, a role for which she won an Emmy. In 2006, she starred on 
Broadway in Rabbit Hole, winning a Tony award. She plays Emily Dickinson in Terence Davies’s new 
film, A Quiet Passion, in cinemas now. We’ve asked her to join us on the phone to answer a few quick 
questions for us.
Interviewer: Good evening, Cynthia, how are you?
Cynthia Nixon: Hi, I’m fine, thanks.
Interviewer: Do you mind if I ask you a few very simple questions?
Cynthia: Not at all, just go ahead.
Interviewer: So, … when were you happiest?
Cynthia: Well, … Now! I feel wiser and calmer than I’ve ever been. 
Interviewer: What is your greatest fear?
Cynthia: Death. I don’t mean early death. The idea of never being conscious again seems terrifying to 
me.
Interviewer: What was your most embarrassing moment?
Cynthia: Being at an audition with Daniel Day-Lewis and not recognizing him. It was for The Last of 
the Mohicans, and everyone else introduced themselves to me, then he shook my hand. I said, “And you 
are…?”
Interviewer: Who would play you in the film of your life?
Cynthia: Saoirse Ronan: she’s an amazing actress, and looks a little like me.  
Interviewer: What is the worst thing anyone has said to you?
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Cynthia: I don’t know if it was the worst, but 10 years ago a photographer kept saying, “Oh, that’s 
gorgeous, amazing, beautiful.” I smiled and he said, “Oh, I love your teeth.” Then he said, “Don’t get 
them fixed.”
Interviewer: Have you ever said ‘I love you’ and not meant it?
Cynthia: Oh yes – I’m in show business.
Interviewer: What has been your biggest disappointment?
Cynthia: When I was about 15, I auditioned to play Alice in Wonderland on Broadway, and they cast 
someone else. I never got over it. 
Interviewer: What is the closest you’ve come to death?
Cynthia: When I was 13, I was on a bicycle and got hit by a taxi in New York.
Interviewer: What do you consider your greatest achievement?
Cynthia: My children, and the fact that I am still not completely crazy. For a child actor, I think it’s not 
bad.
Interviewer: How would you like to be remembered?
Cynthia: As an ordinary citizen, a person involved in my community.
Interviewer: Tell us a joke, please.
Cynthia: Well, … Yes, “What did the zero say to the eight?” “Nice belt.”
Interviewer: (Laugh) Thank you very much, Cynthia.
Cynthia: You’re welcome. 

Task 9 (Hamster Hotel)
If you have ever had the strange dream of living like a hamster; you know, the animal that looks like a 
large mouse with big cheeks for storing food that is often kept as a pet, now you can actually do it on the 
Atlantic coast of France. Hidden in a quiet and peaceful part of the city of Nantes, the Villa Hamster, the 
world’s first so-called hamster hotel, offers rooms for its human guests that are very much like the natural 
environment in which hamsters live – all for the fee of 150 Euros a night. 

The Villa was opened in November 2009 after it was designed and created by two French interior 
designers, Yann Falquerho and Frédéric Tabary. Working with their holiday house company, the two 
men designed the hotel for enjoyment rather than a serious purpose and to give people the chance to 
experience living like an animal. They imagined that their hotel would allow people to leave the boredom 
and relative uniformity of modern society behind. 

So they created the small and uncomfortably crowded hamster cage accommodation. The Villa is built 
inside a building dating back to the 1700s and is equipped with hamster cage things and decoration to 
provide an authentic hamster experience.  The guests are given fur costumes to wear, eat food from 
containers filled with organic food, have a water tube from which they can drink, and a bed of hay that 
they can climb up into using a ladder.

The most bizarre piece, however, is the large metal wheel guests can climb on and run round just as 
hamsters do. However, the Villa isn’t all child-like play. It has all the modern equipment – WiFi, kitchen, 
flat screen TV and shower – to make the stay as enjoyable as it is strange. 

Task 10 (Sherlock and Watson)
Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson were on a camping trip. After an excellent dinner followed by a bottle of 
wine, they lay down in their tent for the night, and immediately went to sleep. A few hours later, Holmes 
suddenly woke up, and gently shook his fellow detective awake from his deep sleep. 

“Watson, wake up and look up at the sky and tell me what you see.”
Watson replied, “I see millions and millions of bright stars.”
“What does that tell you?” Holmes asked.
Watson, still a bit sleepy, thought for a minute then said:
“Well, first of all, logically, timewise, from the position of the stars and the planets I can tell that the 

time must be about a quarter past three.” 
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“Good. Anything else, Watson?” asked Holmes.
“All right, astronomically, it tells me that there are millions of galaxies and potentially billions of 

planets in the universe, and Earth is just one of them.”
“And what else, my dear Watson?” asked Holmes.
“Then, astrologically, I observe that Jupiter is in Libra and Venus is entering the Scorpio sign.”
“Not bad. Anything else, Watson?” asked Holmes. 
“Well, theologically, I can see that God is immensely powerful and that we, people are just small and 

insignificant.”
“Quite good. But what else, Watson?” Holmes asked again.
“Well, meteorologically, I suspect that we will have a beautiful day tomorrow, with hardly any clouds, 

a lot of sunshine and only a minimal chance of rain.”
“And what does all of it tell you, my dear Watson?” asked Holmes.
“Why, am I missing something?” asked Watson.

Holmes was silent for a moment, then spoke: “Watson, you idiot. Someone has stolen our tent!” 

Task 11 (Mobile phones) 
Reporter: There’s growing fear about the potential dangers of using mobile phones. Should we be really 
worried? We asked Dr. Peter Summers, a leading scientist of the Health Research Institute, which is 
currently running a research project on this subject, to come to our studio and answer a few questions 
about this issue. Good evening, Dr. Summers. Is talking on a mobile phone dangerous to our health?
Dr. Summers: Good evening. Well, quite honestly, it is rather difficult to know for sure at the moment. 
Some research suggests that heavy users of mobile phones are at a greater risk of developing brain 
tumours.  However, many other studies report that there is no link between cancer and mobile phone 
use.
Reporter: How is it possible that the different studies have come up with such different findings?
Dr. Summers: Well, the main problem with the current research is that mobile phones have only been 
popular since the 1990s.  This means that it is still too early to arrive at definite conclusions about the 
long term effects of Electromagnetic Radiation (EMR) that mobile phone users are exposed to. Health 
professionals point out that many cancers take at least ten years to develop. 
Reporter: I see, so we simply haven’t got enough evidence to support the findings?
Dr. Summers: Yes, that’s the main problem, but there is another serious problem with these studies: the 
trouble is that many of them have been funded by those who actually benefit financially from the mobile 
phone industry.
Reporter: Well, that’s quite a serious problem. But should we be worried then in your opinion?
Dr. Summers: Well, a growing number of health professionals worldwide – including myself – are 
recommending greater care until more concrete and independent studies – such as ours – can be conducted. 
 Some use the example of tobacco to illustrate the potential risks. Many years ago, people used to 
smoke freely and were not worried about the effects of cigarettes on their health. Today, people know that 
cigarettes cause lung cancer, though we still aren’t sure exactly how or why. Some doctors fear that the 
same thing will happen with devices such as mobile phones.
Reporter: Thanks a lot, Dr. Summers and we are looking forward to your first research reports.
Dr. Summers: My pleasure, and I hope we’ll have our first findings out in a few months’ time. 

Task 12 (TALK!) 
Feeling bored and in need of human contact? Want to meet new people, but don’t fancy going out? As 
always, the Internet is here to save you.

If you want to get in touch with people with the help of a chat platform, you usually have to go through 
a complicated registration process with millions of questions, including ones where you’ve got to provide 
all sorts of data – typically sensitive personal information –, perhaps even your dental history!  But 
now you can have TALK!, a platform where you can find friendship and much more without having to go 
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through this extremely tiring process! Chatting with people from all over the world with TALK! will allow 
you to make new friends or find the love of your life even on the other side of the planet. All you have to 
do is download the application from www.malavida.com. 

TALK! is a free dating tool where everything is possible. It’s a wonderfully simple app for Windows 8 
and Windows 10, with a rather simple design, but it’s fast and efficient.  To create your profile, you’ll 
only need to provide a name, your gender and the country you live in. And, if you want, you can include a 
photo, your age, and a short description of yourself.  You can also choose whether you want to tell other 
users what kind of people and topics you are interested in. And that’s it, you can start chatting without 
any further complications. Create your profile in 30 seconds and start chatting with people from all over 
the world. 

Once you’ve logged in, you’ll see that your TALK! screen is divided into three sections. The first one 
is a quick chat forum for people online. You can add images or emoticons to liven up your conversations. 
 In the middle, you’ll see the profiles of the other users. You can filter them by age, sex, country and 
whether they’re online or not. If you see somebody you like, you can start a private chat with that person, 
which will appear on the right side of the screen.

Why don’t you give TALK! a try? It won’t cost you a penny and it might change your life – or at the 
very least it’ll give you a chance to practise your English!

We’d love to hear from you. Do you want to give us your opinion? 

Task 13 (Strange customs)
A culture clash could mean 40 hits with a stick in Sudan for British teacher Gillian Gibbons, who 
allowed her pupils to name a teddy bear Mohammed. Gillian was arrested after claims that she had 
insulted the prophet Mohammed. The incident shows just how dangerous travelling can be if you are 
not familiar with the laws, traditions and etiquette of the country you’re visiting before you step off the 
airplane. Here’s a short guide to getting around the world and coming back again safe and well.

Remember, for example, that in Saudi Arabia, talk about sex is taboo and dirty jokes are a total no-no. 
Short skirts and low-cut tops for women are also out of order. Sleeveless tops are borderline but even 
trousers should be worn under a long blouse that covers the hips.

In other countries it may be polite to smile when you first meet someone, but when it comes to business 
in Japan, they regard meeting someone new as a serious matter. If your new acquaintance smiles, smile 
back. If not, keep it straight. It is also important that you should never pour your own drink in Japan. Wait 
for your cup to be filled. 

If you step on someone’s foot in Mongolia, you’re expected to shake their hand and offer to let them 
step on your foot in return.

Swearing in Russia is unacceptable, certainly in the presence of women. Even in tough-talking Russia, 
a woman would never use a swear word. She is more likely when upset to say ‘Blin’, the equivalent of 
‘Sugar’.

In Germany, if you’re invited to dinner at 7pm, that means 7pm. Anything after 7.15pm and your 
German hosts will think that you are an impolite person. 

Here’s one place, however, where being early or on time is viewed as being rude. In Venezuela, if you 
are invited over to someone’s home for a meal at 7 o’clock, it’s recommended that you should arrive 10 
to 20 minutes later than that, say at 7.20. Unless you want to catch your hosts in their underwear, it’s not 
just nice but essential to be unpunctual.

It’s best not to blow your nose in front of others in China – especially at mealtimes. However, people 
happily spit out bones on the table cloth during meals, as spitting is much more acceptable in China.

A lot of superstitious people in England think that seeing a single magpie, this noisy little black and 
white bird with a long tail, will bring bad luck. In order to prevent bad luck, a lot of people will salute the 
bird by greeting it with “Morning Mr Magpie, and how is your lady wife today?” 
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Task 14 (Forbidden)
Different countries and states around the world are banning a lot of things, some for a very good reason, 
and others for … well, who knows why? We’ve collected some of the strangest laws that are still in force 
somewhere in the world.

In Iowa, USA, for example, it is illegal for a man with a moustache to kiss a woman in public. So, if 
you want to kiss the woman of your love in Iowa, you either shave off your moustache or you do it in 
your home.

Remember that wearing anything yellow, shoes, hats and particularly T-shirts, is completely illegal in 
Malaysia, and can land you in jail. Yellow has been considered to be the “the colour of protesters” since 
2015, when protesters wore yellow T-shirts during the nationwide anti-government demonstrations. 

The Iranian government decided to ban several Western things such as tight jeans, the novel Harry 
Potter and tattoos for anybody. The idea is to control the enormous influence of Western civilization.

In the most isolated country in the world, North Korea, people are forbidden to watch anything other 
than state television. In addition, all music in North Korea is controlled by the state and listening to 
Western music and wearing jeans are banned. 

The French government felt that teenagers were using too much ketchup, and it was ruining the 
originality of traditional French cuisine, so they banned it from school dining rooms in 2011. Luckily, 
however, kids are still allowed to have some ketchup if they order french fries.

The Greek government wanted to stop illegal gambling and they banned all electronic games across the 
country in 2002. This law accidentally led to the banning of video games, because they couldn’t distinguish 
between video games and illegal gambling machines. If anyone breaks the law, they have to pay a large fine 
or face a jail sentence of up to one year. The law applies to people visiting the country as well. 

You’d better not forget that in San Francisco there is a law which bans people on the street from 
feeding pigeons. If you attempt to do so, you will be breaking the law and you could face legal action. If 
you’re planning to spend your day feeding the pigeons, then think again while you are in San Francisco.

Have you ever thought that chewing gum might land you in prison? Yes, it could happen! Chewing 
gum has been completely illegal in Singapore since 1992. There is also a ban on importing chewing gum 
into Singapore. No gum is allowed to be bought or sold inside Singapore and there is a $500 fine for 
spitting out gum on the streets. 

Task 15 (Phoning a landlady)
Mrs Bell: Yes?
Peter: Hello. Could I speak to Mrs Bell, please?
Mrs Bell: Yes, speaking. May I ask who’s calling, please?
Peter: Yes, I’m sorry, my name is Peter Marshall, and I’m enquiring about the flat you advertised in the 
Daily Mail on Thursday.
Mrs Bell: Yes, what would you like to know?
Peter: Well, first and foremost … I wonder if you could tell me how much the rent is, please?
Mrs Bell: It’s ₤315 a week but, of course, the bills are not included. You’ll have to pay at the end of each month. 

Peter: I see. Could you tell me exactly where the flat is? Is it a long way from the city centre?
Mrs Bell: No, not at all, it’s only about a ten-minute walk from Queens Park tube station, actually it’s 
only about a mile or so away.
Peter: I see. Erm ... As I understand it’s a one-bedroom flat. What sort of other rooms are there?
Mrs Bell: Well, there’s a very large living room that can also be used as a dining room, a fully equipped, modern 
kitchen, a stylish bathroom with shower and, of course, a good size bedroom, all of them fully furnished. 
Peter: Can I ask you which floor it is on, please?
Mrs Bell: On the third floor.
Peter: And is there a lift?
Mrs Bell: Yes, of course, there is.
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Peter: Good. Erm ... And is there a balcony?
Mrs Bell: Yes, there is a fairly big balcony overlooking a small park.
Peter: And is it handy for the shops, please?
Mrs Bell: Yes, it’s within easy reach of a shopping mall, actually. Only a few minutes’ walk. That 
shouldn’t be a problem. 
Peter: Oh, that sounds good. Erm ... would it be possible for me to visit it some time this week?
Mrs Bell: Yes, certainly. How about, say, at 6:30 tomorrow?
Peter: That’d be fine by me. Could you just give me the address, please?
Mrs Bell: Certainly. The address is 8 Oxford Road. Oh, and there is one more important thing, if you 
don’t mind. We have a rather strict no-pets policy, so – except for fish –, no other pets are allowed under 
any circumstances.
Peter: Well, OK, that’s not a problem for us at all, we don’t have any pets, anyway.  So it’s 8 Oxford 
Road. Thank you very much and I’ll see you at 6.30 tomorrow, then.
Mrs Bell: Fine, good.
Peter: Goodbye.
Mrs Bell: Bye-bye. 

Task 16 (Dog mayor)  
Rabbit Hash in Kentucky with its population of 315 is such a small town that it doesn’t really need a 
mayor, an elected official leader. Since the 1990s, however, Rabbit Hash has been holding elections as a 
way of making money for the town. Each vote costs $1 and residents, only the people who live there, of 
course, can vote as many times as they want. 

As Brynneth Pawltro, the latest mayor of Rabbit Hash, comes into office, people are praising her as 
very friendly and having a great smile. She also happens to be a dog.

Brynneth, or Brynn for short, is a 3-year-old pit bull. She competed with several rivals, including 
Stella the cat and a donkey named Higgins, to win the mayoral election. Brynn got more than 3,300 votes, 
winning the election by a large majority. 

This is Brynn’s first try at politics, but it’s not the first time Rabbit Hash has had a dog as a mayor. Brynn 
is actually the town’s fourth dog mayor. She was elected to office after Lucy Lou, a border collie, resigned. 
Huffington Post reported that Lucy was now considering running for US President! 

Brynn won the election last November and took up office on January 20th. Brynn’s owner, 23-year-
old Jordie Bamforth, who adopted Brynn from a local animal shelter, told People magazine in an earlier 
interview that Brynn had run for mayor promising “peace, love and understanding.”  “Brynn has 
promised to be peaceful with any human or animal in Rabbit Hash, especially the cats. Brynn does like to 
chase the cats around here, but has promised to resist the temptation as much as possible.”

The most recent election raised almost $9,000. That money will go towards rebuilding the town’s 
famous 185-year-old general store, the town’s most famous building, which nearly burned to the ground 
last year. The Rabbit Hash General Store is the best known and best preserved country store in Kentucky, 
and they plan to rebuild it with the same look and feel. 

HALLOTT SZÖVEG ÉRTÉSE • TESZTEK

1. TESZT
Task 1 (A tourist guide)
When I was in Turkey a few years ago, I made friends with a local amateur tour guide, Deniz Kilic. Deniz 
is a student who studies English at university and works for the Wildland Adventures company during 
the summer holiday. When he is not working, you will see him riding his motorbike around the villages 
of Cappadocia in the south of Turkey. I asked him a few questions about guiding tourist groups and his 
love of motorbikes.
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Question: What is it that you like so much about your work with Wildland Adventures?
Answer: Well, Wildland Adventures is a travel organizing company that specializes in ecotourism and 
small group trips, and in general, guiding small private groups or single travellers is more enjoyable for me. 
 I can spend more time with each person to share my knowledge about Turkey and make sure that they 
enjoy their time and experience in my country. With all the Wildland travellers I have led so far, the groups 
are small and I have the chance to get to know people personally. And by the end of the trip, we’re family.
Q: What places and sites in Turkey do Wildland travellers most enjoy?
A: I think Wildland travellers most enjoy this place, Cappadocia. The landscape of the region is completely 
unique – it actually looks like another planet – and there’s even more than that, it also has a history every 
bit as remarkable as its fantastic landscape – most of it dating to around the 11th century. 
Q: I must agree with you on that point. I’ve travelled in over 50 countries on five continents, and 
Cappadocia is one of the most surreal places I’ve ever visited. What do you like most about working as 
a guide?
A: I love guiding because it keeps me out of the office, and I like travelling, meeting new people and 
sharing everyday Turkish culture with them through the eyes of a local. None of my days are the same as 
the previous and I always have the chance to introduce local people to the travellers.
Q: What is your favourite Turkish dish? What meals do travellers typically most enjoy in Turkey?
A: My favourite dish is a typical Turkish dish called kurufasuly, which is a beans and lamb dish cooked 
in a pot. Travellers, however, mainly like all kind of kebabs. 
Q: Tell us one “secret” place – a restaurant, a viewpoint, a park – that only locals know about and where 
you take travellers.
A: There is a small restaurant which is a specialist for pide (which is the “Turkish pizza”) in the local bus 
station here in this village. It’s worth a try as there is no chance to see any other foreign visitors there, and 
their prices are very reasonable, too.
Q: I know you like motorbikes a lot. Can you tell us a bit more about your hobby? What is it like?
A: Motorbikes play an important role in my life, I don’t even have a car! For me, a holiday means going 
somewhere on my motorbike. At the end of last year, I rode from my home town to Iran. It took 45 days 
and I travelled 6,000 miles on my motorbike!
Q: Thanks a lot, Deniz.
A: My pleasure. 

Task 2 (A packet of biscuits) 
This is a true story that the author of the famous book The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, Douglas 
Adams shared with viewers in a television interview.

“This actually did happen to a real person, and the real person was me. I had gone to catch a train. This 
was April 1976, in Cambridge, U.K. I was a bit early for the train. I went to the train station coffee shop 
to get myself a newspaper to do the crossword and a cup of coffee and a packet of biscuits. I sat at a table, 
opened the packet, drank some coffee and was about to start working on my crossword.

I want you to picture the scene. It’s very important that you get this very clear in your mind. Here’s 
the table, newspaper, cup of coffee and packet of biscuits. There’s a guy sitting opposite me, a perfectly 
ordinary-looking guy wearing a business suit, carrying a briefcase. It didn’t look like he was going to do 
anything strange. What he did was this: he suddenly reached across, picked up the packet of biscuits, took 
one out, and ate it. I just couldn’t believe my eyes! 

Now this, I have to say, is the sort of thing the British are very bad at dealing with. There’s nothing in 
our background, upbringing, or education that teaches you how to deal with embarrassing situations like 
this, when someone in broad daylight has just stolen your biscuits. You know what would happen if this 
had been Los Angeles. There would have very quickly been gunfire, helicopters coming in, CNN, you 
know… But in the end, I did what any true Englishman would do: I ignored it and didn’t say a word. I 
drank a little coffee and tried to concentrate on the crossword in the newspaper … and I thought, what 
am I going to do? 
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Eventually, I decided to take out a biscuit for myself. And then, a moment or two later he did it again! 
He took another biscuit. We went through the whole packet like this. When I say the whole packet, I mean 
there were only about eight biscuits, but it felt like a lifetime. He took one, I took one, he took one, I took 
one. Finally, when we got to the end, he stood up and picked up his briefcase. We exchanged meaningful 
looks, and I was really happy to see him walk away and that I’d got rid of him at last. I gave out a sigh of 
relief and sat back.

A moment or two later the train was coming in, so I drank the rest of my coffee, stood up, picked up 
the newspaper, and underneath the newspaper was my packet of biscuits.” 

Task 3 (Brown cows)
According to a nationally representative online survey, seven percent of all American adults believe 
that chocolate milk comes from brown cows. If you do the mathematics, that works out to 16.4 million 
misinformed milk-drinking people. The equivalent of the population of Pennsylvania does not know that 
chocolate milk is milk, cocoa and sugar.

But the most surprising thing about this number may actually be that it isn’t much higher. For decades, 
educational experts have complained that many Americans simply don’t know anything about agriculture. 
They don’t know where food is grown, how it gets to stores – or even, in the case of chocolate milk, what’s 
in it.  Nearly one in five adults do not know that hamburgers are made from beef, and most children just 
think that if you need food, you go to the store. When one team of researchers interviewed fourth-, fifth- 
and sixth-graders at an urban California school, they found that more than half of them didn’t know that 
onions and lettuce were plants. Three in ten didn’t know that cheese is made from milk. 

“Everybody knew the names of simple foods in their original form and most people also knew that 
foods were grown on farms,” the researchers said. “Today, however, many Americans can’t identify 
agricultural products in the stores, because they don’t look much like the original animal or plant. They 
do not always have a clear idea of what happens in the factory nor the origin of common foods such as 
the origins of the cereals or hot dogs in their kitchens.”, they said. 

Some people, however, are rather skeptical about the findings of the survey, and a lot of them simply 
cannot believe that people can be that stupid. One comment, for example, says that “I have to believe that 
a large number of the people who answered ‘brown cows’ were just joking. If you ask a stupid question, 
you get a stupid answer. What the survey really shows is that 7% of those surveyed didn’t take the survey 
seriously.”, says the author of the comment. 

2. TESZT
Task 1 (Liz Taylor) 
Elizabeth (or Liz) Taylor was a British-born American actress, businesswoman and humanitarian, who 
died at the age of 79 in 2011. She was one of the most popular celebrities during the 1950s and 60s. This 
is an interview she gave in 1995.
Reporter: We are happy to have Elizabeth Taylor here today.
Liz: I’m very happy to be on your program, John.
Reporter: Tell me, Elizabeth, where and when were you born?
Liz: I was born on February 27, l932, in London, England.
Reporter: How old were you in your first movie?
Liz: I was nine years old in “There’s One Born Every Minute”.
Reporter: But your first big success was in “National Velvet” in 1944.
Liz: Yes, it was a horse movie. I won a horse race in it. I’ve always loved horses. 
Reporter: But you weren’t just a child actress. You became a famous adult film star.
Liz: That’s right. I wanted to be a serious actress like my mother. 
Reporter: Many child actors and actresses don’t go on to work in movies as adults.
Liz: No, sometimes an actor or actress can only get roles if they are young and cute.
Reporter: You won two Oscars, didn’t you?
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Liz: Yes, I did. The first time I won I was surprised. I didn’t like the movie I was in.
Reporter: And the second time?
Liz: I played the unhappy wife of a professor. It was a very good role. 
Reporter: May I ask you a couple of personal questions?
Liz: That depends on the questions, of course.
Reporter: OK; have you ever been really in love?
Liz: Oh, what a question! Yes, of course, several times.
Reporter: Exactly how many husbands have you had?
Liz: I’ve had seven, including my present husband. But I’ve had eight marriages, because I married one 
of them twice. Yes, and I have three children.
Reporter: Probably your most famous husband was the actor Richard Burton, am I right?
Liz: Yes. I first met Richard when were playing in the movie “Cleopatra.” He was the one I married twice.
Reporter: Then, you and he were very often in the newspapers and magazines.
Liz: Like many famous people, we were always being chased by reporters. We didn’t have much privacy.
Reporter: Yes, but I’m sure the media attention also helped to promote your business companies, you 
know, your perfume and jewelry brands, isn’t that true?
Liz: Well, there’s no doubt about that. By the way, would you believe that I’ve made more money through 
them than during the whole of my career as an actress? 
Reporter: Well, you’ve certainly led a rich and exciting life. You’re 63 years old now. How do you feel?
Liz: I’ve had some health problems, but now I’m okay.
Reporter: You’ve done a lot of work for AIDS, haven’t you?
Liz: Yes, I have. It’s a terrible epidemic. And we need to find a cure for it.
Reporter: Do you still act in movies?
Liz: I haven’t been in a movie for a while, but I sometimes appear in TV shows.
Reporter: Tell me, Elizabeth, what is your secret for remaining so beautiful?
Liz: Well, John, thank you for the compliment. I think beauty is inside a person.
Reporter: Really? That’s an interesting idea.
Liz: Yes. If you are kind to people and if you have a good heart, it is easy to be beautiful.
Reporter: Elizabeth Taylor, it has been a great pleasure to have you on my program.
Liz: I’ve enjoyed talking to you and your audience, John. 

Task 2 (A bad cook)
Straight-A student Virginia Brown got a C in cooking class and didn’t like it. She didn’t like it so much 
that her father filed a complaint in court about it. He says that the teacher, who is white, discriminated 
against his daughter, who is black. He wants to have her grade changed from a C to an A and asks for 
financial compensation.

Virginia is in her last year at Ashley High School, located just outside Wilmington, North Carolina. 
Since her first year in school, all her grades have been A’s. Virginia’s father said her heart was broken 
when she got the C.

“She cried the whole weekend,” he said. “Her eyes were red and puffy and she wouldn’t come out of 
her room.  My little girl hasn’t been this upset since her cat got run over by a car when she was 6 years 
old.”

Virginia is a model student. She’s on the swim team, the basketball team, and she belongs to the chess 
club. She also sings in the school choir.

The home economics teacher is 28-year-old Jessica Smith, a beginner teacher, who is only in her 
second year of teaching.  Ms. Smith denied the charges, and said that discrimination was absolutely 
not the issue. “Some of my best friends are African-Americans,” she said. “This isn’t a ‘black and white’ 
problem. Everybody in America wants to sue everybody else. I might also do the same.”

The school principal, who grew up in India, said that he supported Ms. Smith 100 percent. He said that 
Virginia is an excellent student who would have no problem getting into the best universities even with 
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a C in cooking. “She won’t have any difficulty finding a great university, but she might have problems 
finding a husband,” he laughed. “She’d better look for a man who likes to eat out in restaurants a lot.” 

Task 3 (Longevity)
There are several places in the world that are famous for people who live a very long time. These places 
are usually villages in mountainous areas, far away from modern cities. Doctors, scientists, and health 
experts often travel to these regions to understand the mystery of a long, healthy life, in other words: 
longevity.

Hunza Valley, high in the Himalayan Mountains in the northern part of Pakistan, is the home of the 
longest lived people on the planet. There, many people over one hundred years of age are still in good 
physical health. Men over ninety are new fathers, and women of fifty still have babies. What are the 
reasons for this good health? Scientists believe that the people of Hunza have three benefits: (1) physical 
work, usually in the fields or with animals; (2) a healthful environment with clean air and water; and (3) 
a simple diet high in vitamins but low in fat, cholesterol, sugar, and chemicals. Hunzukuts eat mainly raw 
vegetables and fruit and they eat meat only a few times a year. 

People in the Caucasus Mountains in Russia are also famous for their longevity. In this area, there are 
amazing examples of very long-lived people. Birth records are not usually available, but a woman called 
Tsurba probably lived until she was 160; a man called Shirali probably lived until 168. His widow was 
120 years old. In general, the people not only live a long time, but they also live well. They are almost 
never ill, and when they die, they still have not only their own teeth but also a full head of hair and good 
eyesight. The Caucasian diet consists mainly of vegetables and fruit, but they eat quite a lot of milk, 
cheese and meat as well. Most people there drink the local red wine daily. 

Vilcabamba, Ecuador, is another area famous for the longevity of its inhabitants. This region – like 
Hunza and the Caucasus – is also in the high mountains, far away from cities. In Vilcabamba, too, there 
is very little serious disease. One reason for the good health of its people might be the clean, beautiful 
environment. The temperature is about 20 degrees Celsius all year long, and the region is rich in flowers, 
fruit, vegetables, and wildlife. In Vilcabamba, people eat a very small amount of meat each month, but 
their daily diet consists mainly of grain, corn, beans, potatoes, and fruit. Their lives are physically hard, 
so they get a lot of exercise in their daily work. However, experts found some surprising facts in the 
mountains of Ecuador: most people there, even the very old, consume a lot of coffee, drink a large amount 
of alcohol, and smoke forty to sixty cigarettes daily! 

Inhabitants in the three regions have more in common than calories, natural food, their mountains and 
their distance from modern cities. Although their lives are usually hard, the people in these regions do 
not seem to have the worries of city people. Their lives are quiet. That is why some experts believe that 
physical exercise and freedom from worry might be the two most important secrets of longevity. 
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